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PREFACE

'' In January 1981, President Reagan appointed a Task Force on Regulatory
* Relief, directing it to investigate Federal regulations and policies that

might impose a severe hardship on States, local entities, and citizens.
Because of the impact of Federal floodplain management policies on future
development in floodplain areas and on the State and local governments, which

control land use and development, Executive Order (E.O.) 11988 on Floodplain

Management and the "100-year-flood" standard upon which it is based were

selected for review by the Task Force. In a letter dated August 26, 1982, the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) directed the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (FEMA), as the administrator of the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) and the Federal agency having lead responsibility for flood
hazard assessement and mitigation, to (1) investigate whether Federal agencies
are complying with the requirements of the Order and determine what impact, if
any, the Order is having on the level of Federal support in designated flood
hazard areas, and (2) review the use of the base, or "100-year," flood
standard used in implementing the Order and other Federal flood hazard "
reduction programs.

In carrying out its review task, FEMA assigned a team of staff members to

review the history and current usage and application of both E.O. 11988 and
the 100-year base flood standard. Information on the intent of the review of
these policies was published in the Federal Register, and letters were sent to
the heads of all Federal agencies affected by the floodplain management
directive and base flood standard and to all State Governors. Through these
means, comments on the standard and the Federal policy and procedure reflected
in the Executive Order were sought from Federal agencies, the States, local
entities, and the private sector.

A total of 171 comments were received from Federal agncies, the States
(both Governors and agencies), local entities, and the private sector. The
breakdown of responses was as follows:

Executive 100-Year Base

Group Order Flood Standad O

Federal agencies 21 14

States 56 40
(Governors) (19) (10)
(Agencies) (37) (30)

Local entities 25 21 '-
Private sector 22 30

Total 124 105

As indicated in the table, some responses addressed both subjects, while

others addressed one issue or the other. Also, more comments were received
from those who would be feeling the impacts of the Order and standard than S
from those who would be implementing them. The States, which have the primary
responsibility for both land use and public safety and welfare, and therefore,

the greatest concern regarding floodplain management and Federal programs,
offered the most comments and suggestions.

In addition to the comments sought from Federal, State, and local -O
governments and the private sector regarding the effectiveness and impacts of
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these Federal standards and policies, FEMA reviewed reports to Congress,
feasibility studies, Congressional hearing material, reports by experts, and
background files. These documents provided insight and explanation as to the

development of a common base flood standard, the selection of the 100-year
flood as that standard, and the policies and programs of the Federal
Government to reduce the escalating costs associated with flooding.

This report presents a historical overview of the need for and

development of a national flood hazard reduction program and a standard for
implementing that program (Section I), the findings of the review of the
100-year base flood standard and E.O. 11988 (Sections II and III,
respectively), and FEMA's conclusions and recommendations based upon that
review (Section IV). Because the 100-year base flood standard predates E.O.
11988, is more fundamental, and has broader implications and impacts, it is
discussed first. Background documentation (tasking memoranda, comments, and

S.. document sources) are contained in the appendices.

It should be stressed that no attempt has been made to analyze the
100-year base flood standard or any alternative standard or E.O. 11988 in
terms of economic costs and benefits. Such an economic analysis is beyond the
scope of this preliminary, fact-finding review, which is intended to determine
whether the 100-year flood is a reasonable standard and whether that standard
or the Federal policy regarding floodplain management by Federal agencies are
placing a severe hardship on the nation. The responses obtained from Federal
agencies, which must implement them, and State and local governments and the
private sector, which are affected by them, serve as an indication of whether

and to what degree adversity may exist.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In order to review a standard or administrative policy, it it essential to
first review the historical background on the need for and development of a

" standard or policy before examining the current situation and the implications
and impacts of those policies. This section, therefore, presents background
information on the historical need for and development of a base flood

standard (BFS), specifically the 100-year base flood standard, and of
Executive Order (E.O) 11988 on Floodplain Management in order to clearly
understand the objectives of their implementation and whether they are

" "adequately achieving the goals, whether the costs and benefits are being
retained in the correct relationship and ratio, and whether options proposed
have been considered or tried previously and with what results.

INITIAL FLOOD HAZARD REDUCTION EFFORTS

Historically, people have been attracted to floodplains as a place to

live, partly because of the practical necessity of being near water and
waterways and partly because of the natural beauty of the floodplains and
coasts. Commercial activities dependent on the floodplains have benefited the
nation as well as the local communities. However, development of these
natural flood reservoir areas also has resulted in economic, and at timesp
human, losses. Like the benefits, these losses are transferred to the nation
as a wh-ole, with the general taxpayers primarily bearing the costs of careless
development and losses.

As the economic burdens began to outweigh the benefits nationwide, the
Federal Government undertook a series of actions designed to reduce flood
losses through wise use of flood hazard areas. These efforts began in the
early 1900s with authorization by Congress of several specific flood control
projects to be carried out by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and with the

• creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in 1933. With the passage of
the first Flood Control Act in 1936, the Federal Government embarked upon a
national program to utilize flood control structures. In the early 1950s, as
it became clear that structural works alone were not sufficient to reduce the
increasing losses and costs, the Federal Government began to establish
nonstructural flood loss mitigation programs.

In carrying out these various flood hazard reduction programs, both
structural and nonstructural, the Federal agencies involved each adopted a p

. method of analyzing the flood problem and selected a base magnitude/frequency
flood for use as a base flood standard. Because potential flood levels can be
calculated by a number of methods and because structural works (e.g., dams and
levees) require a more stringent standard than nonstructural measures, both
the method of calculating potential flooding and the standard chosen differed
among agencies and programs.

In designing and constructing engineering structural works such as dams
and levees to control flooding, TVA adopted a design standard using the
"maximum probable flood" as a reference, whereas the Corps of Engineers used
the "standard project flood" as its design standard. When TVA began its
nonstructural community flood damage prevention program in 1)53, it adopted a p
"regional flood" (estimated as a 50-year, or more, magnitude/frequency level)
as its reference. Under the Flood Control Act of 1960, the Corps began its
nonstructural flood hazard mitigation assistance to State and loc.il entities

. . . .-



using an "Intermediate" (approximately 100-year-flood magnitude/frequency)
base flood level as its nonstructural standard.

In the 1950s, the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) of the Department of
Agriculture initiated a watershed protection program using a 25-year-flood

-* magnitude/frequency level as a standard in agricultural flood hazard areas and
a 100-year-flood standard in urbanized areas.

MOVE TOWARD A COMMON STANDARD

It gradually became clear that a common standard was needed and steps were
taken toward standardizing procedures for assessing flood risks between 1955
and 1970. The effort was triggered in 1955, when Hurricane Diane dumped 10-15
inches of rain in a 30-hour period over much of the northeastern United

. States, from Pennyslvania to Maine, and left in its wake millions of dollars
of property damage plus the tragic loss of over 100 lives. Connecticut, hard
hit by the 1955 storm, acted quickly to revitalize its program to restrict
channel encroachment. The Connecticut Resources Commission was faced with the
selection of an equitable floodplain management standard for establishing

encroachment lines. Its study to select a standard considered the 100-year
. flood; however, this standard was rejected, mainly because agreement could not
* be reached on a uniform method of computing the flood flows-frequency values.

Instead, a standard representing a factor of 5-7 times the mean annual flood,
or a 35- to 150-year flood level, was adopted. By 1958, at least six other
States had enacted floodplain encroachment laws. Most had enacted their laws
following a major flood.

By the early 1960s, the TVA and the Corps were involved heavily in
nonstructural, floodplain management studies. Recognizing the need for
standardization among Federal as well as Federal/State and local efforts, they
agreed on a standard that would identify a major flood without being unduly
severe--a flood level representing an intermediate magnitude/frequency that

* / would be derived on a regional basis. The 100-year flood level was selected
because a flood of this magnitude and frequency represented a reasonable
probability of occurrence and loss worth protecting against and an immediate
level that would alert planners and property owners to the effects of even
greater flood levels.

In the aftermath of Hurricane Betsy, which struck the southeast Gulf Coast
in the mid-1960s, new concern developed over the need for a coordinated
national effort to deal with the escalating costs associated with flood
losses. During this period a number of studies (Federal and private) were

• - conducted to determine how to handle the situation, both in terms of programs
*" and standards. In 1966, the President submitted to Congress the findings of

two major studies: "A National Program for Managing Flood Losses" and
"Insurance and Other Programs for Financial Assistance to Flood Victims."
Both studies stressed the need for a unified approach and supported the
concept of a Federal flood insurance program.

The study of insurance, conducted by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), concluded that a national flood insurance program was
feasible if risk management and flood hazard reduction (floodplain management)

accompanied the insurance availability offered and that neither of these
aspects would work if there were not an accurate assessment of the risk of - .

1-2
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loss and a reasonable standard on which to base the floodplain management and

risk-rating mechanisms.

The study examined two proposed methods of measuring risks: (1) use of
annual flood damages either in total or by regions of the United States, and 0

(2) use of hydrologic data to evaluate the average annual damages to be
expected in each flood-prone area. The first method had been appraised on
numerous occasions in the years preceding this study and was rejected by the
study group as being infeasible for use in actuarial risk-rating since no
completely satisfactory source of national flood damage data existed and
because of a lack of uniformity in appraising and defining direct and indirect "
losses. The alternate approach, the use of hydrologic data, was selected

becAus. it is subject to rigorous analysis. As stated in the feasibility
report, "The hydrologic method uses the techniques of analysis developed and
widely used by hydrologists and hydraulic engineers for many years to
determine the economic feasibility of flood protection and flood-abatement
projects.... Out of this widespread use of the benefit-cost approach have O
come standard techniques for integrating flood frequencies with damages to
properties from flooding."

The study "A Unified National Program for Managing Flood Losses,"
conducted by the Bureau of Budget, emphasized the need for a unified approac.
nonstructural as well as structural approaches to flood loss reduction, O
establishment of a Federal flood insurance program, and evaluations by Federal
agencies before building, financing, or developing programs in floodplain
areas. In short, it recommended that the Federal Government take the
initiative in developing a comprehensive floodplain management program.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11296 :a

Based on the findings of this study, submitted to Congress in 1966, the
President issued Executive Order 11296, "Evaluation of Flood Hazard in
Locating Federally Owned or Financed Buildings, Roads, and Other Facilities,
And in Disposing of Federal Lands and Properties," the same year. E.O. 11296

o directed heads of Federal agencies to provide leadership in encouraging
a unified effort to prevent unnecessary use of the Nation's floodplains
and to lessen the risk of flood losses;

o directed heads of Federal agencies to evaluate flood hazards

- when planning the location and construction of new Federal buildings,
structures, roads or other facilities;

- wnen administering Federal grant, loan, or mortgage insurance
programs; and

- when disposing of Federal lands or properties; and

o directed heads of agencies to develop implementing procedu o tnd to ."

certify to the Bureau of Budget that flood hazard evaluati n . 'ad been
carried out for any appropriations requested for Federal c irv -ruction

of buildings, structures, roads or other facilities. -O
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This Executive order set a polic-y f1L ederal responsibility and

leadership in reducing e-- .omic losses caused by flooding. However, this
Order did not prp:_iibe a common base flood standard against which to measure

proposed actions.
S

FLOOD INSURANCE: SOURCE OF THE BASE FLOOD STANDARD

With the study on the feasibility of a Federal flood insurance program as
a basis, Congress created the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) in 1968
with passage of the National Flood Insurance Act. The NFIP is designed to
shift the burden of flood protection from the general taxpayers back to those P
choosing to occupy flood-prone areas. As recommended by the feasibility
study, the NFIP makes flood insurance available only in communities agreeing

to take at least minimum measures to reduce future flood losses. The emphasis
is on nonstructural flood loss reduction measures which are available to all
property owners at reasonable costs.

P
Since insurance can be offered at reasonable rates only with risk

management, in this case floodplain management, a set of national standards
for use in assessing and managing the risk of loss is of primary concern in

implementing the NFIP. Therefore, HUD began its administration of the NFIP by
calling a group of experts together to advise the agency as to the best

standard to be used as the basis for risk assessment and management purposes
for this program. This group recommended the 100-year base flood standard
that was adopted by the NFIP in its regulations. The 100-year flood event
represents a magnitude/frequency that has a statistical probability of being

equalled or exceeded annually, or in property terms a one in four (25 percent)
chance of occurring during the life of a 30-year mortgage. Thus, the 100-year
event represents a degree of risk and damage worth protecting against. On the - 5.
other hand, it is a level of protection that does not impose stritigent require-
ments or the burden of excessive costs on property owners.. As an intermediate-
level of risk and potential loss, it also is sufficient to make people aw-re
of the greater magnitudes and frequencies of flooding that could occur.

The 100-year base flood is the standard in an engineering study used by
the NFIP to prepare maps depicting the flood hazard within a community. These
maps are used by city officials and developers when making decisions about the
location and degree of flood protection required for structures and by the
Federal Insurance Administration for insurance rating. The maps also are used
by lenders to determine flood insurance requirements and by insurance agents
to determine insurance premium rates for specific properties. S

To allow for the possibility that floodplain conditions depicted on these
maps may change and for possible corrections or refinements, several appeal
mechanisms exist. An appeal period is provided prior to the effective date of
the map. Once in effect, individuals may submit scientific, technical and
legal documentation to demonstrate that the elevation of a structure warrant:

exclusion from the special flood hazard area designation and receive a letter
of map amendment (LOMA). Communities may rule that a structure warran'-s grant-
ing )f a variance to zoning ordinances governing the use of land i.n special
flood hazard areas. Through these mechanisms protertion is provided against
undue hardships and inequities imposed by use of the base flood standard.

It should be noted that based on loss experience, FEMA haz determined that

a much larger incidence of flood damage exists in areas witi "moderate"

1-4
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(between the 100-year and 500-year boundaries) and "minimal" (above the

" .500-year flood boundary) flood risks than those terms imply. The minimum
floodplain management requirements under the NFIP participation regulations
only apply to the 100-year flood areas (A Zones) and the coastal high-hazard

areas (V Zones). Encroachments upon the floodway adopted and regulated by the
community are prohibited because of the need to pass flood waters through the
main channel and limit the flood exposure to additional areas that would not
otherwise be flooded. In areas of "moderate" and "minimal" flooding, where
losses do occur, communities are strongly encouraged to take protective
measures against low-level flooding.

CONGRESSIONAL CONCURRENCE ON STANDARD SELECTION

During Congressional hearings prior to passage of the Flood Disaster
Protection Act of 1973, the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs, which has oversight responsibility for the NFIP, heard arguments on

both sides of the controversy regarding the appropriateness of the 100-year
base flood standard. Several witnesses advocated a proposal to apply a lesser S
standard and some recommended the use of the greatest flood of record as a
floodplain management standard for each given area rather than an established
base flood standard to be applied nationwide. As administrator of the NFIP at
that time and thus an agency concerned with the insurance risk-rating aspects . -

and actuarial soundness of an insurance program as well as floodplain
management considerations, HUD pointed out that the 100-year flood represents
a compromise between minor floods and the greatest flood likely to occur in a

*. given area, that the highest recorded flood level in a given area is almost
entirely the result of chance and reflects what has happened rather than what
could happen, and that in many cases the 100-year flood level is less than the
flood of record.

After considering the statements of all interested parties, the Committee
concluded that the 100-year standard was reasonable and consistent with

national objectives in reducing flood losses.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11988

In 1975, the Comptroller General's report "National Attempts to Reduce

Losses from Floods by Planning for and Controlling Uses of Flood-Prone Lands"
found that Federal Agencies did not adequately evaluate flood hazards in their
programs. Specific agencies cited for failure to carry out the flood hazard
evaluation directives for Executive Order 11296 included the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, Veterans Administration, Farmers Home
Administration, and General Services Administration.

The report also cited the need for placing greater emphasis on providing
flood hazard technical assistance through the Corps of Engineers, Soil

Conservation Service and Tennessee Valley Authority and monitoring of
Executive Order 11296 by the Office of Management and Budget. It also called

for a more effective effort by the Water Resources Council (WRC) to implement
the National Program for Floodplain Management as assigned earlier by the
Bureau of Budget in response to Congressional direction contained in the
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968. In 1976, partly in response to the

Comptroller General's findings, the WRC recommended that the President
implement a Unified National Program for Floodplain Management and revise
Executive Order 11296 to, among other things, formalize the relationship of

1-5
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the Order to the 100-year base flood standard to be consistent with the

standard utilized by the National Flood Insurance Program and communities
across the Nation.

In 1977, the President issued E.O. 11988, which superseded E.O. 11296.
The new Executive Order developed out of the earlier order, adding monitoring
and enforcement mechanisms and establishing a standard, the 100-year base
flood standard. In 1978, WRC adopted Floodplain Management Guidelines, which
gave the Federal agencies a process for analyzing and assessing the impacts of
activities in the floodplains.

As this brief history suggests, the Executive Order and the 100-year base
. flood standard have evolved together over a 15-year period. The current

review of the implementation of the Order and the appropriateness of the
.* 100-year base flood standard is timely and is providing the periodic
* .evaluation called for by E.O. 11988.

1-6
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II. REVIEW OF THE 100-YEAR BASE FLOOD STANDARD

THE 100-YEAR BASE FLOOD STANDARD

The 100-year flood level represents a magnitude that has a 1 percent

chance probability of being equalled or exceeded annually, thus the name
100-year flood. However, this frequency calculation is a statistical
probability, and levels of this magnitude have been known to occur with
greater or lesser frequency and even to occur in successive years. In terms
of property investments and risk, there is a one in four (26 percent) chance
of an event of this magnitude occurring during the life of a 30-year mortgage.

The 100-year base flood level is determined from an analysis of hydrologic
data (indicating the occurrence, circulation, distribution, and properties of

water) and hydraulic data (indicating water motion). The analysis, therefore,
considers water velocity, depth, and turbulence as well as the local topog-
raphy, land cover, and flow-resisting obstructions. The analysis also takes
into consideration historical data on frequency, depth, damage, and extent.
This hydrologic and hydraulic analysis is site-specific for each study area.

CURRENT APPLICATION

Federal O

Under Executive Order 11988, all Federal agencies are required to utilize

the 100-year base flood standard in actions relating to floodplains and
floodplain management. As pointed out in Section I, historically those
Federal agencies involved in floodplain management activities were utilizing
the 100-year flood or its equivalent as a base flood standard for
nonstructural programs prior to this Executive action.

States

Since the establishment of the National Flood Insurance Program in 1968,

42 States plus the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico have adopted the 100-year flood
as a base flood standard for floodplain management purposes, either by State

law, regulations, administrative procedures, or executive order. The District
of Columbia, Guam, and the Virgin Islands have proposed legislation pending.
The State of Wyoming plans to enact legislation adopting the 100-year base
flood standard in 1983. The status of the 7 remaining states is as follows:

o Delaware has not enacted a Statewide floodplain management law;
flood hazard reduction is on a community-by-community basis under

the NFIP participation.

o Georgia has not enacted a law specifically aimed at the 100-year
standard on a Statewide basis. They have a State law adopting a
standard for the Chatahoochee River in the vicinity of Columbus.
The State actively supports the 100-year base flood standard and

the NFIP.

* o Idaho does not have a State floodplain management law, adoption

of the 100-year standard and flood hazard reduction measures is
on a community-by-community basis.

! lI -



0 Louisiana has not enacted a State law that adopts the 100-year
base flood standard. The State agency for coordinating
floodplain management policies indicates that it supports the

100-year base flood standard as most appropriate. This State was
one hard hit by Hurricane Betsy and consequently one of the
initial advocates of a program to reduce damages from flooding.

0 Nevada does not have legislation adopting the 100-year base flood

standard; however, communities may adopt one on an individual
basis. Approximately 85 percent of the land in the State is
Federally owned, and therefore, under Federal policies.

0 Utah has no State law on floodplain management; however, adoption
of such laws and a base flood standard is on a community-by-

community basis. Many Utah communities are participating in the
NFIP and have adopted the 100-year base flood standard.

o West Virginia has not enacted a State law concerning the
standard; each community is free to adopt its own standard and
implementation program. Several communities have initiated
programs and have adopted the 100-year base flood standard.

Many of the States not only require communities to adhere to the 100-year
,* base flood standard but insist that it be exceeded by a degree of freeboard.

These freeboard provisions generally require that the lowest floor of
structures be elevated on the order of 1-2 feet above the 100-year base flood
elevation.

Communities

Under the NFIP, participating communities are required to adopt and

enforce at least minimum floodplain management measures, using the 100-year
flood as the base flood standard. As of April 30, 1983, 17,416 communities
were participating in the NFIP, with a total of 1,870,273 insurance policies
in force at a total value of $107,298,328,000. In some cases State or local
governments impose mandatory or more stringent requirements than those
required for voluntary participation in the NFIP. It should be noted as well
that NFIP flood insurance policy data indicate that almost half of the
actuarially rated structures in the participating communities have been built
2 or more feet above the required 100-year base flood elevation. Moreover,
this fact holds true regardless of the structure type, flood zone, flooding
type, and State floodplain management activities. Thus, using caution in
interpreting these data, it can be assumed that the property owners within the
communities do not feel the 100-year flood standard is unreasonable or they
would only build to the 100-year base flood elevation.

REVIEW

Overview

In response to the request for comments regarding Federal use of the

100-year flood as the base flood standard for floodplain management purposes,
105 responses were received from Federal agencies, States (Governors and
agencies), local entities, and the private sector. All but a few of these
comments were supportive of the 100-year base flood standard. However,
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approximately 30 responses offered suggestions for refining the methodology
used in determining the 100-year flood area or for modifying NFIP floodplain

-' management requirements based on that standard. One response requested a

clarification of Executive Order 11988 regarding use of the 100-year base

flood standard, and two requested a change in the NFIP requirements regarding

• .elevation to the 100-year base flood level although general support was given
* . to the 100-year base flood standard. Three responses advocated the use of a

standard other than the 100-year flood.

Support for the Current Standard

Use of the 100-year base flood standard in the administration of the NFIP
has had a major impact on State and local governments and programs and on the
private sector. As indicated previously in this report, the standards set by

the NFIP have been adopted by all States and over 17,000 local entities.

These standards include minimum floodplain management measures based on the
100-year base flood level as well as the use of the 100-year base flood
standard itself in determining risk. Therefore, responses from these public

and private sectors provide a good indication of whether the 100-year base
flood standard is having an adverse impact or is believed to be a burden.

The responses from all sectors indicated a strong support of the current

standard, however. Reasons for retaining the standard vary but basically
reflect the fact that the communities, States, and private sector as well as
the Federal agencies believe it is working, it is not unduly restrictive, the
alternatives are not any better, and a change at this point would be dis-
ruptive and costly. The following excerpts from the responses are reflective

-' of the comments received. (The codes refer to response categories--Federal,

Governors, State agencies, Local entities, and Other--and response number in
the catalog of responses.)

. o "The choice of the nationwide 100-year flood-frequency standard

may be considered arbitrary, but it has been in use by State and
Federal agencies in all parts of the country before its adoption

by Congress in the 1974 amendments to the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968. It had been based on the judgment of
engineers, hydrologists, and planners, and over a period of
nearly four decades has been generally accepted by legislative

bodies and the courts. Perhaps its most arbitrary aspect is the
setting of a boundary when it must be kept in mind that still
larger floods will cross this boundary. Nevertheless, there
seems to be general agreement that for regulatory purposes

delineation in terms of a boundary is needed. Given this need,
the standard is sensitive to local conditions in that probability
of inundation can be quantified and equalized across the wide

spectrum of variability in drainage basin size, channel
morphology, topography, and climate.

"The specific risk factors mentioned in the notice, water height,
velocity of flow, frequency of flooding, quality of flood water,

historical flood loss experience, socioeconomic costs, and
maximum average annual damage, all apply after a development has

been flooded. Thus, for a new development, they apply after

-..- -- flooding has exceeded the regulatory boundary. The 100-year
standard fully accounts only for frequency of flooding. The
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other factors would require additional studies, some of
considerable complexity. Of the factors, the last four mentioned
above could vary greatly not only on basis of locality but also
with time. The development of applicable national standards
based on these factors has not been accomplished. However, it is
clear that if the remaining risks above the 100-year floodplain
are to be considered, local conditions must be taken into
account. Although frequency of flooding presumably would be

r .. small, a standard higher than the minimum would seem to be
" appropriate where local conditions could lead to loss of life.

Of particular concern would be areas above the 100-year
floodplain subject to flash floods, a risk factor not
mentioned...." U.S. Department of the Interior (F-25)

0 "The 100-year flood is a reasonable standard which provides for
public safety without unduly infringing on individual rights."
Michigan (G-10)

0 "The 100-year frequency flood level is a reasonable standard
which is widely accepted and scientifically valid. Based on both
flooding history and probability, it assesses the most important
risk factors of water height/frequency, velocity and historical
loss experience. Regulation to a lesser protection frequency
would not provide sufficient public protection or approach the
problem on a cost-effective basis." Georgia (G-5)

o "Technically or administratively, any modification of that
standard would be unbelievably disruptive to all the efforts that

* - have been made, and are presently underway, relative to
floodplain management. ... there is nothing to indicate that any
other standard would be any more desirable or beneficial."
Pennsylvania (G-21)

o "...the benefits derived from retaining that flood standard far
outweigh possible negative impacts that may be ascribed to
economic losses due to denial of development opportunities."

Puerto Rico (S-26)

o "The hundred-year flood (or one percent chance flood) we feel is

an excellent compromise between the extremes of the 'Biblical
Flood' and the mean annual flood. Most buildings are constructed

to have a useful life in the hundred-year range, and even if the
mortgage life of a building (about thirty years) is considered,

the likelihood of damage from a hundred-year flood is one in
four, pretty good odds. We believe that weakening of this

standard would have the effect of increasing future flood
damages." Missouri (S-17)

o "Illinois standards are based on quantitative and qualitative
historical data and are used to regulate floodway encroachments
and construction of damageable structures. Our floodplain

regulatory standards significantly exceed those of FEMA since

they provide considerably more protection from flood hazards. We
. do not allow floodway encroa;hments, either singularly or

cumulatively, to significantly increase the 100-year flood
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elevation over one foot and that the lowest damageable floor of
homes or small businesses be at least one foot higher than the

S.** -100-year flood elevation. We feel that the experience gained
since adopting our standard confirms that they are appropriate

and justified." Illinois (S-7)

o "...the 100-year flood standard, in conjunction with existing
NFIP regulations, appears to be achieving the original intentions
of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 to reduce future flood
losses in the United States. At the same time, this uniform
standard has facilitated the timely adoption of floodplain manage-
ment measures at the local level and the conduct of engineering
studies to identify and map flood hazard areas and establish base
flood elevations for insurance rating." Florida (S-4)

o "Our experience has shown that the 100-year standard can account
for many risk factors and is, in our opinion, a wholly desirable
standard." Riverside County, California (L-11)

o "If FEKA were to adopt... [a] variable standard, accounting for
'...water height, velocity of flow, frequency of flooding,
quality of flood water, historical flood loss experience,
socioeconomic costs, and maximum average annual damage,' then
FEMA would generate a program [NFIP] which, we believe, could
never be administered equitably. Furthermore, FEMA acknowledges
that the 100-year standard has been adopted by most State
agencies prior to Congress officially adopting it in 1974. In
addition to causing problems with the NFIP, we believe that the
suggested changes would adversely affect many other State and
Federal programs." Chicago, Illinois (L-21)

o "The city of New Orleans supports the 100-year standard in
Orleans Parish. The existing 100-year floodplain boundaries and
elevation requirements are generally appropriate and take into
account a sufficient range of risk factors in this area."

"The increase in construction costs due to these existing
requirements are more than compensated by the continuing
protection they afford to property owners. However, any more
restrictive floodplain elevation requirements in Orleans Parish
could prove too burdensome to property owners and are, therefore,
not warranted at this time." New Orleans, Louisiana (L-22)

o "The Urban Drainage and Flood Control District strongly supports
the 100-year flood standard as the basis for floodplain
management. As you point out in your request for comments, the
100-year flood standard has been extensively used since at least
1968. The Urban Drainage and Flood Control District adopted the
100-year standard in 1970, one year after the District was
established, and we have used that standard to this day. In that
time we have defined 100-year floodplains along approximately 700
miles of major drainageways at a total cost to Denver local
governments of over $2,700,000. Twenty-nine local governments

. - within the District have adopted floodplain regulations, all of
them based on the 100-year flood standard. Untold numbers of
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land use decisions have been made on the basis of the 100-year
flood standard. A change from the 100-year standard to some

other standard would without doubt be very disruptive or totally
destroy what we feel is an excellent floodplain management effort
in the Denver metropolitan area." Urban Drainage and Flood
Control District, Denver, Colorado (1-17)

o "This association represents the nearly 3000 soil and water

conservation districts in the 50 states, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands. Conservation districts have been involved in
flood control projects and floodplain management programs in many
areas of the nation. It is our opinion that the 100-year flood
standard for flood protection projects, floodplain management,
and flood insurance is an appropriate standard. It is widely
accepted and recognized. To change the standard would be

unwise.' National Association of Conservation Districts (0-23)

0 "The one hundred-year flood standard is a reasonable compromise
between the rarer floods of greater magnitude and the more
frequent floods of lesser magnitude."

"Missourians have suffered from two hundred-year floods in 1982:
In the Greater Kansas City Area in August, and in the Greater St.
Louis Area this month (December 19821. We feel that a lesseTning
of the standard would have the effect of increasing future flood
damages." Missouri Association of Soil and Water Conservation
Districts (0-19)

o "A national standard is necessary, and the 100-year standard is
reasonable and widely used. All states that have adopted a
standard use, use the 100-year standard. About 17,000
communities in the nation use the standard in their local
floodplain management regulations. Thousands of miles of
floodplains have been mapped and regulated using the standard.
To modify that standard would cost taxpayers and developers
untold sums of money and time." Association of State Floodplain
Managers (0-12)

O "While we feel that the uniform application of the 100-year flood

standard does not always result in uniform protection from flood
losses, we feel that this standard is the best available for
widespread application." Coastal Properties Institute, Inc.,
Hilton Head, South Carolina (0-8); New Orleans East, New Orleans,

Louisiana (0-25)

Suggested Improvements in Application

*i Most of the comments regarding improvements in the application of the
100-year base flood standard related to designations of elevations or
floodplain management standards of the NFIP, which are based on the 100-year
flood standard. Specifically, these comments generally indicate a desire for
greater flexibility in the appeal process; greater sensitivity to local
conditions; inclusion of factors such as sediment transport; the effects of
future development on flood levels; consideration of special risks in areas
subject to deep and/or fast-flowing water; greater emphisis on the ne"d for
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higher standards in high-risk areas; reevaluations to adjust for experienced

flooding; and inclusion of velocity, frequency, and other risk data in the
Flood Insurance Study report.

Because these comments relate to the application of the standard in a
specific program or in regard to the Executive Order rather than the standard
itself, they will not be addressod to any extent in this review, but will be
discussed in the review of Executive Order il.988 and also submitted to the
NFIP for consideration. However, some discussion of certain comments related
to the standard are warranted here.

.. One such comment dealt with the need for stronger standards in high-risk
areas. It should be noted that Federal standards and NFIP participation

requirements setting forth floodplain management standards necessary to reduce
the insurance risks are base, minimum standards. The primary responsibility
for public safety and land use rests with the States and local entities. As

the State of Minnesota pointed out in its comments, "The sensitivity to local
conditions is not an issue related to the 100-year standard but to the way in
which the standard is applied to a given flood prone area. Providing local
government with the flexibility to, within reason, dictate or select the
floodway for their community, determine the appropriate freeboard to be
incorporated, and determine the development uses for the flood fringe are
means to currently reflect sensitivity to local conditions." (S-15) The
local communities have a responsibility to consider local conditions in their

.°.. planning for flood-prone areas. They should restrict development in those
areas where the product of the velocity and depth exceeds a safe limit.

Another comment indicated a need to include an adjustment for expected
probability in computing flood levels to compensate for the lack of adequate
stream flow records. In 1978, the NFIP requested the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) to determine whether and, if so, how the concept of expected
probability should be applied to provide an estimate of peak flows at
probabilities of annual occurrence as part of flood insurance studies for
communities in riverine areas. The NFIP recommended that NFIP not use the
expected probability adjustment.

Another issue raised in the comments related to the use of a lesser

standard in areas protected by levees. The degree of protection needed behind
a levee has also been addressed by the NFIP through the National Research
Council. The NRC's report, published in 1982, states that "Any levee runs the
risk of overtopping and structural failure during floods. Accordingly (baseA
on a reasonable risk before requiring a given activity), a levee may be
recognized with respect to none, all, or only selected ones of the above
listed measures (provision of flood insurance at actuarial rates; land
development and building construction regulation; mandatory purchase of flood
insurance in high-risk areas; restriction in the placement of critical
planning, including warning and evacuation). The risk of levee fail ire varies
with many characteristics, but the primary variable for purposes of levee

% recognition must be the flood frequency associated with overtopping."

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has continued to
request a clarification of whether the agency can "deviate from the 100-year
flood level structural requirements imposed by NFIP and WRC ( it favor of the
50-year flood level contained in the current Minimum Proper ty Stanli r is)" for
resienttal basements. This issue primarily re ates to t)fe n hew t the
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Executive Order and the relationship between HUD, MPS and the National Flood
Insurance Program rather than a discussion of the 100-year standard, although

it does pertain to application of that standard. The issue is discussed in

detail in Section III.

The Louisiana Intercoastal Seaway Association (0-17) also recommends a
deviation from the 100-year base flood standard, but also in terms of its
application in the NFIP elevation requirements. The primary issues concern
the calculation of wave heights by the NFIP and its requirement that all
structures in coastal high-hazard areas be elevated--a problem for coastal
industries. These issues again pertain to the application of the 100-year

base flood standard and are currently being addressed by the NFIP.

Recommended Changes in the Current Standard

75-Year Standard

"As a result of the blizzard of April 6-7, 1982, Scituate [Massachusettsl

suffered heavy losses to property along the shoreline. If it has finally been
determined that this storm was a 75-year storm, then we feel that the 100-year
flood standard should be replaced by the 75-year flood standard." Scituate,

Massachusetts (L-25)

In reviewing this recommendation, there appeared to be some confusion.
Scituate has suffered severe damage from at least three events in the past
decade. In 1972, close to $2.5 million damage occurred. The largest of the
three events, estimated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to be about a
100-year flood, occurred February 6-7, 1978, damaging or destroying 700
beachfront properties and causing between $16 and $20 million damage for
Scituate alone. Of the 650 flood insurance oolicies in effect, claims were
submitted on 480. The storm in April 1982 (cited above as a 75-year flood
event) caused significant damage but nothing approaching the magnitude of
damage caused by the other two events. Because of the lesser impact of the

storm recommended as a standard and the fact that Scituate has become a leader
in using innovative measures to mitigate the flood hazard, this recommendation
to use a 1982 flood level, which would be a 75-year standard, seemed unclear.

1978 storm (not the 1982 storm), which was believed to be a 75-year flood
event. In fact, it was approximately a 100-year flood. The community
indicated that perhaps a str-onqer standard should be used and advocated

incorporation of wave heights and a factor for coastal erosion into the
methodology.

- . .Dptionil Adherence to Standard

The Pacific Legal Foundatiojn (0-28) inlicated, based on its belief that
the 100-year flood standard as applied is not sufficient'ly sensitive to local
stan'lar-'is, that coMunities esignated as being in a floolplain but having no
histor -- al data of a 100-year flood event shoild have the opt ion )f choosing

" as 1 b-A3 f lond level I1) the highest fLool of recorIddr inj the precei ing 100
years or (2) if the h-)(hest f lo evel for that perio] c~lnnot oo lete rtomned,

- tne i ;Kst f ] f r I-or.] for tlie toti ie i i f )r whi (t lati ire ava I ble.
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As a note of caution, while historical data are an important consideration

in determining areas subject to inundation, they are only an indicition of
what has been, not of the true risk of future damage. As testimony before the
Senate Committee on Banking and Housing and Urban Affairs in 1973 indicated,
it would be impossible to establish flood safety elevations based on
historical storms alone.

Therefore, to use history alone would he as unwise as to rejui-e designa-
tion of the most-recent flood level as the only level to be protected
against. The flood record is meaningless except to measuire what has

happened. For sound floodplain planning (and flood insurance purposes), a
prediction of what can happen is essential. To use a historical standard in

locales where a severe flood has never occurred would lull residents into a
false sense of security, perpetuating the potential for damage to property,

and jeopardizing lives. On the other hand, to use a historical standard in
places where a very severe storm has occurred could subject both the private

sector and the public to a higher standard that would cause undue hardship.
Communities must be alerted to what can happen before the flood occurs, and
not after it is too late.

In addition, such great variation makes a national standarI and a uniform,

nationwide basis for program administration and implementation, particularly
in conjunction with the NFIP, impossible.

Average Useful Life

Hollywood, Inc., Hollywood, Florida, indicated that a better approach to
the 100-year standard would be a standard equivalent to the useful Life of the

---- facility being insured. The estimate provided for this area was averaged to

60 years, recognizing that an average useful life would be needed for each

area. The response also expressed concern with higher construction costs
resulting from the higher level.

FEMA experience shows the useful life concept is not applicable fr
estimating flood levels for floodplain management. The parameters necessary
to estimate the useful life of a facility include several not related to water |
damage. In 1977, the Federal Insurance Administration (FIA), then under HUD,
commissioned a study attempting to establish reliable estmrmates of tne useful
life of coastal residential structures. It was intended that these estimates
could be used to determine setback lines ,and insurance rates for coastal
erosion hazard areas. The study results Lndicated that there were no direct

quantitative answers readily available.

The expressed view aboit the useful life concept represents the initial
thoughts of many people. Tese tuoughts iziilly reflect only the cost
attributed to the private investments. Flool damages result from both private
and public investments. Ther,e is a trade-off between short-term benefits that
are gained by the private investoDr andl the long-term cost to the general
public.

It is the general taxpayers who hav. investe bill ions of dolLirs in f lood ",

control measures to protect private pr)perty, provie shie for floo
insurance for exist-rng structures, provie I ii.; tt-r re f, vel fmnnacol

roads, bri Iges, et-. Both intere-,ts ost heo ,ons' Ie- n I p roerh bpun.:e

obtained.
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Execed Average Annual Damages

Mr. L. Douglas James of Utah State University (0-16) recommended the
standard proposed in a paper entitled "Dealing with Variable Flood Hazard."
This standard utilizes a concept of regulating floodplain development on the
basis of expected average annual damages. This alternative would restrict
people from locating anywhere the expected average annual damages would exceed
some percentages of the value of their buildings. This concept would result
in different types of structures having different elevation requirements.

The annual damage concept is reasonable from a theoretical standpoint as a
basis of floodplain risk evaluation. It is an attempt to evaluate the risks
of individual structures. The method has disadvantages that in actual
practice make it less desirable for risk analysis on a widespread basis. As
stated in the paper, 'The major disadvantage with the damage method is its
greater complexity. More information (for identifying the flood-prone
property and estimating damage to it as a function of the full range of
influential factors) is required, much of it is harder to obtain, and the
results may be harder to explain to administrators and to the public.
Enforcement of gradation in legal uses requires more careful field inspection

6 and may lead to court cases over whether a particular use falls in a legal or
an illegal classification. Furthermore, an average damage curve is not

Sequitable in its treatment of people who are subject to either substantially
more or substantially less damage than the average for their classification.
The classification problems would have to be carefully resolved before the
method is implemented." In addition to the above-stated disadvantages, the
funding that would be required to revise the studies for all floodprone areas
using another methodology could approach the $600 million already expended.
Federal expenditures of this magnitude would not justify a change to another
standard that is not demonstrably superior.

The concept of the damage method has been discussed previously. The
feasibility report for the flood insurance program prepared in 1966 addressed
both the annual flood damage and the frequency method. The annual damage
method was rejected partly "because no completely satisfactory source of .
countrywide flood damage data existed." In addition, the method lacked
"uniformity" in appraising and defining direct and indirect losses. The i
frequency method was selected as the most viable for the national effort.

One of the authors of the paper "Dealing with Variable Flood Hazard" was a
participant in the Floodplain Management Seminar at the University of Chicago
in 1968. Among the topics discussed was a variable definition of the
floodplain. After much deliberation, the group of experts recommended a
standard that was based on flood frequency.

r. FINDINGS

, 0o The responses received were overwhelmingly supportive of the 100-year base7
flood standard. All sectors, public and private, indicated that the current
standard works and represents a workable compromise between too restrictive a
standard and too low a level of protection. Suggestions to improve particular
applications and regulations associated with the 100-year flood standard were

offered. Most of these relate to the National Flood Itisurance Progjram and the
Executive Order and will be discussed in the review of Executive Order 11988
and referredl to the NF'IP for review and consideration.
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A few alternatives were suggested; however, none were an improvement over
the present standard and did not warrant the disruption, time, and expense
that would be involved in changing mapping, regulations, and ordinances at all
levels of government. Most responses were not supportive of any change
because the costs appeared to far outweigh any benefits.
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11I. EXECUTIVE OR)ER ii-Ad REVIEW )F iMPLEMENT AkT[L)N

S .fHE EXECUTIVE ORDER

Toe origins of Executive Ordir Li88, FLoolpLain Manijement, are found il

a Bateau )f Budget Study publisied in August 1)466, is House Doc merint 465, "A
'Unifed National Program for Managing F.-(oo Losses." Polo .rdy sought to

identify ways for the Federal Government to arrest fl)od losses that continued
to rise tn spite of large expenditures for fL ood control structures. This
st iy Argued the need to utilize nonstructur.i[ approa ie ts as well as

Ct ,actolra; approaches to f tloi Lo; rumIctiorl. In:h del amng ti'? : i lv
r cendatians 'was establishment of a Federal flood insurance program i-,l also

an Executsve Order directing Federal agencies to carry out f lo ,)l zar-!
evaluiations before taking actions Located in floodplains. The Bureau )f
BudgJet study marks the beginning of an 11-year experience leading up to

establishment of the current Executive Order 11988, Floodp Latn Manajement.

In August 1966, the President issued Executive Order 11296, "Evaluation of

Flood Hazard in Locating Federally Owned or Financed Buildings, Roads, and

-ther Facilities, and in Disposing of Federal Lands and Properties." The
Execu tave Dri er,

L) directed heads of Federal agencies to provide leadership in

encurgig a unified effort to prevent unnecessary use of the
Nati-o' s f iooiplains and to lessen the risk of flood losses;

2) i rected neads of Federal agencies to evaluate floud hazards;

- j- a) whei plan-ning the location and construction of new Federal-

butidings, structures, roads or other facilities;

h) when adminsterinj Federal grant, loan or mortgage insurance

programs; and

Cc) when disposing of Federal ands or properties; and

3) directed heads of agencies to develop implementing procedures and to

certify to the Bureau of Budget that flood hazard evaluations had
been carried out for any appropriations requested for Federal

construction of buildings, structures, roads or other faciliti.s.

* This Executive Order set a policy of Federal responsibility and leadership
t ) re lie economtc losses caused by flooding. It was fo I Lowe I to I )6d by

*pas;aje )f tne Nitional Flood Insurance Act, which immediately thereafter led
S. ta ad)pt-')nt ')f to]e 10-year base flood as the standarl for implementing the

-srance program. In 1372 tihe 100-year base flood standard of the insaran.o
pr )grim wa; f t rst aioated for use n implementing the Executilve Order :y the
Water Reso urces ouncil WRC) when Lt adopted "Flood Hiazarl Evi lat ion
.'Jut lelnes f ) Federal Exec itt':L Agencies."

In L ? L75, t-:1 3 tmIPt .o le r Ge noe ra I' s report "Nat ions 1 Attempts t; R e. I ce

"L- '.:3 f r )m F 1,)), 1 by Pia 0 fg if : and ont, r t- t og 17 se5 of " boo F -Pr l-, i , l1 "

f ln I that F- 1jer i" A-joiai'; t f t i , oiL_, ('va'to, lor [,),),i is in ton r

P r' r og : lir 3 tPC a ,  ifw L xS ir e Drf 1 r in-u f dt I D-o t .) - y f
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Housing and Urban Development, Veterans Administration, Farmers Home

Administration, and General Services Administration. A copy of the digest of

that report is included in the appendices.

The report also cited the need for placing greater emphasis on providing

flood hazard technical assistance through the Corps of Engineers, Soil.
Conservation Service and Tennessee Valley Authority and monitoring of
Executive Order 11296 by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). It also
called for a more effective effort by the WRC to implement the National
Program for Floodplain Management as assigned earlier by the Bureau of Budget

in response to Congressional direction contained in the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968. In 1976, partly in response to the Comptroller
General's criticism, the WRC adopted a Unified National Program for Floodplain
Management which recommended revision of Executive Order 11296 to formalize
the relationship of the Order to the 100-year base flood standard to be
consistent with the standard utilized by the National Flood Insurance Program
and communities across the Nation.

As stated in the 1975 report by the General Accounting Office, over the

period from 1966 to 1976, Executive Order 11296 proved to have a limited
. effect in reducing flood losses due to the lack of agency implementing

procedures and limited compliance by Federal agencies. However, it did serve
to raise awareness that flood losses were a serious national problem and that
reduction of those flood losses required the Federal Government to take a
leadership role.

In May 1977, the President issued Executive Order 11988, Floodplain

Management, which superseded Executive Order 11296. In essence, this Order

(i) directed Federal agencies to assert leadership in reducing flood
losses and losses to environmental values served by floodplains;

(2) directed Federal agencies to avoid actions located in or adversely
affecting floodplains unless there is no practicable alternative;

(3) directed Federal agencies to take action to mitigate losses if
• "avoidance is not practicable;

(4) established a process for flood hazard evaluation based upon the
100-year base flood standard of the National Flood Insurance Program;

(5) directed Federal agencies to issue implementing procedures;

(6) provided a consultation mechanism consisting of WRC, Council on
Environmentail Quality, and Federal Insurance Administration (FIA)
staff to assist agencies in developing their implementing procedures;
and

(7) provided two oversight mechanis ms: certification by Federal agencies
to the OMB that proposed actions are in accord with the Order when
authorization and appropriations are requested; periodic evaluation
of agency procedures and their effectiveness by the WRC.

1
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Since May of 1977, there have been a number of changes in Federal

organization or policy that have made certain minor provisions of the
-• Executive Order outdated. These changes include:

(I) Section 2(a)(1) of the Executive Order references Department of
Housing and Urban Development floodplain maps. The responsibility
for developing these maps was transferred to FEMA along with the rest

of the National Flood Insurance Program in 1979.

(2) Section 2(a)(3) directs Federal agencies to send public notices
regarding floodplain development to the appropriate State and
areawide OMB Circular A-95 clearinghouses. Circular A-95 has been
replaced by Executive Order 12372 "Intergovernmental Review of
Federal Programs." This Executive Order still requires that Federal
agencies consult with State and local governments prior to taking
actions. This consultation is to be done through individual State
developed review processes rather than Federally mandated A-95
clearinghouses.

(3) Section 2(d) directs Federal agencies to prepare their implementing
procedures in consultation with WRC, CEQ, and FIA. Responsibilities

within FEMA for providing this consultation are now located within
the natural hazards unit rather than FIA.

These changes are not substantive and by themselves would not warrant revision

of Executive Order 11988 in the absence of other changes.

In February 1978, the WRC adopted Floodplain Management Guidelines. These
guidelines provide a section-by-section analysis of the Order, definition of
key terms, and an eight step process for carrying out the Order's directives.
The eight-step decision-making process contained in the WRC guidelines
incorporates the basic requirements of Executive Order 11988. Briefly, this

S-. eight-step process is as follows:

Step 1 - Determine if a proposed action is in the base floodplain.

Step 2- Provide for early public review.

Step 3 - Identify and evaluate practicable alternatives to locating in

the base floodplain.

Step 4 - Identify the impacts of the proposed action.

Step 5 - Minimize threats to life and property and to natural and
beneficial floodplain values. Restore and preserve natural and
beneficial floodplain values.

Step 6 - Reevaludte alternatives.

"' Step 7 - Issue findings and a public explanation.

Step 8 - Implement the action.

The three agencies providing consultation services used the guilelines in
meeting with the more than 50 agencies developing implementing procedures.
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These guidelines continue to provide the basic interpretatLons )f tnw )rdet

although activities of the WRC were cut back to a minimum level in i LM.I

As this brief history and description of the Order suggests, the Executive

Order and the 100-year base flood standard have evolved together over .I
15-year period. The current review of the implementation of the Order an.ii t'e
appropriateness of the 100-year base flood standard is timely and is prJv- i11j
the periodic evaluation called for by the Order.

STATUS OF AGENCY IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES

Executive Order 11988 requires Federal agencies to issue or amend existing
r4 gulations and procedures to comply with the Executive Order within one
year. The Executive Order was 3igned on May 24, 1977, and as a result,
regulations and procedures should have been in place by mid-1978. As part of
this review, the heads of Federal agencies were asked to verify that
regulations or procedures had been adopted and that the procedures listed in
the latest Water Resources Council status list were current. Responses were
received from all agencies except Department of State, which undertakes few
floodplain actions, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPA was
later contacted by phone. An updated status of agency implementing procedures
is attached as Appendix B.

Sixty-three agencies, subagencies, or programs were identified as requiring
regulations or implementing procedures. In some instances agencies chose to
adopt agency-wide procedures while in other cases agencies chose to develop
procedures for individual subagencies or programs. As of February 22, 1983,
54 of the procedures were identified as final or interim/final. The remainder
were proposed or draft procedures that had not been finalized. Appendix B
lists the following agency implementing procedures that are not final:

Farmer's Home Administration, Department of Agriculture (Proposed,
FR, September 14, 1978)

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, Department of
Agriculture (Proposed, FR, March 14, 1980)

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Proposed, FR, March 7, 1977)

Department of Housing and Urban Development (Proposed, FR, August 9,
1979)

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of Interior (Proposed, FR,
October 1, 1979)

* .[- Bureau of Oceans and Internationa-l Environmenta a,d Sc ientifi:

Affairs, Department of State (Informal Draft, Septemoer 1978)

The Department of 3tate di,1 not reply to the FEMA letter t , ,e I
and, as a result, this list may not reflect the latest status o)f th,.ir

pr)cedures. Subagencies of Dep rtment of Agricnltiire in1 Depa tment .)f t :i
Interior should, at a minimum be implementin I existing gencywi ,c
untL[ 3 ibagernr:y pro:edures are finali z. l. Tne Department .)f mi a i;: a.1T ,, ' I'

DeveLopmieit is op rat fin unde,-r 't enr ii itatie lt )f j).)l :y p("1) -;1- 1 1 T t
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Federal Register on August 14, 1979, pending adoption of Executive Order
procedures.

Federal agencies and subagencies have chosen a variety of formats for
adopting implementing procedures. Most agencies have adopted regulations that I
incorporate provisions of the Executive Order and the WRC Guidelines in some
detail. Others have used a Secretary's Memorandum, internal directives,
design manuals, or agency procedures. These latter formats appear most
appropriate for agencies that conduct few floodplain actions or have a limited
range of activities which would be covered. Finally, a few have chosen to
make amendments to each applicable program regulation. This latter procedure
has the advantage of incorporating all requirements of a program under one
heading, but has tended to lead to regulations that are overly brief and may
not adequately incorporate all Executive Order provisions.

This review did not examine in detail all agency implementing procedures
for compliance with the Executive Order and the WRC Guidelines. Such

* examination exceeded the planned scope of this effort and the resources
available. Individual procedures were examined only in response to comments
that were received from Federal agencies or in response to the Federal
Register Notice. Those procedures that were reviewed range from those that go

* well beyond the requirements of the Executive Order to several that are barely
adequate or have provisions that are clearly inconsistent with achieving the
Order's objectives.

ANALYS IS OF COMMENTS

Comments on the Issues and Questions Contained in the Federal Register Notice

In the October 22, 1982, Federal Register Notice, FEMA posed two broad,
major questions regarding the Executive Order.

1. Are Federal agencies complying with Executive Order 11988?

2. What impact, if any, has there been on the level of Federal support
of unwise actions in designated floodplain areas?

In addition, six more specific questions were asked regarding agency
compliance and the effectiveness of the Executive Order in achieving its
stated purposes.

1. Ae ation gong nto he looplai whch houl no be
1. Are actionsno going into the floodplain which shouldo be?

3. Are flood risks being assessed adequately?

.
4. Are structures and facilities being adequately protected against the

flood hazard?

5. Are actions being delayed as a result of compliance with Executive

Order 11988? If so, do benefits result from the extra time taken to
review the floodplain aspects of a project?

V,1-
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6. Has there been a change in the level of Federal support for unwise

floodplain actions as a result of Executive Order 11988? Why or why
* -not?

Many of the comments addressed both of the issues and the six questions in
some detail. Most, however, only made general comments regarding the
Executive Order. In addition to responding to the specific questions asked,
most comments either expressed support for the Executive Order, suggested
modifications to the Executive Order or its application to specific actions,
or both. Table III-1 summarizes the responses on the questions posed as well

as whether or not the comment supported retention of the Executive Order with

* .or without modifications. Only the comments from non-Federal sources are
included in the tabulation.

Issue 1. Are Federal agencies complying with Executive Order 11988?

Fifty-two comments specifically addressed this issue. The 22 comments

that indicated that Federal agencies were generally complying were, for the
' most part, brief and did not provide specific examples. The 28 comments that

indicated that agency compliance was mixed went into much greater detail and
provided agency examples of compliance or noncompliance. The two comments
that indicated that agencies were not complying were, again, general
statements and did not include extensive documentation. The comments that
reported mixed compliance generally felt that the Executive Order was being

implemented for most actions and was being applied t, Federal actions with

positive results. These comments, however, cite specific agencies that are
" •alleged not to have fully complied with the Executive Order in one or more

Table III-1. Summary of Comments on Executive Order 11988

0

0 4-'

11l. Are Federal 112. What impact has 11 I I"I
I Agencies Complying? Ithere been on the I I 4 r

11 Illevel of Federal -1-1o. I
Responders II Ilsupport of unwise I I S0 4- U I

.I" lactions? 1 4 0 10 L" a
0) Q4 Q~4 -C) U,--4 ro I C 04 1 No)r W II rj.. a. s C:'c I

I IYes IMixed I No IlLessjChangel More II U I U., 7 I0 I

Governers 118 15 1l 115 - - 19 11

State 11 10 - 16!- - 18 5

.. Local 3 12 1 2 - - -6 3 -

Others - i i - 6 1 - i 1 8

Total 22 28 2 11 39 1 - 54 I10 i
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instances. Some agencies are said to be less aggressive than others in
* . .* applying the Executive Order to their actions. Other agencies have

* . effectively applied the Executive Order to actions in some programs but not
others, or in some field offices but not others. A number of the instances of
noncompliance identified were in the few years immediately after issuance of
the Executive order. During this period, agency implementation procedures

* were being developed and field staff trained. Some of the comments note that
* Federal agency compliance had been improving and credit this improvement to
* greater awareness by agency field staff of Executive Order 11988 provisions.

A number of the comments emphasize the need for improved agency
implementation. They also emphasize the need for continued training and

* education of agency staff to ensure compliance.

Issue 2. What impact, if any, has there been on the level of Federal
* ~support of unwise actions in designated floodplain areas? K.

Forty comments specifically addressed this issue. Thirty-nine of theseGiI

comments indicate that Federal support of unwise actions has been reduced in
* varying degrees as a result of the Executive Order. One comment indicated
* that there was no change in the number of unwise actions and no comment

indicated an increase in that number. There is a consensus that application
of Executive Order 11988 has resulted in a reduction in the amount of
Federally supported floodplain development as well as an overall improvement
in the development that does occur after application of the Executive Order's

* planning process. The comments also indicate that there remains considerable
room for improvements in agency implementation. Federal agencies continue to

* take some actions in floodplains for which there are practicable alternatives
or whose impacts are not reduced to a sufficient degree.

Degree of Support for the Executive order

The Federal Register Notice of October 22, 1982, did not explicitly
request comments on whether or not the Executive Order should be retained or

* modified. Most of the comments, however, did address this issue and any
summary of their contents would be incomplete without presenting this
information. Fifty-four comments expressed general support or strong support
for retention of Executive Order 11988 or at least issuance of a new Executive
Order of comparable scope and restrictions on Federal actions. Ten additional
comments expressed support for Executive Order 11988 but suggested

modifications to specific provisions or expressed minor reservations about
some aspect of its application. These comments generally suggest that fl

- provisions be simplified or clarified. These suggestions are dealt with in
detail in the discussion of issues that follows. Eight comments do not
specifically support or oppose retention of the Executive Order. Each focuses
on a specific issue or issues and suggests modification to, or agency
interpretation of, Executive Order provisions. A number of comments from the

land development industry questioned the application of the Executive Order to
what were viewed as private actions with no direct Federal funding involved.
A number of comments from the port industry requested modification that would
explicitly recognize ports as functionally dependent on floodplain locations
and a recognition that there were no practicable alternatives for that
location. Both concerns will also be addressed in detail. One comment was
negative toward the Executive Order in general although it lidl not
specifically call for its rescission.
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Tue s t r,) iget inA 0)t Lited sp forot fio _t it - rLo t Exe K I t Vt
Order :ad;l r r om tIe )veri I) I inI'l Jt it e- It' o !0 i r|,p 'Pnisrvty s n
supported tue Exot tive 3,?te is '1,w 4ti t , v in i' i t ions t 5X supported
it bat ativi ;,o,i InOI.Ltk teat)nL of o:e m1 'a)!-2 )f us p to;> I kil o Lr Mp1 ment trn

procedures. Saese comnents represent 31 separate0 States. 'he most commonly
stated re as; ns for this spport can be sumnma I-oe is e1f )I A :

1. The Execatve Order prevents Federal age rci es from taking at ti)ns that
would cof 1ict with State water poicy. Ti l comment was made

fireuenrtly by States with strong fl ,)iplain management programs.

2. 2' :If T_ to :fofns St Ito effort. to discoaare unwise development of
fL )A p I 1 s.

I jelera , tnes States view Executive drier L1 88 Asa a way of ensuring
that Fe leri lien: t tmovou hI; evlIn ite tne impacts of floolptain actions
witinin their States.

The general Ionensus f the commets is that Executive Orer L1988 be

retained and Federal agen:y implementatLon improved. There is no indication
of opposition to the concept that the Federal Government needs a planning
process to carefully evaluate its floodplain actions.

QuestioIns on Substantive Compliance

The six ~qestions regarding substantive compliance contained in the
Federal Register Notice were not answered by most respondents. Many of the
answers that were received indicated that the questions were misconstrued or
subject to a variety of interpretations. As a result, a tabulation of the c..;'
responses to the questions would be misleading and not fully reflective of the
comments themselves. The following summarizes the thrust of the responses
that were received as well as additional comments that bear on the questions.

I. Are alctions going into the floodplain which should not be?

Many responses indicated that generally they were not. However, many of
the responses indicated that agencies were taking, assisting, or allowing some
actions that vi,,lated the Executive Order. These comments are summarized in

detail in tue following section.

2. Are actions nut goi:g i:i the floodplain that should?

Ths question was interpreted several different ways. A majority of the
responses in icated that this was3 not a problem. Several felt that there were
insuff L: Ilent Federal expenlitires f,)r 1le in it in; floodpla Lns, providing
technivcs a nst:ance fr filoolpLi . man igemnt , or re lo,-at ig f Loo,.d-prone
propertes. Seve f I conments f rom tn r t in Id, I tr 1: i i (.' t I that some

privato ly snon ,o',. o:nst-, str i of ). t 11,t ies il neon ahianinel due to

tI Ex±I:o '- i f ILt i[I nl Lt pr v- P specif>_: examp les.

it l
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- . o flood data were not available for remote or rural areaa3;

o some Federal agencies did not have suff iciert )n-bKoari tO2t1nic,,l
expertise;

o flood elevations did not reflect increased run-off due to
urbanization;

o the 100-year standard was too high or too low for a specified type
of action;

o V-zones or riverine high velocity areas were not adequately
designated; and

o some Federal agencies do not agressively search for flood data if
NFIP maps are not available for a location.

The need to develop some form of flood data for remote or rural areas and
the lack of technical expertise were the most frequently cited concerns.

4. Are structures and facilities being adr.,uately protected against the
flood hazard?

Most of the 24 responses that addressed this question felt that, in
general, structures were being protected to at least the NFIP minimum
standards cited in the Executive Order. However, NFIP minimum standards
emphasize reducing flood damages to structures and do not fully address

" " " threats to human safety or preservation of natural floodplain values. For
this reason, the fact that structures or facilities generally comply with NFIP

.- standards does not necessarily mean that they are fully compliant with the

Executive Order. A few felt that NFIP standards were sufficient for
residential structures but too restrictive for industrial and port facilities.

5. Are actions being delayed as a result of compliance with Executive
Order 11988? If so, do benefits result from the extra time taken to
review the floodplain aspects of a project?

4%. About one-third of the responses indicated that there were no delays that
resulted from application of the Executive Order. These comments generally
indicated that the review was being conducted concurrently with National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance or with other project planning. A
majority of the responses indicated that there was some delay but t!iat it w:,;

* . beneficial, resulting in facilities that were more resistant to floo,
- . damages. Two comments indicated that there were delays and thatt hec .elay;

,'- .- were not justified by the additional benefits gained. The c,)nmfl, i eL; cate
in general that delays due to application of the Executive Or-le, to ,jj, t

-. are not of great concern.

6. Has there been a change in the level of Federal ,,port f wiwto

floodplain actions as a result of Executive Order I 'I-iBA? Why :, -'Y
not?

* There were 20 comments that. addressed this que:;tioin. Th lte. '1 '1
that there was a noticeable decrease in the rumber )f k w; ie i Ie,

[ r -]
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in the floodplain. However, the comments as a whole indicate that this

decrease is not as great as it should be. Seven comments indicated treat the
number of Federal actions in the floodplain appeared to be about the same. A
number of these comments noted that, although there was no noticeable change
in the number of actions, the actions that were taken were more adequately S
protected against flood damages than prior to the issuance of the Executive
Order.

Comments on Implementation of Executive Order 11988 by Individual Agencies

Analysis of those comments that address implementation of Executive Order •

11988 by individual Federal agencies provides considerable information
regarding its effectiveness. The comments focus primarily on a small number
of agencies and are not necessarily fully reflective of overall agency
implementation.

Executive Order 11988 applies to all Federal Actions including

(1) acquiring, managing, and disposing of Federal lands and facilities,

(2) providing federally undertaken, financed, or assisted construction

and improvements; and

(3) conducting Federal activities and programs affecting land use,
including but not limited to water and related land resources
planning, regulating, and licensing.

This definition encompasses a wide range of activities, programs, and
statutory authorities. As a result, the problems and opportunities encountered "
by Federal agencies and their overall success in implementing the Executive
Order can be expected to vary significantly. The actions themselves vary from
direct Federal construction on Federal property where the agency is in complete
control to programs such as loan guarantees and some types of permits where
Federail involvement is far more tenuous. In the latter case, the ability of a
Federal agency to influence the actions of another level of government or
private projects which are privately financed can be limited. It is likely
that positive results from application of the Executive Order will be far more
discernable in those instances where the Federal agency acted directly.

A higher degree of compliance with Executive Order 11988 would also be

expected from those Federal agencies that have authorities or missions that
are highly compatible with one or more of the purposes expressed in the
order. For instance, the Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Park
Service were established in part to preserve habitat and unique natural
features. In locating their facilities, they could be expected to locate
structures on sites outside of environmentally sensitive floodplains. Other
Federal agencies have authorities or programs that could, in specific
instances, conflict with Executive Order 11988 admonitions to avoid the
floodplain, leaving the agency with difficult choices between competing
interests. Elderly housing for instance needs to be located within reasonable

walking distance of shopping and public facilities. If the downtown section
of a community is in the floodplain, the choice may be between locating
elderly housing in the floodplain and, by doing so, jeopardizing the safety of
its residents or isolating the elderly far from the center of the conumnity.
Similarly, the need to provide emergency services such as police ani fire

II[-10
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protection on a daily basis must be weighed against the need for these

facilities to be operational during a flood. In these situations, whichever

. ' "choice the agency makes could be subjected to criticism.

Oth.r factors that could affect the number and type of comments on an

individual agency's implementation of Executive Order 11988 include:

o The most successful examples of Executive Order 11988

implementation are those instances where a decision is made to

avoid the floodplain. As agency personnel become more aware of

Executive Order provisions, floodplain locations will be proposed

less often as alternatives. Agency field staff or the private

sector may be less likely to propose projects or alternatives if

they would be rejected or eliminated when the Executive Order is

applied. As a result, instances of avoidance often will not be

documented and may not be reflected in the comments. I-I

o The numbers of actions vary from agency to agency. Some agencies
rarely take actions that impact on floodplains. Other agencies

such as HUD, the Corps of Engineers, or FEMA take thousands of

actions each year in the floodplain during the normal course of

their activities. I,

o Programs of some agencies are highly visible and more likely to

generate controversy than those of other agencies. Their actions

are closely scrutinized by State and local governments, the private

sector, and other Federal agencies. Projects proposed by the Corps

of Engineers, for instance, are thoroughly reviewed over a period

of years by multiple levels of government as well as by a broad

* spectrum of private sector groups. In contrast, other programs or

actions affect only the agency itself and are unlikely to receive

public attention.

o Federal agencies are more likely to provide information on their

successes rather than their failures.

o State agencies, local governments, and the private sector are more

likely to report problems they have had with Federal agencies

rather than routine applications of the Executive Order. The

States are more likely to report failures of agencies to apply the

Executive Order or report instances where State intervention was
necessary to achieve compliance.

o A number of the alleged violations of the Executive Order included

in the comments appear to have occurred in the time immediately
following its issuance. It is to be expected that while agency

O implementing procedures were being developed and field staff

trained, there would be confusion over application of the Executive

,. Drder to specific actions. Many comments allege violations, but

indicate that a particular agency's implementation of the Executive

"rder has improved recently.

O,4.
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U.S. Ary Corpsof Engineers

Twelve comments addressed actions by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

One comment commended a Corps District office for providing technical

assistance to communities (0-6). One State indicated that placement of dredge
spoil by the Corps in that State generally had been good (S-15).

Six comments addressed Corps of Engineers public works projects. A number

of large-scale drainage projects in Gulf Coast Stites were cited in two

comments as being inconsistent with the Executive Order (0-34, F-26). One

comment indicated that the downstream flooding and cumulative effects of
projects were inadequately discussed in project plans and increased run-off

often was not considered (0-34). Cited in the same comment was an instance

where the Corps of Engineers had not applied the Executive Order to a beach

erosion and a hurricane protection project until after the issue was elevated

to the Council on Environmental Quality. It was felt, however, that the delay

was beneficial and educated all concerned. One State indicated that it often

learned of levee projects after they were completed (G-15). One community

cited a flood control project which included preservation of a floodway as

being in the spirit of the Executive Order (L-4). The Corps of Engineers

provided an example of a project that had been dropped because suitable

nonstructural ilternatives existed. A Federal agency cited a similar project
but felt that the Corps' inability to fund the proposed nonstructural

alternatives limited the chances for their implementation (F-26).

Six comments addressed Corps of Engineers permitting programs. Two

environmental groups cited instances where they felt that permits had been - .

granted that adversely impacted on natural floodplain values (0-20, 0-34).

One of these groups felt that the issuance of Statewide general permits

ignored the Executive Order. A FE14A Region reported that early public notice

was being provided and that two permits had been denied based on their input

(F-15). A second FEMA Region cited an instance in which the Corps of
Engineers issued a permit for stream channelization on the basis that this was

the only way to protect the property that was under the Corps of Engineers

regulatory jurisdiction. The comment indicates that other alternatives,

including the no action alternative, were not evaluated (F-10). This same

concern was expressed by a State agency and a Federal agency, both of which

cited a number of instances in which it was alleged that alternative actions

had not been considered (S-17, F-26). The comments indicate a reluctance on

the part of the Corps of Engineers to deny permits based solely on the

existence of alternative means to protect properties from flood damage. The

issue raised is: For whom should the alternative course of action be

practicable - the permitting agency, which could always deny the ermit, or

the permit applicant, who may have rather limited options if he ishes to

develop a particular piece of property?

Environmental Protection Agency

Twelve comments were received that addressed implementation of the

Executive Order by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Two

organizations cited an EPA action that they regarled as overstepping the

spirit of the Executive Order because it appeared to be an attempt tco thwart

an ongoing private action (0-1, 0-21). EPA had refus!Ai t- a1Lw i ,lee e -

of floodplain property permission to hook up to an existin:g s-< g. treat~MenTr

plant in Cape May, New Jersey. It was argued that there would be no Jst to
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thne government, the development had prior approval .)f State ani L.:, I coastal
authorities, and the developer had no really practicable aLteriistives since he
owned the site and he could not abandon it without f inancial loss. The United
States Court of Appeals later ruled in favor of the developer based primarily
on the approvals of State and local coastal aathorities (Cape May Greene, Inc.
vs. Warren et al.). The case may be appealed. The basic issue raised is how
strictly should Federal agencies apply the Executive Order to actions where
projects are not directly Federally funded. One comment cited this action as
evidence of aggressive implementation of the Executive Order by EPA (F-12).

One Federal agency reported instances in which sewage treatment plants
were unnecessarily located in floodplains (F-26). One State generally had had
good experiences with EPA but felt that reviews of grants to upgra<Ie plants
did not always adequately take into account the need for access and the impact
of the discharge of raw sewage during a flood on water quality (S-15).
Another State felt that EPA did not always adequately use floodway data in
site evaluation (S-10).

A community reported instances where EPA required floodproofing of sewage

treatment plants (L-10). A FEMA Region reported an instance in whichi EPA
refused to fund sewage treatment facilities that would have serviced a large

undeveloped coastal floodplain (F-10). One State indicated that EPA had
required that sewer lines be realigned to avoid floodplains (S-14). Another
State noted that EPA had encouraged community development of a floodplain
management program (S-23). Finally, one State reported general compliance by
EPA with the Executive Order (S-33).

Federal Emergency Management Agency

A number of comments recommended that FEMA ensure that Federal agencies
7" .. not exceed their authorities or make unreasonable use of the Executive Order

to delay or stop private development (0-5, 0-8, 0-25, 0-21). Most of these
comments were concerned about what were regarded as too restrictive
application of the Executive Order to what were primarily private actions.
One State felt that FEMA should make a greater effort to educate industrial

developers and the port industry regarding the Executive Order and the NFIP
(S-16). A number of responses contained inquiries about the status of the
report entitled "Effect of Flood Plain Regulation on Inland Port Facilities,"
which addressed the Executive Order and NFIP floodplain management regulations
(0-33, 0-4, 0-5). The implication of these comments was that the delay in
publication represented an attempt to suppress the report. The report was
printed in January 1383 and has been distributed to these parties.

Eight comments addressed compliance with Executive Drder 11988 by the
National Flod,)I Insrance Program. One comment from an envir-inenital g-roup
felt that the projram was not being administeted forceflilly enogn (0-34).
One 3tate felt that iince NFIP performance stanlar onl5y por )hib ted
en:roachments into floolways anI required that ht--uct ' oleva-el or
otherwise prot, -te~l ajan:ist flood dImage, th-ey de - )5; -,- wt! te.

Executive Order. Pi in the f ,eo lain, conrtr : ,, t e "

.- ~floolplaie vaioo. i-u a] I L mn, p-a ;t cahle ul~ternu'-' ',: w.,e, ' e:) b uj cin- .
S , ilereI -3-1,), 1, 1;- 3m 11 - rA ;- by F.l: il , - . cy

Also felt ttnat FIT-4A'-
,  

pro ~tbco,; )f LS33 Lnj L.ett *-s f 'Iip A-r
,

, ,

properties ft un the fL )-IpLa.7u, if tie de'le ipe- I ] i' ie t 110s
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fromT f loodt .l'iMiciJt 5 :'rut LI rit] w Liittemp~jts by otriler Feder- Ii agjem tee to

avaiI filopainsw ocnhltn oeiiprgrtn.)e State felt that NFl P
-- Standards id no t compIJly J;irn Executive Diler 11438 becaiuse tucey lid- not

rejui c rega La-t ion of real a tos to, ptrope rtl. o-r providle specific stande'r Is

for on- site sewage treatmrenit or -storag-i~e of mater i ale and- e ji ipment (S- 15).

* To cmments questioned1 NFIP reguqlations torit in wac prohinitedi
-~~~~- exaninu aj Iqi uksoae fcL ity into the- r toodway )f the Ohio

*Ri ver. Cons t ruct tori of tie fac-:t L Lty would njave inc,-reased upstrea- m f lood1-ig.
*The comments indicate thait btrillk sto-rogeq" fec 1 lit ten should1 be conisidlered

functionally dependenit an a wjaterfron)rt locaLtori and shiout I he- exempt f rain this

* .NEIP regulation (J-18, 0-31, J-33). PEMA's i)aitioii has been that hulk
*.soaefar i litieS do riot needi to be loca1ted nlear1 water altrough14 the

affloalingq part of the facility does. Tnie tatter co(.uld be designed to niot
*increase upstre-am f lod elevatirns andl could be permitted. A FEMA Regi-on fe Lt

tnat floodi insuranice claims paymenits she)ull be subject to the Executive Order
iadl as a resultplceune th e caine rest r itions as the various f nu!ns of

* isastcr assistance (F-IS) . These payments hadl been categorically ~tclddOn
- tire basis thiat the f load(isuac po-licy was -A contract between the

-inditvi-di'aL 1and the gove: rnrmenrt.

* .Two States recomrmeritedl tniat adldit tonal funds be available for relocat ion
of structure]s or faec iltit ic out of the floodplain after dec lard disasters.

th ey felt thiat very ltl couldl be lone to reduce fltool damages undler
exitin liastr s astace roramns because of thie limits on funds avali lable

far mitigation (3-22, S-29). Onie FEMA Region reportedl that the Executive

Order h1as blen ucefil in reviewding appitcationis for disaster assistanice
(F-la). Two FEMA Regionis I-se~tionedl the cost/effectveniess of applying thrie

8-step process called fir in FEMA implementing procedures to all of the
thousands of disaster ass3istance act ions processed duritng a declared disaster

(F- 12, F- 13) . One Of the Regions provided statistics that showed that the-re
were only limitedi Opportonities for avoi-dance or even mit igat ion when dealinig

withi the repair of minor damages to f-iciL~itiec. FEMA' c procedures, had

exemptedi those act ions undoer $ 5,000 that were niot locatedI in f loo~lways or

coastal high-h azardl areas and were no)t substantial improvements. There is a
fe el in 4 thlat hiher tirresnoles couldl he introduced with only minimal effect on
the amount of mitigation that Occurs. This would allow more effort to be

*expe nled on revie -w Of act ions thiat had greater potential fo)r mitigation. A
copy o)f an internial FEMA analysis was obtainied which verif ie that there were

* mini-mal potntisfo)r avoidance for small actions. For fuirther discussion

if i m~ .' th.~-o rionon thross, olods that fol laws.
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o For programs such as those for elderly housing or Community
Development Block Grants there are differences of opinion as to hoW

the Executive Order should be applied.

o HUD has not yet adopted final agencywide implementing procedires.

General Comments

Eight comments express general satisfaction with the manner in which HUD

field staff had applied the Executive Order to actions. These comments either
cited instances in which funding had not been approved for a project or
indicate that HUD field staff routinely check with other agencies when
evaluating floodplain actions (S-9, S-26, 0-32, L-32, S-33, S-22, L-1?.
S-15). Three additional comments indicate that, while there had been initial
problems with compliance, the awareness of the Executive Order by HUD field
staff had greatly improved (F-11, F-14, S-33). One comment reported that HUD
staff had encouraged a community to practice sound floodplain management (0-6). 3

Six comments reported instances in which, or felt in general that, HUD
field staff had not applied the Executive Order to actions or were not aware
of its provisions (S-18, 0-15, S-19, F-15, G-3, S-14). Two comments felt that
public notices regarding HUD projects were received too late in the planning
process to influence decisions (S-1, G-3). One comment indicated that HUD had p
not fully considered inputs that had been provided (G-3).

Community Development Block Grants

* - There were a number of comments that addressed Community Development Block
* .q Grants (CDBG). Section 9 of Executive Order 11988 delegates to applicant p

communities responsibility for application of the Executive Order if the
community has assumed responsibility for NEPA compliance. Two comments cited
situations in which a community had used CDBG funds to acquire floodplain"
property. The community then could apply to HUD and other Federal agencies
for other forms of Federal assistance. When HUD or another agency applied the
Executive Order to these additional actions, avoidance of the floodplain would p
be difficult to achieve since CDBG funds had already been expended to acquire
the flood prone property (0-6, S-14). One additional response recommended
that responsibility for Executive Order compliance for CDBG be assigned to HMU)
(F-15).

Two states and one FEMA Region addressed a recent MUD Office of General
Counsel opinion that Sections 102 and 202 of the Flood Disaster Protection Act
of 1973 are not applicable to the CDBG Small Cities Program. The program is
said to be a formula grant and as such is not included in the Act's definition
of financial assistance. Under this interpretation, funds could be used for
acquisition or construction in flood hazard areas of communities that are not
participating in the National Flood Insurance Program. In addition, flood
insurance coverage would not be required c)n structures bui.lt using CDBG Sm'il
Cities Program funding. Both comments indicated that this interpretati:mn
encouraged unwise floodplain 'leveLopment and was contradictory to tho int,-iLt
and purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program (S-31, -7), F-IL).
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Other comments on the Community Development Block Grant Program include:

o Two States indicated that their HUD field offices routinely check
CDBG applications for Executive Order compliance (S-22, 0-32).

o One State noted that the "Notice of Explanation" for floodplain
actions developed by communities was generally inadequate (G-19).

o One State felt that CDBG applications circulated for review did not
adequately address flood problems (S-10).

o One city was willing to assume responsibility for Executive Order
application for CDBG's but had problems applying the concept of
practicable alternative" to its already developed waterfront
(L-28).

o One comment alleged that the State project officer for the Small
Cities Program was unaware of Executive Order provisions (F-10).

Housing for the Elderly

Eleven of the comments addressed housing for the elderly. HUD has

considered housing for the elderly to be a critical action (an action
necessitating consideration of the 500-year floodplain) only in those
instances in which the project is primarily designed for the handicapped.
Most of the commentators feel that elderly housing should be treated as a
critical action in nearly all cases. The presumption is that many elderly
have limited mobility and are more likely to require emergency medical
assistance during a flood than the population as a whole. If elderly persons

- are isolated in d structure by floodwaters, utilities are cut off and
emergency vehicles cannot reach the structure. The thrust of the comments is
that this poses an unacceptable risk to human safety and as a result provision
of 500-year protection is warranted. (S-14, 0-6, G-3, F-14, F-12, G-5, F-15,
G-ll, S-33, L-17, S-9).

The comments in general indicate that at a minimum 100-year flood
protection is being provided. A more specific discussion of the comments
follows:

o One State indicated that housing for the elderly and handicapped
*' continues to be placed in the floodplain; 500-year level access to

one structure was provided only in response to their comments.
They felt that this practice created an added dimension to a flood
disaster and was an unnecessary risk (G-3).

o One State cited an instance in which housing for the elderly and
. handicapped was to be located in a coastal high-hazard area

(V Zone). The State had to point out the need for an evacuation
plan and specialized foundation work (G-5).

o One State cited an instance in which a project was planned for a
*. coastal high-hazard area (V Zone) on a barrier beach. The site

* would be isolated from the mainland during a storm and would be
without utilities for up to two days. Alternative safe sites were
avaiLable (S-14). This sitilation was also cited by a Federal

. - . .
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agency and is now being litigated. The State also cites another
iiistance in which a project would have ILmited acces during a
flood; however, alternative sites were not coisidered.

o One FEMA Region reports an instance in which a nirsing home dv; to
be located in a floodplain and 100-year pi )tej-tin pr )vide(. Ph-
500-year flooA elevation was 10 feet nivc;r. T':eIe w -; ',
documentation to indicate that alternatives hal, boen ex ,,
(F-10). This project is now being litignteai.

o One State credits HUD with refusing to fundl a project t istwould be
located in a flash flood area (S-33).

o Two comments indicate that HUD field staff appear to be applying
the Executive Order to elderly housing (L-17, S-9).

o One FEMA Region reports instances in which housing projects

encroached on the floodway of a stream (F-15).

Federal Housing Administration Approval of Subdivisions

Three comments addressed Federal Housing Administration (FHA) approval of

subdivisions for FHA-insured mortgage loans. One FEMA Region reported that
Environmental Impact Statements on these subdivisions now routinely set aside

floodplains as open space (0-32). A Federal agency reports an instance in
which FHA approved a subdivision protected by an inadequate levee. The

subdivision was flooded and the Corps of Engineers is now exploring the
feasibility of a flood control project. The same agency and a Flood Control

District felt that FHA could be encouraging the filling of floodpiLains and
floodplain development by approving subdivisions that contain flood prone
properties (F-26, L-7). Under the National Flood Insurance Program, a
developer can submit plans to add fill, channelize a stream, or otherwise

protect an area from flooding. Based on these plans, FEMA can provide a
letter indicating that the subdivision's structures will be removed from the
floodplain once the flood control work is complete. By removing the
structures from the floodplain, flood insurance is no longer required and the
properties are easier to sell. FHA has been approving these subdivisions for
FHA financing on the basis of the preliminary FEMA determination that they
would no longer be designated as floodplain. The Flood Control District feels
that these actions are counter to Executive Order 11988 and alsc provide
private developers with the leverage to pressure local units of government to
approve floodplain subdivisions (F-28, L-7).

Department of Transportation

Twelve comments relate to the Department of Transportation (DOT)

implementation of the Executive Order. Two enviromnental groups addressed tne
replacement of t:ie Dauphin Island Bridge using DOT funds after it was
destroyed by Hurricane Frederick in 1979. They -lleged tlat t'lis uztion ws
inconsistent iith the Executive Order since thei;e we-re. al ternatives avai table
L.e., a ferry) that would not have encouraged additional. development (0-9,

0-20) deciison t, rc eplace the bridge was litaiated, p-imarily on the

7 7asis (f NEPA r-ther than the Executve Order, iiv N PT fiding of the project:
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Two comments reported instances in which road and railway alignments had
been chosen that significantly encroached on floodplains. In both cases it is
alleged that alternatives were available that would have reduced this impact
and not increased costs (F-26, 0-34). Four comments addressed Federal Highway
Administration's (FHWA) funding of construction of bridges that encroached on
floodways or caused increases in upstream flood elevations that were
unacceptable to the agency commenting (S-15, F-14, F-15, F-17). Most of the

. comments also noted that there had been significant improvements in the
* working relationships between FHWA and the State or agency and that

application of the Executive Order had resulted in modifications in bridge
designs that reduced their impacts on flood elevations. Three comments credit
FHWA with generally working closely with States and other agencies in
complying with the Executive Order (G-15, S-13, S-33). One State indicated
that highway projects still appeared to violate the Executive Order (S-li).

Other Agencies

Department of Agriculture Farmers Home Administration

Five comments addressed Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) actions. Two
States questioned whether FmHA identified the exact locations of some of the
structures that it financed (S-18, G-ll). One State credited FmHA with giving
full consideration to the Executive Order in its actions (S-22). One Federal

-'-."agency cited an instance in which FmHA refused to fund elderly housing where

access during a flood could not be provided (S-33). Cited in one comment was
.-.-- an instance in which FmHA had required that renovated housing be floodproofed

(S-23).

Department of Agriculture - Soil Conservation Service %.."

Three comments addressed Soil Conservation Service (SCS) actions. One
comment cited two instances where it was alleged that SCS drainage projects
conflicted with Executive Order provisions and paid insufficient attention to
non-structural alternatives for flood control (0-34). One State felt there
was insufficient tie-in between floodplain management regulations and a PL-566

" project (S-10). One community alleged that SCS field staff had been
overzealous in attempting to block construction of an industrial park in the
floodplain which had not been objected to by other agencies (L-27).

Department of Commerce - Economic Development Administration

Department of Commerce cited an instance in which the Economic Development
* •Administration (EDA) had required an Indian tribe to select a nonflood-prone

location prior to funding a project and an instance in which it was found that
there was no practicable alternative to locating an industrial park in the

, "floodplain.

Department of Defense

Department of Defense reported nin2 instances mn which :,avy facilities
were constructed or relocated out of ttne floodplain in accordance with the

Executive Order.
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General Services Administration

* One comment indicated that the General Services Administration (GSA) nad
complied with the Executive Order in one instance of disposal of Federal

property (F-12).

Department of Health and Human Services

Two comments were received that addressed actions by the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). One comment credited the
Public Health Service with checking for Executive Order compliance prior to

* approving funds for hospital equipment acquisition (0-32). The other comment
cited an instance in which the Administration on Aging had required that a
community select a structure that could be adequately floodproofed for its
Senior Citizens' Club (S-23).

Department of Interior - Bureau of Indian Affairs

Two comments were received that addressed Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) actions. One comment credited BIA with attempting to relocate
Indian families out of the Minnesota River floodway (0-6). One State felt
that BIA had not notified the State of proposed floodplain actions in a timely
manner (G-15).

Department of Interior - Bureau of Land Management

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) reported as an example that it had
been reviewing lease renewal applications in Arizona for Executive Order
compliance. The agency also reported its involvement in the modification of a
community college project to reduce flood damages.

Department of Interior - Fish and Wildlife Service

One State cited an instance in which the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
had blocked a stream dredging project that was designed to reduce flood
damages (0-13). FWS reported eight instances in which wildlife refuge
structures or facilities were relocated out of the floodplain, six instances
in which alternative locations out of the floodplain were selected for
structures or facilities, and six instances in which structures or facilities
were floodproofed.

Department of Interior - National Park Service

The National Park Service (NPS) reported three instances in which special
steps were taken to comply with the Executive Order in areas subject to

V..- hazards due to flash floods.

Department of Labor

. One State reported an instance in which Department of Labor had applied
the Executive Order to a proposal for migrant housing. The floodplain was
determined to be the only feasible location, but the project was modified to
minimize flood damages (S-23).
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U. S. Postal Service

Two comments were received regarding Postal Service actions. One comment -" 1

indicated that the Postal Service has built several new facilities in the

floodplain, but has begun to seek out flood data to assist in locating post

offices (0-32). One comment from a FEMA Region indicated thit the Post.-[ o

Service was working with FEMA to plaie flood highwater marks ,n post off,:es ."
(F-li).

Small Business Administration

Three comtanents noted that the Small Business Administrati or (S3A) .1)d nIt

appear to have a system for ensuring that recipients of disaster- loans
purchasel and maintained flood insurance coverage as ro-uirad hy the Flood [i"

Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (0-15, S-18, 3-28). One of the comments also

suggested that SBA require proof of compliance with local floodplain
management building standards before disbursing a loan (S-28). One FEMA

Region expressed concern that SBA had established a policy exenpting loAns of U
less than $300,000 from the Executive Order 11988 review process (F-16). This ""

* hijh threshold is felt to result in numerous lost opportunities to reduce

flood hazards. The example provided was a mobile home park fo.- which loans

were provided but the Executive Order never appliel despite majr damages.
Similar concerns regarding SBA's $300,000 threshold have been rilsed by other

FEMA regions pri or to Coi 5 rtevtew.
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addressed directly but, as facets of larger issues, are addressed within the

* broader context.

Coverage of the Executive Order

Executive Order 11988 requires that each agency provide leadership and
reduce the impacts of flooding while carrying out the following
responsibilities:

(1) acquiring, managing, and disposing of Federal lands and facilities;

*. (2) providing Federally undertaken, financed, or assisted construction
and improvements; and

(3) conducting Federal activities and programs affecting land use,
including but not limited to water and related land resources
planning, regulating, and licensing activities.

This list of actions includes a wide variety of activities and program
that can range in size and scope from an expenditure of several dollars to one
of a billion dollars or more. The WRC Guidelines do permit the carrying out

".- of the eight-step process in fewer steps if all of the objectives of the
Executive Order can still be achieved.

Although there appears to be general agreement that Execitive Order 11988
is highly beneficial and cost/effective overall, a number of Federal agencies
questioned its application to small actions. In particular the requirements

. .for public notice were viewed as burdensome for actions which offered limited
opportunities for reducing damages or would have a limited impact on the
floodplain and which were likely to generate little or no public comment. It
was generally felt by these agencies that their limited resources would be
better utilized if focused on larger actions for which planning could result
in avoidance of the floodplain or significant reductions in damages or in
impacts on the floodplain. Most of the comments indicated that this would
result in more-effective implementation of the Executive Order.
Recommendations for accomplishing this include use of dollar or size
thresholds; widespread use of categorical exclusions; elimination of the

-." public notice requirements, depending instead on provisions of the NEPA; and
*" use of a system of areawide compliance to cumulatively review small actions.

Thresholds

A number of Federal agencies have suggested or adopted thresholds as a
means of reducing the administrative burden of applying the Executive Order to
these small actions. These thresholds are either a dollar amount or an
established size or level of impact. In all cases the rationale for

.establishing thresholds is the cost/effective application of the Executive
Order to those actions which rarely provide opportunities for avoidance of
floodplain locations or impacts. However, there is less agreement among

agencies on the level or type of threshold or on how to apply the Executive
Order to actions that fall below the threshold that is established.

Many of the comments regarding the establishment of thresholds originated
from FEMA Regional Offices (F-10, F-13, F-14, F-15). FEMA adopted imple-
menting procedures that included an exemption from applying some steps of the
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eight-step process to repairs under Section 402 of the Disaster Relief Act
that were less than $5,000 except for actions in floodways or coastal high-

" hazard areas and new and substantially improved structures or facilities.

Actions that fell under the $5,000 threshold were required to be
disaster-proofed (protected against known potential hazards) in accordance
with existing regulations.

Nearly all FEMA actions are taken in the aftermath of Presidentially
declared disasters. Typically, several thousands of actions must be processed
within several months with the emphasis on timely delivery of assistance to
individuals and communities. A number of FEMA Regions felt that the
application of the full eight-step process to these numerous small actions was
not only burdensome but also interfered with the delivery of assistance.
These actions seldom provided opportunities to reduce damages or impacts on
the floodplain. In addition, the high thresholds established by SBA and

HA's categorical exclusion of repairs to existing facilities were viewed as
tcing FEMA in the politically difficult position of having to justify its

low thresholds to applicants for assistance.

An internal review of this issue was completed by FEMA on March 1, 1982,
using a data base of 4,000 Damage Survey Reports. This review concluded that

although hazard mitigation efforts were generally effective, practicable
alternatives seldom could be identified for smaller actions which generally
consisted of repairs to public buildings or facilities. Then a number of
possible threshold levels ranging from $10,000 to $100,000 were tested against
the data base. As a result of this review, FEMA developed a proposed rule
raising the threshold to $25,000 except in floodways, in coastal high-hazard
areas, or in the case of substantial improvements of structures or
facilities. Below $25,000 and above $5,000 FEMA would identify the impacts of
actions and attempt to minimize those impacts by applying steps 1, 4, and 5 of
tiie eight-step process used for larger actions. In other words, nonfloodplain
sites would not be sought, but minimization of harm to and within the
floodplain is still required. Below $5,000 the formalized review process

would not be required, but projects or facilities would be disaster-proofed in
accordance with existing FEMA regulations. It was estimated that use of these
thresholds would have reduced the number of actions that received the full
review by 56 percent and, by doing so, have expedited the delivery of
assistance. The reduction in the dollar value of the actions that were

odiscontinued or relocated out of the floodplain would have been only 3.5
percent. Higher thresholds that were tested resulted in significantly greater'" losses of opportunities for mitigation. Lower thresholds resulted in only a

small increase in the dollar value of projects with mitigation opportunities

"- realized.

The rationale used to develop the proposed new thresholds appears to be
sound. These limi s appear to be set low enough to require full application
of the Executive Order to all actions in which there is a potential to select
practicable alternatives to floodplain actions. In addition, by requiring the
identification and minimization of impacts for smaller actions, it would
achieve the objectives of the Executive Order. Since the proposed thresholds

are fully consistent with the findings of this section, their adoption neeA
not be delayed.

The adoption of thresholds as a means of reducing the administrative
burdens of Executive Order compliance can result in abuses, however, that
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defeat the purposes of the Executive Order. The SBA exempts all actions for
loan assistance of $300,000 or less and repairs to damaged structures that are

less than 50 percent of fair market value. By exempting these actions, SBA in
effect has exempted itself from applying the Executive Order to the bulk of
its actions. The SBA response to this review did indicate that in
postdisaster situations it only approved loans if flood insurance and local
permits could be obtained. The high SBA threshold is clearly inconsistent
with provisions of the Executive Order. Actions that approach $300,000 can
have significant impacts on public safety and can result in flood losses and
the destruction of natural and beneficial floodplain values.

* .One comment cited the FHWA's threshold as also being set so high that most
* •actions were exempted from much of the Executive Order and opportunities for

reducing flood damages or minimizing impacts on the floodplain were lost

- (F-15). FHWA limits application of the public notice requirements and the
need to evaluate practicable alternatives to those actions that are
"significant encroachments" (23 CFR 650). "Significant encroachments" are

defined to include actions represent:

(I) a significant potential for interruption or termination of a
transportation facility which is needed for emergency vehicles or

provides a community's only evacuation route,

S-(2) a significant risk, or

" (3) a significant adverse impact on natural and beneficial floodplain
values.

According to the supplementary information that accompanied publication of

-.-. the FHWA regulations, "significant" is used in the same sense that it is used
in FHWA environmental review regulations. FHWA in its comments to this review
suggests that a similar threshold be incorporated into the Executive Order
itself as a means of reducing administrative burdens. Comments which were
received that address FHWA implementation of the Executive Order were mixed,
but did not indicate any widespread dissatisfaction with the manner in which
FHWA had applied the concept of significant encroachment to its actions.
However, as defined, the concept could lead to abuse. It could be used to

exclude from consideration relatively large projects resulting in actions that
are inconsistent with the objectives of the Executive Order.

_ The establishment of dollar or other thresholds should be regarded as a
reasonable means of reducing the admininistrative burdens created by
application of the Executive Order. The need to apply the full review process

to numerous small actions may actually reduce its overall effectiveness by
preventing agencies from focusing their limited resources on larger actions
that offer genuine opportunities for avoidance on the floodplain. It an

•agency chooses to adopt thresholds for its actions, these thresholds and their
use must be consistent with achieving the objectives of the Executive Order.
The effect of adoption of thresholds should clearly be to eliminate from
application of the full review process only those actions that are highly

r "unlikely to provide meaningful opportunities for floodplain management. These
types of actions could include, for example, minor repairs or nodifications to

existing structures or facilities and actions that are so smal that they are
unlikely to have a discernable impact on the floodplain. In aiition,
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o thresholds should be used as a means of identifying actions for

which it is appropriate to apply simplified procedures, not as a
means to exempt actions from the Executive Order;

oall actions, at a minimum, should be reviewed to determine if they

are to be located in a floodplain;

o the impacts of all actions below the threshold need to be

identified and minimized to the degree practicable;

o thresholds of a high dollar amount that would permit construction

of new structures or major repairs or modifications to existing
structures or facilities are not consistent with the objectives of
the Executive Order;

o a common threshold for all activities in all agencies is not
practical due to the tremendous diversity in size and type of
Federal actions; and

o there should be some uniformity of thresholds between similar
programs administered by different agencies. Mortgage assistance
programs and similar disaster assistance programs in particular

W: should have consistent thresholds.

Thresholds can be a useful tool in improving the cost/effectiveness of

applying the Executive Order to agency actions. Thresholds should only be

used, however, in instances in which the objectives of reducing the risk of
flood loss; minimizing the impacts on human safety, health, and welfare; and
restoring natural and beneficial floodplain values will not be compromised.

. Categorical Exclusions

The Department of Housing and Urban Development suggested that Federal

agencies be provided authority to exclude categorically existing construction
from provisions of the Executive Order. The HUD proposal specifically states:

Federal Departments should be provided authority to exclude

categorically existing construction except for complying with
reasonable standards for floodproofing to be established by the NFIP
for administration at the community level. Privately/owned existing
housing does not lend itself to the Executive Order's more stringent
procedures and standards that Federal agencies apply to Federally-

owned buildings or that Federal programs apply to Federally-assisted
proposed new construction. NFIP floodplain management criteria

administered by communities should be expanded to require reasonable
standards for floodproofing all existing buildings located in FEMA

designated flood hazard areas as a basis of eligibility for any form
* of direct or indirect Federal assistance.

The supporting documentation attached to the HUD comments contains an
additional proposal for categorical exclusions for HUD activities for which
compliance with tne Executive Order or application of the eight-step planning

process outlined in the WRC Guidelines was deemed to be not meaningful or
*' practicable. This List included
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(1) FHA mortgage insurance on I to 4 units of single-family housing;

"" (2) secondary-market purchases (Government National Mortgage Association);

3) interstate land sales registration;

(4) rehabilitation and modernization projects;

(5) disposition activities;

(6) planning assistance loans and grants; and

(7) interim assistance and emergency activities.

These proposed individual categorical exclusions are discussed belod.

The issue of categorical exclusions has been a point of controversy

between HUD and the consulting agencies (WRC, CEQ, and FEMA) for several
years. The consulting agencies' position has been that the Executive Order
provides no authority for totally exempting these kinds of actions from its
provisions. While the HUD position that the application of the full
eight-step process to many of these actions was not meaningful or practicable

has some merit, excluding these same actions from all provisions of the
Executive Order would clearly violate the intent of the order and not

contribute to achieving its objectives. The WRC Guidelines provide fc r
carrying out of the eight-step process in fewer steps "...if all of the

objectives of the decision-making process can be achieved." This prrvision is
a recognition that there are parts of the process that cannot be applied to
some programs or some categories of action. While it would be easier to

S categorically excli~ie sui actio2ns, this would be inconsistent with the intent
(of the Executive Order since cumulatively these actions can ihave an enorun

impact on the level of the nation's flood damages and result in significint
adverse impacts on the floodplain. For this reason many of these actions are
specifically mentioned in the Execuktive Order itself.

Most of the proposed categorical exclusions provide ofpmtuni i or

carrying out actions in manners whici are consistent with the ExectIv,'
Order. The proposed exclusions include FHA mortgage inruranc- on I to 4

family housing. FHA commonly refuses to insure mortgage loans for iiomes t1At
are damaged by termites or violate safety codes unless adequate repAirs a:*
made. It would seem consistent with tnis practice not to insure mortgagr
loans on structures that are subject to repeated damage by floods unless those
structures are upgraded to reas onably reduce the frequency and amount of these
damages. Failure to do so )nly results in perpetuatinj the existence of these
structures and a continuation of tie cycle of flood damige .ini A econst r ict ton
with much of the cost f inanced by other Federal programs such as the NFIP or
disaster assistance. The secondary mortgage market purchases by the

• Government National Mortgage Association may be an appropriate canitdate for a
categorical exclusio)n pirovi Ici tiat the Federal agency that guai - 1 ,):

.nsured the mnort Oap lani hal applied the Executive Order. App tca t i
the Executive Or ler to interstate land sales registration Cu i reost f, i1

dec is ion that E(o,-, , ,) e r cocmpl i ance coo 11 be achieve by t-ren then
the disc lo1cure re ju rement'3 tIat relate to flood haza i 1S to ;'I h, ,

. are exposed.
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The rehabilitation and modernizatLon of hoasinj thna- is b ; .,
repeated flooding can significantly increase the value of tnil- ;'L I I" I-

risk and, as a result, greatly increase the loss potential. R21i1,L I t ,r' If
such housing may prove to be a poor investment since flood-prone neijbo °: o1
may continue to deteriorate unless steps are taken to ninimize flo,),l lainage.
Similarly, the disposition of I to 4 family residences that are s tt
repeated flooding or which would pose a safety hazard would not be pp on
without taking steps to reduce the severity of the hazard. 'Due Executive
Order specifically addresses this disposal of Federal property. Application
of the Executive Order to planning grants or loans could be ic:oinplished by a
requirement that such plans address ways of achieving the objectives of the
Order if appropriate. Finally, interim assistance and emergency activities
are proposed as a categorical exclusion. Application of the Executive Order
to these activities need not interfere with their delivery. Programs providing
such assistance, however, should be structured so that they are consistent
with the spirit of the Executive Order even if the full planning process is

* not applied to each specific action. Since most of these proposed actions
provide opportunities for carrying out actions consistent with tee objectives
of the Executive Order, they should not be categorically excluded from its
application.

As an alternative means of Executive Order compliance, HD also proposed
that floodplain management standards implemented by communities participating
in the NFIP be expanded to require the floodproofing of all existing

" . structures in FFMA-designated flood hazard areas as a basis of el igihiLity for
any form of direct or indirect Federal assistance. This approach does nit
appear to be practicable. NFIP floodplain management standards are
implemented by local units of government through the adoption of zoning
ordinances or building codes. This exercise of the police power is generally
not applied retroactively to existing structures except when they receive
major damages or are substantially improved. It is questionable whether such
a requirement could be legally enforced and there is a high probability tIat
its implementation could force communities out of the program by making the
requirements for eligibility too costly. It would appear to be more
appropriate to require the floodproofing of individual structures as a
condition of receiving Federal assistance w,-hen that assistance 1. appliei~ for
by the individual property owner.

The comments cited one instance in which a Federal agency had incorporated
a categorical exclusion into its procedures that exempted many of its actions
from the Executive Order (F-15). Farmers Home Administration has excluded

r normal farm operations and repairs to -xixting facilities from its definition
of actions to which the Executive Orier- must be applied. While which actions
constitute normal farm operations is unclear, the exclusion of repairs to
existing strictures appears to be in clear conflict with the objectives of t le
Executive Order. It also puts other agencies involved in a Presidenti LIly
,declared disaster in a compromising position since they may reqire omplt,
application of the Executive Order to siinilar actions.

Broad categorical exciusions from Execotit O(rr pi o ii,) 1 o.

appropriate method of redi'cinj the burden )f Execirtive '-V c I ,'.'!'
Executive Order now applies and shol -outi.,'e ap , : 1 ,,

actions in flooiplains. The As-2 )f thrnel Is )r I!' " ,
appropr iit. to identify 3ct ins that :,ou t b 1.. , .

4t hr to yh)
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eight-steps provided in the WRC Guidelines. By using this approach, the
°* administrative burdens created by ther Executive Order can be minimized

without the loss of meaningfil opportunities to reduce the impacts of Federal
actions on floodplains.

Public Notice Requirements

The Executive Order requires that Federal agencies provide the opportunity

for early public review of any plans or proposals for actions in the
floodplain. The order requires that this public notice be provided even for

those actions which do not require preparation of an Environmental Impact
Statement under Section 102(2)(c) of NEPA and that public notices be

compatible with Section 2(b) of Executive Order 11514. Section 2(a)(2) of
Executive Order 11988 also requires that agencies prepare and circulate a

notice containing an explanation of why the action is proposed to be located
in the floodplain. These requirements are referred to as "Early Public
Notice" and "Notice of Findings and Public Explanation" in the WRC Guidelines.

The intent of these requirements was to ensure that the general public and

interested agencies had the opportunity to provide input regarding proposals
for actions in the floodplain. The thrust of a number of the comments from
Federal agencies was that these requirements were burdensome when applied to
small actions and did not result in any significant degree of genuine public
involvement in the decision-miaking process. The Office of Ocean and Coastal
Resources Management (OCRM) of the Department of Commerce proposed that the

public notice requirements be eliminated for small and routine actions without
endangering the effectiveness of the Executive Order. In support of this

proposal, OCRM cited a cost of approximately $300 per notice, and the receipt
of only one response to all such public notices on small projects. The
Department of Energy and HUD also indicated that public notice requirements
were burdensome and could be eliminated for small actions. Boch agencies

suggest as an alternative the exclusive use of the NEPA process for public
notification and review. This change would require a revision to the text of
Executive Order 11988 since it specifically requires public notices for
actions that are not covered by NEPA. The public notice requirement was also
considered burdensome by most of the Federal agencies that proposed the

establishment of thresholds below which the Executive Order planning process
could be modified. (See the preceding sections on Thresholds and Categorical
Exclusions.)

Public notice requirements were not of general concern to commentators

other than Federal agencies; however, one response indicated that publication
in the Federal Register or in a newspaper public notice column was not

adequate since neither was read by the public at large (0-32). The State of
Alaska also indicated that this type of notice did not work in remote areas of
the State. Another State emphasized the need for greater State and local

p. input in the process (G-3).

The Federal agency comments indicate that there is a neei to clarify the

* relationships between the NEPA and Executive Order 11988 processes. The
Executive Order directs agencies to the extent possible to utilize Cxistinq
pro-,esses, such as those of the Council on Environmental Quality and the Water
Resources Council, to fullfi~l the requirements of the Order. For many
actions, most of the steps contained in the eight-step proceeds Ci3ld b h

accomplished as the agency complies with the National Envirnme;itil P()i ic y Act 
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of )69 ,NEPAI without additonal delays or cost. Federa I a Jenc is n.oi ve been

enco nagei o is" thl NEPA process whenever possible.

'': ', owever, some significant differences between the re qj:-eme-'nts

-r E.<e. :ti 'o r er .ildd an I those of the National Environmental Pot ic:y Act.

• , i - , -- o. tl_ ; ' i St it to! enough that tiere was i noo'I- '_ ) iS 31 I

.po it- E:cti'e irde r rather than depend solely on NEPA po3,.sss.

A- ' ,j, .- a.t. iv- r te:r 1883 is based Ln part on author it , ': Ve.'eI fran

SEPA, it wis 0s s'iei in furtherance of the National Flmpi ulnsirane. Act of

1 -'3 ±"1 '': P] '_)'ia. srer Prot ction Act of L'97, the lej , it ri4 t a

-; . Ii S t i P r: c- ' ) 'lo :-n N IPF .P I :t ia l 1t :. thie ,'tler

* i.'I. I I I -jo tts 'Iit i "Le 1I! a Un f ed Nat Lona I PrOgr Am for F to ilb in

.Managem nt leveLopei by the Water Resources Council (WECI . As a t .s'lt, the
Exec-itie Orir is st 4 .' )}::efnteI towr I retucoqg f :oci lasso's ini Federal

expenditures fir repavr of Fe I r 1i fa: I Li tLes, ffL 0 ,ontrol, an I various

n forms of doi.vntr assistance a well i i ', 10ii ' tireits t nunmin thel' and

safety. These concerns go 4 11 beyond tho4s4e traditionally evaluated through

the NEPA process.

M
The Executive Or ler requ ires the iea I of an agency to, prior to conducting

in action, fini that "tie only pr icticable a ternativ,' consistent with the law

tn wit
, te policy ser f ith in this Order 'equires siting in a floodplain."

F L-t '.o:more, if the agency AeaM makos t his finding the action must be modified

:5., 'm1 hinhui *n t- or within the fLoodplain. This requirement for a separate

- .- l ip i L f iii z 1.s a mIote strin,.gent reqo. yemeIt ti:]a ;inder NEP-%. NEPA

1 i . o F-i,: i. I iJen Les to) ident y dad ev.aluate 5Liil. one env "lonme:i-t1L impacts
S 'II ; 'n I OA an I a 1 a UeadtiVeS 1li "j the pi-)ject. (' lanti g jiicless.

, 1 - . tlf.ltIt i I Lmpact q are Ldent if ied, tIte agei- ic oist act- to

* ' . : :: I .1r tl se I mp cts. Howver, there is o u -es uiremeat similar

L: t 11i, i r thdt there are no pricticable alturnanives to a
- 1 . --. Eecitive Order 11988 caln ppl , t1hLs more st - I ieut

f 1. )pa :s aI be dal [heated us i 4 n e 3 leering metkods

' '.1 acc lracy. The frequency and maJtude of the poten1t ia
% I .. l. I ,nt ifbe de l ony with the economi~c hosses awli awqreased ledecal

• ,. ,. .. : u ; p.., .,i re suilt due to un> ise development. Generall.y,
!i'),a L. i :.,ipdas can be identified and quantified move readily, th~an many of

t",- 10' O .'0imnentat impacts evaluated uodder NEPA.

" , ' , te Ex"7v:utve Order must be applied in its entirety to actions

4 0 I, 1i,.i 't.s reiy na)t oe "significant" under NEPA criteria and would not
OI~ ~ J -Wl ' Y : a r, ait inn .of ari environmental imp.act statement unde{ r Section

4 f 7 E. f A. For example, an environmental impact statement probably

w) 11 i ol AI  1-: pro y'et far d single S-r"-tW'e h& 1 in A i f L)llla yet that

r 1 to. exp'r 1I 0) . t. i10 ill f ntIh z rI id c I1l~vr" . , .. j: ... o "I, Z t. on t lie f 1nodptai A,. E×(-._Mlt ve ,uir A "])KAt W43s appli.i t,-

K .: 4;" F,. !, a 't )n; a%-)1 I thixs type ff - 1lt LO'4. if'' , -t L hi 4 .h fill

- -. • ',
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involvement snce man! art-urs that cani be subject to flood losses or

Advrslyimpc on t n e 1P 1ol i 11. f 1 
eI low NEFPA t hres)ilolIds . A mre

. appropriate means by whiLch to reduce the burden placed on agencies by the two
" public notice requirements would be to establish thresholds or categorical

exclusions that exempt small or routine actions from specific steps in the
review process as disusse in prevtoIs sections. Another alternative,

' currently used by sxn ac ies, w)uId be to issue cumulative or group notices
when a number of elate.d small act ons are to be taken in an area over a snort

period of time.

Areawide Complimnce

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has proposed permitting a

one-time commuinitywide review for compliance with the Executive Order in

communities that hav. irje portions of their existing development in the
floodplain. The aivatages )f the areawide approach are to;

(1) faciluinte the comprenensive assessment including cumulative impacts,

which normally are not being done under individual unrelated project

assessments in the general vicinity;

(2) increase the size of the territory to be reviewed, thereby making

avaiLable more flood-free locations that can meet "the practicable

alternatives test" of the Order; and

3) to lue unnecessicy paperwork and re dundant public aot -es.

- This areaw> Ie compliance procedure has been used by HUD to comply with
* -' NEPA in several inst ances. Use of the procedure by HUD for compliance with

- Executive Ordler 1138 was an issu, between HUD and the consulting agencies
- - during the deve, )pment )f t:e HUD implementing procedures. The consulting

agencies would agree only to A trial of the approach until it could be shown

that it could be eff ctively impLemented on a r utie basis.

While the consutting agencies concedeI that there are advantages to an
areawide approach partt Carly by expanding the range of practicable
alternatives, their .aj jt con-,ern was that use o3f the areawilo approach could
result in a superficial Ia-il 's is of a brv)d je,)graphicaL area without the
site-specificity necessary tx effectively evaluate actions applied to
Tid: iidual struct ires. For rostiace, an areawide review may support a

*. dec ision to rehano i tt a net ihbr}--sol ci the basis that there is a critical
areawide houstaig short -1,- ai t'tat host )f tae structures could be adequately

".'. protected from fL()] iamii m. [ v ii at stroctures in that neighborhood,

however, could he b 1i at I r dcv , i ,3 ind be subject to repeated

f looling. To be fe -f ie, in irea I. -t,)mp Iance procedure would have to be
-sons it lye tries .ti on., o t [') its ,f ,IviAlil structures. One way to do

s.) w)1 d bn' 'I -r- I ' -I,. 1' . ow Pr I 1- c5 'I) establish roundrIles that

'I "i i LI ;'; i i o f ' o' i i vi Li t C trictires within the

QIiJC 1 10 A ~.i1 n et'' . r:-I-, ' 15ss y 't apply III to [)s )f the

f .- it- t ) 71-,''; ) iL' -,)uioncept Cf an ii eawide revi-w noe I
*1 aaa'',%[i~it- :>.;'-o' ,to; iyn Pl) e iil -ile jut, ' ub -titulte fry analys-i

of tLt i *- ' -- *. ,. fi!1 iL i,'t1r1k, I I -1i0ti1,-by-stt loct'.,

b A i' 1 t 0 '3 i' -)n ,pr w )11:A , Ivi: a)le pri,) t,)
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Practicable Alternatives

One of the two basic requirements of the Executive Order is that prior to .

conducting, supporting, or allowing an action in the floodplain, a Federal
agency must determine that the floodplain is the only practicable:! location for
that action. Section 2(a)(2) states:

If an agency has determined to, or proposes to,
conduct, support, or allow an action to be located in
a floodplain, the agency shall consider alternatives
to avoid adverse effects and incompatible development
in the floodplains. If the head of the agency finds
that the only practicable alternative con3istent with
the law and with the policy set forth in this Order
requires siting in a floodplain, the agency shall,
prior to taking action, (i) design or modify its
action in order to minimize potential harm to or
within the floodplain, consistent with regulation
issued in accord with Section 2(d) of this Order, and
(ii) prepare and circulate a notice containing an
explanation of why the action is proposed to be
located in the floodplain.

The WRC Guidelines define "practicable" as follows:

Practicable - capable of being done within existing
constraints. The test of what is practicable depends
upon the situation and includes consideration of the
pertinent factors, such as environment, cost or
technology.

Practicable alternatives can include carrying out the proposed action outside
of the floodplain, accomplishing the same objective using other means, or
taking no action at all. There can be altm-native sites within the floodplain
that need to be evaluated if there are no practicable sites outside the
fioodplain. Finally, the floodplain location itself must be shown to be
practicable before the action can be taken, and the importance of the
floodplain location must clearly outweigh the requirements of the Order.

A majority of the responses that directly or implicitly addressed one or
more provisions of the Executive Orde commented on the concept of selecting
practicable alternatives to floodplain locations. These comments can be
grouped roughly into three major issue categories:

o port facilities and the concept of functionaiLly dependent uses,

o-Ire2as ditsl physical constratits chat severely Limit or preclude, thle
avai lability f nonfloiplain ilo; tions.

) ctins th-at ae alo ,, 't ) p-tv-ate actions ( i.e., actions that

.rec-e1vie no i~er9-t -E1 1 is si tanr' ) h1ut that are re-gulatei, licensed,
yi li) .i .f Fe. I I'- 7c
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The Port Industry and Functionally Dependent Uses

- - Nine of the comments express con-ern over application of Executive Order

"-11988 to inland or coastal port facilities. The cormentators include

associations, port districts, S legal foundati oo, 1nd seeral individuals
representing a related industry (0-4, 0-5, 0-7, 0-13, (J-17, 0-18, 0-31, 0-3t,
C-24). In response to earlier concerns expressed by the industry, FEMA
contracted with Simon, Li & Associates to address the impacts of both
Executive Order 11988 and NFIP minimzm flooiplain management standards on
construction of in Land port facilities. As presented in its stAdy report,
"Effect of Floodplain Regulation on Inland Port Facilities," published in
January 1383, the contractor found that tne objectives of Executive Order
11988 and the economic need for the development of inland port fa:iLities were
not incompatible. Althougo- few instances of coict could actually be
identified, the study contractor discovered a widespread perception among
those involved in the port industry that the Executive Order i- [ oT. f ort
development. In some sectors of the industry it was found that the Executive
Order is perceived to prohibit all fl.oodplain development. A number of tne
comments received in connection with the present review also indicate that
this misperception is sufficiently widespread to warrant concern.

This misperception may have been reinforced by staff of some Federal
agencies who may also have viewed the Executive Order in this context eitoerp
due to misinformation or because this interpretation was compatible with their
own perception of their agencies' objectives. However, this is clearly
neither the intent of the Executive Order nor the accompanying WRC

"-*- Guidelines. The WRC Guidelines specifically state that their intent. is "
to prohihit floodplain development in all cases, but rather to create a
consistent government policy against such development under most

IW circumstances." Since docking and loading and unloading facilities must be
located on a navigable waterway, it could be assumed tout in most cases proper
application of the eight-step process contained in the WRC Guidelines to
port facility would lead to the conclusion that there would be no pr:acticablo
alternative to a floodplain location. However, this is not always true, and
alternative locations and actions stilL need to be examined.

As a solution to this problem of misperception, FEMA's study contractor
recommended tuie explicit recognition of the existence of functionally
dependent structures and uses in both Executive Order 11988 and NEIP
floodplain man:agement standardis. This concept of funct tonally dep-eTidet 13,3

is contained ilso in nearly all of tne comments received during this revlew
that address this issue. The definition of what uses are functionaILy
dependent, however, is not clear. foe "port study" as w-ll as ll comments
race i 'z ed In responuse t) thLis present review appe i 1 to AeJre that Joors,

off- i- 1i1iing ftao i Litt tas, and pernaps tempo rary in- Iransit t. 3age f I,- ties

I L -io L -I s a L c rvt-,,Latel e nIjust it, stiu Ctu -a, In-I facilit is ('0-5).
-0 1\ ti 1 , . 4': AL exra -;ik toe for ttuat t s te 1  5o u wlfy i'

S,-inm, it i'.'l].J, in. a l .wra , ,f'LeS-, . ', ti. ay . l ii,; wte Atl3 : mo: tKm ,?.I

a(J 1 7.- l.
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tney are. The responses addressing functionally dependent uses range from
those who believe this concept would merely lessen the burden of proof in
showing that there are no practicable alternative locations to those who view
functional dependence as a means of exempting the port industry from Executive
Order 11988 provisions as well as NFIP floodplain management elevation and
floodway requirements. Thus, although a worthwhile concept in principle, if
imprudently applied, the concept of functionally dependent uses could
undermine efforts by Federal, State, and local governments to reduce flood
damages.

Although the term "functionally dependent use" does not explicitly appear
in either the Executive Order itself or WRC Guidelines, both permit floodplain
actions if there is no practicable alternative location or action, provided
that the floodplain location itself is practicable (i.e., the action can be
undertaken in a manner which minimizes flood damages and adverse impacts on
the floodplain) and provided that the importance of the floodplain location
clearly outweighs the requirements of the Order. The concept of functionally
dependent structures can be viewed as an extension of this provision in the
Executive Order that permits actions in the floodplain if no practicable
alternative exists. Functionally dependent uses were discussed during the
drafting of the WRC Guidelines and have been incorporated into the FEMA
implementing procedures. FEMA defines a functionally dependent use as "a use
which cannot perform its intended purpose unless it is located or carried out
in close proximity to water (e.g., bridges and piers)." The only time the

" term is used in FEMA regulations is as an exemption to a prohibition on
providing assistance for new construction and substantial improvements in
floodways and new construction in coastal high-hazard areas. Functionally
dependent uses are not exempted from the need to examine practicable
alternatives or any other provisions of the FEMA regulations pursuant to

Executive Order 11998.

Since there are uses that are functionally dependent on a waterfront
location, which usually is designated as a floodplain, at the time the
Executive Order or the WRC Guidelines were drafted it may might have been
advantageous if a concept such as functionally dependent had been used as a
means of indicating that there were uses for which there would often be no
practicable alternative to a floodplain location. However, the fact that such
a concept was not incorporated into the Executive Order does not hinder its

S. application. Functionally dependent uses such as port facilities and similar
uses can be accommodated through use of the eight-step planning process
outlined in the WRC Guidelines. The proper application of this procedure
should result in a decision that recognizes the need to provide a number of
port facilities under many circumstances.

One the other hand, the fact that a particular use is functionally
dependent rs not sufficient reason for exempting that use from the Executive
Order's provisions or hazaird mitigation me-Asuires per se. Even though in many
cases review of i functionally dependent use .-an be expected to result in a
dec ision to locate in the floodpla in, there is stilL need to evaluate
practicable alternatives and mitigation measures. At a mainimum any review
inouLI consider tue foi lowing:

o Thers may be aLternative waterfront locations that ire not floodplain.

11I I -32
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o There can be a variety of possible floodplain locations subject to
different degrees of hazard. Some sites may allow the lc-ation of part
or all of the facility out of the floodplain.

o There can be a variety of designs for a facility that could lessen or
increase hazards or impacts on the floodplain.

C) There are floodplain locations where the hazards or adverse impacts are
so great that not even a functionally dependent use is practicable.

o There is a need to differentiate among various types of port-related
uses.

The term functionally dependent use has value in that it represents a
recognition that there are uses that by definition generally must exist within

* the floodplain, and that use of the term can help prevent an overly
restrictive interpretation of the Executive Order by Federal agencies.
However, at this point there is no compelling need to modify the Executive

- Order or the WRC Guidelines to explicitly address these functionally dependent
uses. Instead, interpretation should be provided to acknowledge that
functional>i dependent uses exist and that in these few cases proper
applitcation of the Executive Order probably will result in the selection of
some floodplain location. This guidance should limit functionally dependent
uses to those uses that clearly require a waterfront location, not to include

-.-anLIlawY facilities that could be separated from the on- or off-loading
-icilities themselves. Lt also should indicate that the fact that a use is

* flifiction'ally lepelelit wc)uli not elimit-ate tie need to evaluate practicable
i"ternatives or utilize hazard mitigation measures as practicable.

* Ap . .i'i at _.or Pract icible AlIernative to Pri late Ations

fte Ippi catiou of the Execu tive Order rto) ac"tions that are primarily
Fedet al (-tions is relatively straigTtfurwari. Chess actions include actions
taken by a Federal agency on government lani and actiors that are wholly or
driitsacily finance-i by a Federal ajei-cy. Difficulties i i application of the
Executive Order appear to increase as the degree of Federal involvement in a
project declines. For instance, some actions are initiated and financed
entirely by the private sector, and Federal agency involvement may be limited
to the issuance of a permit, provision of insurance, or guarantee of a loan.
Examples of these types of actions include Corps of Engineers Section 404
permits, EPA regulation of hook-ups to existing EPA-financed sewerage systems,
and FHA mortgage insurance or VA mortgage guarantees. Although direct Federal
assistance may not be involved or may be minimal, action by a Federal agency
to deny a permit or approve a project for mortgage insurance or a n(ook-up to
an existing sewerage system may have the effect of making that development

• infeasible.

Application of tne Executive Order to tnese types of actions :ny result in

the selection 'of a practicanle .lternattvt that is practL r'ibe for the Felersi
agency but not practicable or des i-rable f)r: tue pr ivats act)- app cant. For
instance, tne Federal agency may determine that there is n:o housing shotage
in a community and ttuat there are, practv :abfl lo'tns f-i- Idr ,b;

*i outside of the f lodp iain ant deriy 'I pI-rn Lor lina)prove an a1pi-: C .
These alt.erna tives may be aviL I ti u t ne prIvto s1:1-r as *i Atfl- ,'"Mt Im

to the app)bLcont, 4.1 :T.Ily ,ILy iwp f l itLii: r-puL. "- -.
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nonfloodplain property may be unable or unwilling to provide the holsing or
other services demanded by the community. The issue raised is one of how
restrictively should the concept of practicable alternatives be applied to

actions that can be regarded as primarily private in nature.

The comments that addressed this general issue ranged from the advocation
of strict application of the concept of avoidance of floodplains to all
actions, no matter how minor the Federal involvement, to advocation of
application only in situations of high risk to life and property when no
direct Federal financial assistance was involved. Several comments addressed
instances in which the Corps of Engineers is said to have issued Section 404
permits to property owners when there were other practicable alternatives that
were either not evaluated or selected (F-10, F-26, S-17). One comment alleges
that in one instance a permit was granted for stream channelization on the
grounds that it was the only practicable alternative under the Corps'

regulatory jurisdiction (F-10).

A number of comments originating from what can be characterized as land
developers and related interests focused on the definitions of "unwise
development" and "adverse impacts" as a means to clarify the application of
practicable alternatives to these private developments (0-1, 0-8, 0-24,
0-25). Generally, these comments argue that, because these terms are not
precisely defined, the individual Federal agencies have too much discretion,
resulting in interpretations of the Executive Order that are inconsistent and
often are too broad in regard to its application to land development. Two of
the comments focus on the President's statement accompanying the Executive
Order, in which he said that "... unwise use and development of our riverine,
coastal, and other floodplains not only destroy many of the special qualities
of these areas but pose a severe threat to human life, health, and property"
(0-8, 0-25). The thrust of the comments is that "unwise" actions should only
include those actions which destroy special qualities of unique floodplains or
pose severe threats to life, health or property. By defining "unwise" actions
as well as "adverse impacts," these responders believe that the Executive
Order itself could be limited so that it would not be used by Federal agencies

solely for the preservation of natural floodplains regardless of the quality
or benefits derived from the proposed project. Two comments included the
recommendation that interpretations of "unwise" use or "adverse impacts" be

developed after public comment (0-1, 0-25).

It should be emphasized that private financing does not necessarily mean
that a project does not include costs to or have an impact on the Federal
Government and the public at large. One such cost to both the Federal
Government and the general taxpayers would be damages to adjacent properties
insured by a Federal agency or eligible for some form of disas ter is-i-tance.
Improperly designed or constructed floodplain development can Ln. ise

upstream flood elevations, downstream peak flood discharges, or the velocity
of floodwaters. Provisions of State and Federal tax :,ides a La ) : h ,,1 tie

*-' '.- effect of transferring at least some additional cost of floei -m ,iea to the
taxpayers in general. Tr. addition, it should be emphaao ,ei t,ti t-e )-It m: t ve
in the Executive Order to preserve or restore natiril or bnef ) lain
values does not apply solely to wildlife habitat, )ttht La, i - , t ).n.

Natural and benef ti 1 ralues i lso inc lude te f loo ipII i ; l: pa- i 11-. t,
convey .ini st re fL.1)0,witera, <en ia -ge j oni ter, in I p n, V.0
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health and safety, property damages, and the economic well-being of a
community.

The Executive Order and the WRC Guidelines, agreed to by member agencies,
require that a Federal agency examine all practicable alternatives even in
cases where Federal involvement is somewhat limited. Practicable alternatives
must be examined in the context of what is practicable to both the Federal
agency and the applicant. The impacts of each of the alternatives must be
balanced against the utility and advantages and disadvantages of choosing that
alternative. It would not be practicable, for instance, for an agency to deny
a permit or disapprove a project if locations outside of the floodplain are
demonstrably inferior, outside of the control of the applicant, the project
can be adequately protected against flood damages, and the adverse impacts on
the floodplain are minor or can be minimized. On the other hand, it would not

-be practicable to grant a permit for an action that adversely impacted on the
floodplain or posed a threat to lives or property in the community solely to
reduce construction costs or benefit one property owner or interest. Clearly,
permits and approvals also should not be granted if the applicants themselves
have alternative ways to develop their property that avoid adverse impacts on
the floodplain an(, ;ire practicable. There appear, however, to be no clear

cutoffs that can be 2stablished for this balancing process governmentwide
because of the almost infinite variety of actions and circumstances that are

-* encountered. It should be recognized that a balancing will have to be
undertaken by Federal agencies when applying the Executive Order to actions
that are privately financed and that the decisions arrived at are likely to be
regarded as unsatisfactory by at least some interested parties.

There is enoigh latitude in the Executive Order and the WRC Guidelines to
balance the degree of Federal involvement with the severity of adverse impacts
associated with a proposed project. This approach appears to be commonly
practiced by most Federal agencies as they apply the Executive Order to
privately funded actions. No doubt inconsistencies will exist among the
various agencies and within each individual agency as a result of this
case-by-case balancing, and no doubt some interested parties will consider
some actions to be overzealous or in violation of the intent of the Executive

Order. There appears to be no reasonable alternative to this exercise of

discretion by individual agencies in their application of the Executive Order
to the myriad of programs and circumstances.

Practicable Alternatives and Locational Constraints

Two comments addlressed application of tie Executive Orler concept of
practicable alternatives to locatLons where sites jutside ')f the flood1plain
are jenerally not avaL Lable (0-17, S-l). hre I :itiors cite,} ncI de
Louisiana with its extensive fl,)odplains in the 4&-.3L3Sppfii det !11d its
c,)a13tl marshes , in] Appaifchia, where stoop .mo ut-ili slopes f ri <|evelopment

O into the fLoodplain. Tue Execat ive Order. .:.!-Ly i]LLows for I -7 -jations

in the fl',odIplain tf t'eor i-, no praicti.ah, Iternot. i , iiovIeI
that the impli:ts )f th 7 action cuar be mia: n i ,,| uii pr ki- i-, i tnil t-:.

. importance )f tie Aet L,)n clI rLy itd'i jnl )t' 1,XY '! "I '

ments. Howeve.r, ti-e eller 1~ -ig 11, - -xi~ uno I' i'-r. f 'o I '
s. te whi' may b- I,'i ;1- i,.r os inl', fewr eri )- i 1
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Anothier comment nlitCl si:T;1t 7n 11,'ui If)L'n .2 pL j t'-P Cxe '

* - ~~Proj ect" loc:ated ii a or iil 1 c tlir lo is, by veU41,: ira DI.'14

distr Lets ( -28) . Tanis cor-nn~t r o~ei'IsipLti it.i

practicable alternat Lyre ii rep )V ti -rho Co.%unity Deco I opm-eint B 1, t-r I:,

programs if the proposail is Io -Lstt'it Al 1,)c i I lan]is o.32r !Ifn

dievelopment p bans. FEMA cant t 't witsVAL * of~'1iII i 'i1I

recognize I that inl higally urbanlioizedl ire is-om use ;tLLIos:I b ! he l: if

*vacant floodiplain lands. we: I 1i-p1 int± 1 1) ro)j e(-- T 1v ii i n.- 1, 1~};

Fe'!i'srat assistance naRy ive sigiltficarit by fewo e li s mjiL ~.
str ictly private development t~it night other wi 3' orit oeil, 5.
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Exec:utive Order 1198 and tnie National Flood 1iasurance Projru.n .. NIlIP)

A number of comments were recei.ved regarding the relationship between tne5 Executive Order and thie National Flood Insurance Program (NEIPi , wnicn t

administered by FEMA. Several of these comments are crittical of NFL? regula-

tions or polLicies tnat are allegedl to be inconsistent withi Executive Order f0

v~sins.Other comments raise issues concerning flood hazard nappingj or flout-
proof Lag standards in regard to the Executive Order, when sum. issues are

actuially governed by NFIP policies or regulations. The Executive Order mnerely
r-ferences NFI? standards as the minimum flood hazard mitigation stanldarus to
be used by Federal agencies, when taking ac-tions in designated flood hazard

*~ r ae as.

The NFI? and Avoidance

The most important of the issues raised are that the NFI? policies adl

regulations do niot require avoidance of flood hazard areas if pract ic-abl
aLternatives are available and that its regulations are not desti gaol to'
protect natural and beneficial floodplain values. These issues wer,_ ji;e ns y
HUD a s follows in its contnents:

FEMA shouli eliminate the disparity in criteria btent.

present Executive Order and that of the NFL? relbiting to theo

fob Lowng L) avoidance ofdevelopment in the desijnatet,

spec iall f lood hazard zone; an-A ( ii) protect ion of the niat ii t
and henof ic ilvalues of the floodlplains. NFIP pi, r -en

regulations were never amended to comply with the pro eost_

0Executive Ordler cr iteria relatingq to f loodpbain avc "i':
prtctioni of the niatuIral values ofth f loolplatas .

*i - nttUD commu-ent then focusedt on tho issutire of Letters 'i '-I v) n', i
LiUJMAs ) by FEMA. T his issue is I LscIussel inu1re fib b y 1,it-: t ... t

0 The attachments to the BUD comments, ori gin at by sibmn. ' .4
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Executive Order. Their view, however, appears to advocate modification of the
NFIP so that it better protects natural floodplain values.

Community participation in the NFIP is voluntary. The Federal Government
makes affordable flood insurance available in those communities that agree to
manage future floodplain development. Communities are required to adopt and
enforce floodplain regulations, usually in the form of zoning ordinances or
building codes, that meet or exceed minimum NFIP standards. Because the Juid
pro quo for adoption of these floodplain management regulations has been flood
insurance coverage on structures, the NFIP criteria have been primarily
oriented toward preventing property damage. Other provisions of the
regulations such as those regarding floodways or the alteration of

.* watercourses are again directed toward regulating actions which could increase

flooding and, as a result, increase losses n property damage and increases in

insurance claims and other Federal expenditures.

We agree that the NFIP minimum floodplain management criteria do not
specifically require avoidance of floodplains and that program performance
standards are aimed at protecting property rather than natural and beneficial
floodplain values. However, the overall thrust and effect of the NFIP is
consistent with achieving the objectives of Executive Order 11988. The NFIP
is a unique Federal program that operates solely in the floodplain and, given
its structure, could not achieve its objectives of preventing flood damages
and reducing Federal expenditures for disaster assistance and flood control if

it were to demand avoidance by the community and property owners to the degree
practicable.

Prior sections of this review discussed the application of the Executive
Order concepts of aviodance of the floodplain and selection of practicable
alternatives to actions that are initiated and financed primarily by the
private sector, but that have limited Federal involvement. The conclusion was
that, for these actions, the Executive Order permitted a balancing of the
degree of Federal involvement with the severity of the action's impact on the
floodplain. The NFIP can be characterized as a program in which Federal

involvement in individual floodplain actions is not substantial. The NFIP
provides flood insurance coverage on structures located in participating
communities. For new construction in most communities this coverage is
provided at actuarial rates which reflect the risks to which the stricture is

exposed. Net Federal expenditures are intended to eventually cover only the
administrative costs of the program. Some structures regulated by ordinances

adopted to comply with NFIP criteria do not obtain flood insurance coverage
and many others do not receive any other form of Federal assistance. Since
Federal involvement in most of these actions is minimal, NFIP criteria are
oriented towards regulating those aspects of floodplain development where
there is the most direct Federal interest such as minimizing losses to
property and, by doing so, reducing Federal expenditures for flood control and
disaster assistance. In addition, the WRC Guidelines state that the Executive
Order is not intended to prohibit development, but rather to create a
consistent Federal policy against such development under most circumstainces.
Requiring the inclusion in local NFIP ordinances of provisi)ns prohiviting

. floodplain development would be inconsistent with t1is interpretation. Vh-
locati-inal decisions required to implement a less,!r standar I ar . more pr)per ly
made at the State or local level provided that the overriding Federal
interests are adequately protected.
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In order for the NFIP to onerate effectively and s,:nleove tle pi 1J ' 5

dual objectives of minimizing future flood losses ant ccdti nj Fedo 4 ra .

expenditares fit disaster assistance and f Lo uod ,l nt )I1 t b- ,,

participation by comnun i Los in flood-prone areas ant percnase of f Lood

insurance by individuals must be the nocm. The Flood Disaster Protection Act

of 1973 increased NFIP participation by prohibiting Federal agenciea from
providing financial assistn:Ice for construction or acquisition of structures

Located in special flood-hazard areas of nonpartic ipatincg communities. In
narticipating communities, receipt of direct or indirect Federal assistance

for this construction or acquisition was made contingent on the purchase of
flood insurance coverage. The combination of the benefits of affor able

• insurance and the sanctions rogarding Federal assistance proved hignly
effective in achieving the goal of widespread participation by cotlmmunities
"espite the requirement to adopt and enforce what some communities regarded as
rather stringent floodplain management standards. The NFIP can continue to
progress toward achieving its objectives only as long az commnunties and
individuals perceive that the benefits of participation exceed its costs.

be t.rvs eur

It would no doubt be possible to revise NFIP regulations to require
-communities to adopt and enforce ordinances that prohibit floodplaio
*evelopment if there were practicable alternatives that would protect natural

and beneficial floodplain values. However, local ordinances must regulate all

floodplain development, not just that which receives Federal assistance. As a

result, an overly restrictive requirement for avoidance of floodplain actions

could have the effect of prohibiting all floodplain development and be
construed as an unconstitutional "taKing" of property without compensation.
Floodplain regulations have been ind must continue to be drafted so that they
can withstand legal cihallenges. Assuming that an avoidance ordinance was

viewed as a valid exercise of police powers, which reside in State and local
g;overnments, many communities could be expected to continue to participate in
the NFIP. These communities would most likely be those with large amounts of
existing development that required continued Federal assistance and flood
insurance coverage. Floodplain management regulations, however, are most
oo tel and have the greatest effect in communities that have undeveloped

fkoipiins, where there are still opportunities to shape future development.
Strict application of an avoidance requirement would leave these communities
with little to gain from participation in the NFIP and have tihe effect )f

dtiing many out of the program. Loss of tuose comunuflities cu)ld cvipplo
,[forts to reduce flood losses and minimize Fedoral expenditures for lisaster
al';; 1st ~ ind flood c nt vol. NFIP ftLoodpla 12 macileJO!lt criteria mSt be

-arOfi' li7 -!S Igned to ba It i- t e nuo h to i iciimiz e future f l 1 ,amages but
'wct ;o t 't tIat ti'' be c'f ts ')f part ic L o ico pal' in -,Thjac i1 ,);1.
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construction of structures. Using the NFIP flood hazard maps, individuals and
7" .. communities, as well as Federal agencies, can identify alternative locations

"- for actions that are often easier and less expensive to develop. In addition,

" local officials tend to steer development away from floodplain areas and in
some instances adopt more restrictive regulations to discourage this
development even more. This steering unfortunately does not occur in as great
a degree in highly urbanized areas with extensive floodplains where

developable land is at a premium or in maity coastal areas where property close
to the ocean is highly desirable. In these areas, the NFIP has probably not
resulted in avoidance or preservation of natural and beneficial floodplain
values, despite increased contruction costs. These areas probably will be
developed, however, no matter what posture is taken by the NFIP.

One of the primary reasons for issuance of Executive Order 11988 was to

ensure that Federal agencies, at a minimum, complied with NFIP floodplain
management standards. Federal agencies have often held themselves aloof from

local land use regulations. When an agency complied with local zoning
ordinances or building codes, it was generally because in that instance it was
in the Agency's interest to do so. Despite the issuance of Executive Order
11296 in 1966, many Federal agencies continued to take actions in the

floodplain that were clearly inconsistent with the floodplain management
practices the Federal Government was requiring of local units of government.
Executive Order 11988 added requirements that ensure that Federal agencies do
not take actions that undermine the Federal Government's efforts to reduce
flood losses through sound floodplain management. However, Executive Order
11988 not only requires that Federal agencies apply to themselves the same

standards it applies to communities and individuals through the NFIP, but also
requires that they provide leadership and set an example by holding themselves
to higher standards such as avoidance and selection of practicable
alternatives in actions over which they had direct control.

Most Federal actions provide for a great deal of discretion. Federal
agencies can generally choose where they provide assistance within general
overall constraints. The Executive Order requires them to exercise their
discretion in a manner which minimizes adverse impacts on floodplains. When
viewed in this context, it is not inconsistent that the Federal Government
should hold itself to higner standards than it demands of the private sector
through the NFIP.

Alternative Forms of Flood Protection

A number of the comments cite the need to apply different construction
standards to industrial construction than those developed for residences
(1-24, 0-13, 0-17). The comments that address this issue generally originate
from the port industry. Although this concern was brought up in conjunction
with Executive Order 11988, the issue is a broader one. The Executive Order

-e. references NFIP floolplain management criteria as minimum requirements for p
minimizing flood damages except where demonstratively inappropriate. The
standards for special flood hazard areas already make a diatinction between
new or substantially improved residential construction, which must be elevated
so the lowest flood is at or above the base flood elevation, ani new or
substantially improved commercial and ndustrial str-ctures, which can he
either elevated or floodproofed. At present, nonresidenial structurexs that
are f loodproofed must be floodproofed so that the strictlire i wAtortight,
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dith walls that are substantially impermeable t t'le P'ie 31 )f water (i e.,
dry floodproofed).

The thrust of the comments is that "wet-f i,)dpr.,ofing" soili be permitted
as well. Wet-floodproofing is essentially des jning a Structure so that it
can be flooded without damage. In theory, the building could be hosed down,
portable equipment reinstalled, and the building back in filI operation soon
after floodwaters recede. This issue is of greatest importance in those areas
where port facilities must be designed to accommodate extreme fluctuations in
water surface elevation. The study on the "Effect of Floodplain Regulations

on Inland Port Facilities" conducted for FEMA also led to th recormn,endation
that the wet-floodproofing of port facilities be an alternative permitted by
NFIP floodplain management regulations. In order to wet-fl oIproof a

* .structure under regulations now in effect, a variance for that property would
'-' have to be obtained from the local unit of government.

FEMA has issued an advance notice of proposed rulemaking that requests
comments on how to improve NFIP floodplain management criteria. The issue of
wet-floodproofing will be considered as part of this ongoing review. Although
wet-floodproofing is feasible for a number of types of structures, it can be
highly inappropriate for most others. Any rule change would have to place
strict limitations on the circumstances under which it could be utilized.

Use of the 50-Year Standard for Residential Basements

The minimum floodplain management criteria of the NFIP require that the
lowest floor, including basement, of residential structures be elevated to or
above the base or 100-year flood level (44 CFR 60.3 (c) (2)). Construction of
residential basements in the floodplain is permitted only in those communities ":-:,
that apply for and are granted an exception to this participation
requirement. Generally the exceptions that have been granted require that the
lowest opening of the basement be at least one foot above the base flood
elevation. To date, only about 40 communities have applied to FEMA for
exceptions to permit residential basements, although additional communities
have been granting individual variances to permit their construction on a
particular property.

HUD Minimum Property Standards (MPS) are used by FHA, VA and FMHA for

their housing programs. HUD MPS criteria require only that the first
habitable floor of a residence be elevated above the 100-year flood level.
Basements are permitted provided that the lowest opening is at or above the
50-year flood elevation and provided tltat at time of construction, they are
not designed for use for living, sleeping, eating, cooking, or combinations

" - thereof. HUD's justification for use of the 50-year standard for basements in
-4. MPS has been that an unfinished basement could be floolei with oniy minimal

damages.

- Since communities participating in the NFIP m 1st i I ii -rfc,

e rejI -It ions that meet or exceed mini.mn u > P V ' J N F 1? h sing

tie 50- yea r be 3me onet s tinier -I n WIl) M PS woiii-- 0

eJoo .i i ze ,o co, mminity's NFIP eligibiity ,. ,

f' p,)dIlain manAzgement regtiltions oi:il11l ) ' , " i -.0lt vr3y

aLTi;e the early diys of the NFIP. Since iron ,i: , e r I e.f.ce
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enforced. The issue was again raised in the context of the corislvitati--

.[ -. between HUD and the consulting agencies dur ing the development of tn;1 r

drafts of HUD's Executive Order implementing procedures. The attachment
HUD's comments on this review also raise the issue. Tue HUD preference i t

a single, recognized national standard.

The NFIP floodplain management standards regarding basements t,,at ate no,;
in effect are :onsi tent with Executive Order 11988 objectives to reduce rho
risk of flood Losses and minimize the impacts of floods on humaii s Wety,
health, andl welfare. HUD .MPS1 standards assume that basements will- remain

nonhabitable. NFIP reguiitions, however, assume that at some point a 1Itrp:j
percentage of these basements will be finished and converted to la-utable
uses, sijnificantly increasing their hazard potential. Overtopping or
structural failure of a floodproofed basement results in immediate inundat.
and will likely result in a virtual total loss of all finished sLrfaces,

equipment, and contents. Failure of load-bearing basement walls could -esult
in major structural damage to the residence as a whole. In contrast, tne
overtopping or failure of a structure built iithout a basement, but properly
elevated, generally will result in only minor damages.

The substantially higher losses due to the catastrophic nature of the
flood losses that could occur due to basements are reflected in the high flood

'* insurance rates that are now in effect. For basements built to the 50-year
stindard, these rates would not be affordable, particularly for the low and
moderate income fam-iies that are the target for FHA loan programs. Since
these families are required to purchase and maintain flood insurance coverage
as a condition f receiving FHA loans, use of a 50-year basemert standard

would not be feasible even if permitted by NFIP floodplain management
criteria. In addition-, providing this low level of protect ion in areas
subject to flash flo d lug could threaten the ives a!-1 safety of residents f
basements were converte to habitable uses. The in:reaued protect on provied
by use of tuie NFIP's 100-year stanlarl can jener-ally be pr )vLIe l at minimI.mal
cost since the diLfference in elevation between tue 50-year an I00-yea : floods

Ls eneraily a fw fet or less.

Tnere ias not been a great leal of interest Conceiinitg t': rust: t<14 if

fLotiproife I ba.;em:. its by either communities or inidiuc ,1 a s. Dui -i 4 reent

years oniy iblout 40 requests have been received f r sin i x,- . r ' o
aboi-t 30 hve been -ranted. Overall less than )ne per-,e-it n
sty jct ires ba i1t in communities that have flood eLevit - -

with basements permitted through a :ommunity excepti n wt iF1P i i .

in t-! 1 ia prme r ty varianc, gran ed by the cn;nnrii , ,

-tue L ptiia t t tue t.echnicI difficulties ar i Pi f)t I ,1

pi1 '. i -, 11:T. l' t ] t t to n I; the n, rn.
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Substantial Improvement

NFIP fioodplaiin manigement c5 ter' 1i, ' sr:,tl I
"any repair, reconstruction, or improvement )f .i -; -i- it r , ' , -

equals or exceeds 50 percent of the market vaL - )f ik -tr r'. i", ,

before the improvement or repair ts started, or Cn) Lf t1!- 1tr-,1!2. 1
damaged, and is being restored, before the damage )ccvr re-i. "'k, :4FIP
regulations further define substantial improvement as ftaL.los:

For the purposes of this definition "substintial
improvement" is considered to occur when the first

alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor, or otier
structural part of the building commences, whether )r not
the alteration effects the external dimensions of tsie
structure. The term does not, however, include either i1)
any project for improvement of a structure to comply qiti

existing State or local health, sanitary, or safety code
specifications which are soley necessary to assire S,e
living conditions or (2) any alteration of a structur,
listed on the National Register of Historic Places .44 FR

59.1) or a State Inventory of Historic Places.

The definition of substantial improvement was discussed by to-e Senate

Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs during the markup of the
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973. The Committee Report specificaLL'

endorses the language contained in the basic NFIP definition given i-n tre
first sentence of the preceding paragraph. Substantial improvements t
floodplain structures must comply with the same standards as new
construction. The "50 percent of market value prior to the improvement" S. .

concept is commonly used in local zoning ordinances and building codes and,
thus, does not represent a departure from standard practice.

The attachment to the HUD comments questions whether HUD can apply i
less- restr ctive standard to some of its programs. The HUD view wjs eXp)essed
is fo)Ll w;:

There should be a uniform standar and
definition for substantial improvement

conducted in flood hazard areas and
wetlands. To support the national goa"
to provide decent, safe, and sanitary
hoising through the rehabilitation of
existing structures and through the
-conversion of nonresidential blil in-s I
to housing, the Department encourages .

the removal and/or the relaxation of

regulatory constraints in est ibll she ,

liable residential nei.ghborhood 5.

)-rf, ye rsvon )t t'V pr-.)p)sOd HUD implemnentinj pr ocedut s, V r i ot

def i n I r,ait it, i on ohf hous: ni S 50 percent of th.e replar:enent _)st tfty, I
toe Lrnpi: )ve-rent )r repair:, is completed. Tlis, 'l effect, wr-ili o e, i t M)'--

reha i I t - ion p" );ram3 r.) doible the vali-e )f a sty fte I!t,!-'7. -ihy*"
,mpL-",j wlith NFl I ,odpL in manai, ment rTriteri a re i ire I b EI, 1t]

1r, r L hA. g a-tIres tehah t Ilts e n tccrlaoce w it "  ;.'j 5 4
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would violate local or(dinances which use the existing NFIP definition. Thus,

HUJD would be placed in the position of having standards for its housing
. rehabilitation programs that conflict with local zoning ordinances and the

Executive Order LiL88 mandate to comply with NFIP minimums.

Rehanilitation of existing structures to provide decent housing is a
cost-effective way Df meeting a basic need and should be supported. However,

- unless modified to reduce future flood damages, rehabilitation of existing
structures that are subject to recurrent flooding is not cost-effective and
does not meet the objectives of providing decent, safe, and sanitary housing
or the objectives of the Executive Order unless that housing can be modified

. to reduce flood damages. Any NFIP definition has to apply to all floodplain
structures not just those being rehabilitated using HUD financial

- *-assistance. Applied nationwide, a less-restrictive definition could
.* significantly increase flood losses over time. It should be noted that the

NFIP definition does not include any improvement to a structure undertaken to

comply with existing State or local health, sanitary, or safety code

S•specifications necesc ary to ensure safe living conditions. This exclusion
*combined with the exclusion of improvements less than 50 percent of fair

market value prior to the improvement should allow sufficient opportunities
for the rehabilitation of many structures without compromising the objectives

of the Executive Order or the basic goals or insurance mechanisms of the NFIP.

Identification of the Flood Hazard

Section 2 (a) (i) of the Executive Order requires that Federal agencies

determine whether proposed actions would take place in a floodplain. Agencies
,re to use FEMA flood maps deveioped as part of the National Flood Insurance
Program or more detailed data, if available, as the basis for making this
determination. If NFIP maps have not been produced for an area, the agency is

S.to use the best information available. The WRC Guidelines also recommend the
.. use of other Federal agencies to develop flood data, or failing that,

qualified consulting engineers.

Five comments identified issues related to the identification of flood
hazards. Most deal with the deficiencies in available data. For example,

A special district suggested that FEMA increase its efforts to complete

detailei flood studies for all areas of the country (L-19).

(_o The State of Alaska indicated problems in making the determination in
remote areas of the State that were no mapped.

o Another State cited difficulries in areas for which the fl.)od maps were
inacc irate ani for which detailed studies were not conducted. Federal

-ties were sail to be reluctant to employ means beyond the use of

10 :lV1t].i[']LLe flood :naps $5-a)

:)he State comMente i on the ffi lire of Federal ai]encies -1 ac ),-nt f )r

s to-mwater flo,)inj. since it is gener-i{ly not delineated on NFIP maps
L S- 17).

"O" * In. *'t it> exp,. ;; I jrt:)".ns 4ith ti e FEMA practice of net Tnippinj
Foee 1 l in Is - 2 : .

. '
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Flood maps are developed primarily to meet the spec ifi: needs of the
National Flood Insurance Program which include local floodplain manaigement and
determining who must purchase insurance and at what rate. Early in the
program it was recognized that it was not cost-effective to do detailed
engineering studies for all communities and all floodplains. Therefore, the
studies were limited to areas with existing development or areas that were
likely to develop within a reasonable time-frame. In addition, a conscious
decision was made not to study areas that flooded due to stormwatar backup
resulting from inadequate storm sewer systems. As of the date of this review,
a high percentage of the developed or developing floodplain areas had been
studied. Over $600 million has been expended for flood studies that are
completed or underway covering communities with 96 percent of the nation's

flood insurance coverage. There are still communities where decoiiled
engineering studies would be cost-effective. Efforts are or:dervay to identify
these communities as well as develop inexpensive ways of delineating
floodplains in those communities where full studies cannot be justified.
However, there will not be sufficient economic justification or funds
available to study several thousands of the remaining communities, hundr ds of
thousands of miles of streams in rural areas, or the storm sewer system of

each town or city. Federal agencies who propose actions where floodplains
have not been identified or flood elevations not determined will have to

* continue to use best available data or seek assistance from knowledgeable
agencies, States or engineering consultants.

Federal lands were originally not mapped because they were closed to

private development, could not be regulated by local governments, and were not
eligible for flood insurance coverage. FEMA i7 now including these lands on
NFIP flood maps in those instances where flood data is being developed for the
surrounding community. FEHA would not mao extensive areas of Federal lands
where new data had to be generated. Actions on these lands that would require
application of the Executive Order are generally rare enough that a
case-by-case analysis of each action is the most cost-effective approach for
measuring the flood hazard.

Lett rs of Map Amendment

.* NFIP floodplain management regulations provide for the issuance by FEMA of

Letters of Map Amendment (LOMAs) which remove structures from the 100-year
floodplain in those instances where property was incorectly designated as

floodplain or where corrective actions have been taken that eliminate the risk
of the structure being flooded by a 100-year flood. The most common
corrective measures that are taken include stream chann-!lization which lowers
fiood elevations, protective levees, and use of fill to raise structures or
entire subivisions above the 100-year flood elevation. Th r itionale behind
Ii)MAs ha; been that the NFIP is intended to apply only to ares subject to
floodinj by the 100-year or base flood. The advantage to the deveiopear is
tnat structu2res are no longer considered in the floodplain and the purchase of
flo)od insurance is no longer required under tihe Flool D IissteL Protection Act
)f L73. Propeties beco me easi er to sell sn.:o the on, tt, rgAr ing
flood ings h ive been remnove 1.

I ninas been FEMA' S pract. Lce to iSne ' ie i [_A)MAO II i )I- 'octlUal

constriction when the evw loper subinit; p lans that i.:ij1,e W)11Ir115 tI1lt wlI

remove properties from the 100-year floodplain. The WlMA elf is -jr tntel
only after the flood control measires have been crmpletel a. p rp isel vil the
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structures have been built. The rationale for granting these conditional

-IMA3 prior to construction has been that the developer could comply with NFIP

criteria and apply for and obtain a L0MA after construction. By becoming
Involved at an early stage, FEMA can avoid confusion or misunderstandings by4 ensuring that the design meets minimum standards. This avoids instances where
a developer completes a project and applies for a LOMA only to be rejected
because he or she failed to fully comply with NFIP standards.

A number of criticisms have been made of the LOMA process that are
relevant to this review. One comment indicated that conditional LOMAs implied

an endorsement of a projct by FEMA and, as a result, undercut local government

decision-making (L-7). Developers are reputed to have used conditional LOMAs
to pressure local units of government into approving projects despite local
apprehension over the project itself. Although letters that FEMA uses to
issue conditional IMAs contain specific language indicating that they are not
intended to be used to undermine local decision-making, these situations can

occur.

This issue has been similarly raised in connection with the application of
Executive Order 11988 by Federal agencies, particulary HUD's Federal Housing
Administration (FHA), to subdivisions (F-21). Developers have reputedly

applied to FHA for approval of subdivisions for FHA mortgage insurance and
been rejected on the grounds that the subdivision was in the floodplain and
there were alternative locations for housing in the community. The developer
then applied for and obtained a conditional LOMA from FEMA and reapplied to
FHA, which approved the subdivision since it would no longer be in the
100-year flood area designated by FEMA. FEMA agrees that the issuance of a

. conditional LOMA can place additional pressure on other agencies to approve
subdivisions based on a so-called FEMA endorsement. Issuance of a conditi.-al
LOMA should not, however, remove the property from consideration under
Executive Order 11988. The LOMA itself is not issued until after tae project
is completed as proposed. In addition, Federal agencies are not limited by

the Executive Order to NFIP maps for determining if a property is in the
floodplain. Use of the maps is only intended as a minimum and use of
additional data is encouraged. In addition, the granting of a LOMA is
constrained by NFIP enabling legislation that emphasizes reduction of property
damage.

A third criticism of the LOMA process is that it violates the intent of

the Executive Order because it has tended to encourage the modification of the
floodplain through stream channelization, levees, and use of fill (S-17). A

developer can be expected to choose one of these metnods of f- d protection
over elevation on pilings or columns or elevated foundations wails since toe
flood control measure allows the structure or structures to be removed from
the floodplain. While these measures may result in increased adverse impacts
on natural and beneficial floodplain values, in most cases they increase the
safety of floodplain residents and reduce damages to structures. The LOJMA
process may have this unintended result of encouragiiij use of fill, stream
channelization or other modifications to the floodplaini. On balance, however,
the program's objectives of protecting property from flood amimajoi resiLt; 1n
an emphasis on methods of protection that minimize risk of these I ,in n 1 (?'VI

if this on occasion adversely impacts on natural anl benef ci. iL f lo iplai:

values.
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Other Issues

Critical Actions

A critical action is defined by the WRC Guidelines to include any activity
for which even a slight chance of flooding is too great. Thu term is not used
in the Executive Order itself. The concept of critical action evolved during
the drafting of the WRC Guidelines and reflects a concern that the impacts of
flood on human safety, health, and welfare for many activities could not be

" minimized unless a higher degree of protection than the base flood was
provided. The WRC Guidelines expand on the concept of critical action by
posing the following questions:

If flooded, would the proposed action create an added

dimension to the disaster as could be the case for
liquefied natural gas terminals and facilities producing

and storing highly volatile, toxic, or water-reactive
materials?

Given the flood warning lead-time available, would the
occupants of buildings such as hospitals, schools, and
nursing homes be insufficiently mobile to avoid loss of

-' life and injury?

Would essential and irreplaceable records, utilities,
S..and/or emergency services be lost or become inoperative if

flooded?

The basic standard used to evaluate critical actions is the 500-year or

0.2 percent chance flood. This flood is a rare event, and as a standard it
provides a high level of protection. The 500-year flood was selected in part
because the necessary data were being developed in flood studies for the
National FIood Insurance Program and were readily available. The concept that
there are critical actions that require additional levels of protection was
not questioned in the responses concerning the application of the Executive
Order. Issues were raised, however, in regard Lo the types of actions covered.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development raised two issues in
regard to critical action. These issues were discussed during the development
)f the HUD draft implementing procedures. HUD proposed application of the
less-restrictive, 100-year standard to existing nursing homes and housing for
tie eiderly or handicapped while retaining use of the 500-year standard when
evaiiating new construction. HUD also proposed categorizing elderly housing

- AS a critical act ion only in those instances in which 50 percent or more of
the units were designed for the mobility-impaired. In these discussions, the
three consultirig agencies (CEQ, WRC, and FEMA) advocated the treatment of both
naw ani1 existing nursing homes and housing for the handicapped as critical
actons as well as all elderly housing if any of the units were designed for

. tne mobility-impaired. Oth.-r comments, particularly those from States,
jeneral y .dvocalted treatment of elderly housing in general as a criticil

- "action (S-14, 0-6, G-3, F-14, F-12, G-5, F-15, G-1l, 3-33, L-i7, S-9).
3A Svr a 1. emphas i el tie need to provide continluous access t ) e I erly houo:{ing
'tur in3 f iO((1ds
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This review recommends the retention of critical action as conceptualized
in the WRC Guidelines and its use for evaluating all proposals for elderly
housing of any type. Location of elderly housing in the floodplain is of

* "greatest concern in those instances when short warning times and rapidly
rising floodwaters would prevent evacuation of the elderly in a safe and
orderly fashion, as well as instances in which suitable shelter is not
available for elderly persons who are forced out of there homes. All elderly
housing proposals need to be evaluated initially as critical actions. If a
location outside of the 500-year floodplain is available and practicable, that
location should be selected. If 500-year protection is practicable, it should
be provided. Provision of 100-year protection alone should be considered only
when existing resources are ro be used, all residents are relatively mobile,
and it can be shown that there is sufficient warning time to safely evacuate
residents to suitable shelters.

The second set of issues raised in regard to critical actions relates to
application of the Executive Order to the location of hazardous waste
facilities. These facilities are regulated by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) under the authorities contained in the Resources Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976. Our files contain proposed regulations to implement
RCRA which were published in the Federal Register on December 18, 1978. These
proposed regulations included use of the 500-year floodplain as a basis for
evaluating solid-waste disposal sites. Use of the 500-year standard was
largely consistent with WRC Guidelines, which clearly consider sites that
contain or could be used to store hazardous wastes to be critical actions.
The final regulation, which was adopted only recently and was brought to the
attention of this review initially by Department of the Navy staff and a FEMA

"-.° Regional Office, contains the following statement regarding site location
(Section 264.18(b)):

(b) Floodplains. (i) A facility located in a 100-year flood-

plain must be designed, constructed, operated and main-
tained to prevent washout of any hazardous waste by a
100-year flood unless the owner or operator can demon-
strate to the Regional Adminstrator that procedures are in
effect which will cause the waste to be removed safely,
before flood waters can reach the facility, to a location
where the wastes will not be vulnerable to floodwaters.

These provisions are in direct conflict with the concept of critical

action as outlined in the WRC Guidelines and with implementing procedures
adopted by other agencies such as the Department of the Navy.

The conflict between the Department of the Navy Executive Order 11988
implementing procedures, which are consistent with WRC Guidelines provisions
on critical actions, and the final EPA RCRA regulations was identified during
the design of a Navy hazardous waste facility in the Philadelphia area. FEMA
was consulted regarding this conflict and regarding the interpretation of the
WRC Guidelines. Generally, when two regulations conflict, the more restric-
tive is applied. In this case, the decision was made to locate the facility
in the 500-year floodplain but provide 500-year flood protection. The use of
the 100-year standard in the RCRA regulations did make it more difficult to

* justify the added cost of protecting the site to the 500-year elevation since
* those regulations were designed spec if ically to regulate the location of theSe

* . hazardous waste s ites. Of greater concern are instances i which locations
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for hazardous waste facilities will be evaluated by EPA alone, without the
involvement of any other Federal agency. In these situations the less- -
restrictive, 100-year standard would be applied by EPA under its procedures.

The storage of hazardous materials or hazardous waste is clearly a

critical action and should be treated as such. A 100-year flood event is not
an unusual occurrence. During the life of a disposal site protected to the
100-year level, there is a high probability that it will be flooded at least

once. This review regards the EPA RCRA regulations as inconsistent with the
Executive Order 11988 objectives to minimize threats to life and property.
The dangers posed by the disposal of hazardous wastes warrants use of the
500-year floodplain as a basis of evaluation or, if avoidance is not

practicable, provision of 500-year protection of the site. In addition, there
is no basis for storage of hazardous materials below the elevation of the
100-year flood even if there are plans to move the materials prior to a
flood. Flood emergency plans can reduce damages significantly, but they
should not be relied on to prevent hazardous wastes from contaminating
floodwaters and compounding already serious public health problems. RCRA

regulations should be amended to treat hazardous waste disposal sites as
critical actions as provided for in WRC Guidelines.

Uniformity Between Agencies

The Department of Housing and Urban Development proposed that:

The Executive Order should mandate uniformity of processing
for similar housing programs such as for single family
housing administered by the Veterans Administration, Farmers
Home Administration, and HUD. Oversight agencies were

unable or unwilling to respond to HUD's repeated requests
for equitable enforcement, when it appeared that sister
agencies were not implementing the Executive Order; however,
HUD was under pressure to do so and is doing so.

This lack of uniformity among agencies is of concern for a number of
reasons. Most importantly it can make Federal policy toward floodplain

development appear inconsistent and can undermine the ability of Federal

agencies to provide leadership in managing floodplains. It also can place an
agency in the politically uncomfortable situation of refusing to provide
financial assistance or approvals on the basis of the Executive Order to an

individual or developer who then obtains the needed assistance or approvals
from another Federal agency. The agency that denied the assistance or

approvals becomes the villain and often must go to great lengths to defend its
actions. This inconsistency can occur in the approval of subdivisions for
mortgage loan insurance or guarantees. Comments that were received also
identified this inconsistency as a problem in the delivery of the various
disaster assistance programs (F-15, F-16).

As the comments have indicated, there must be at least a reasonable degree
of consistency between agencies in application of the Executive Order to
similar programs that apply to similar actions. The Executive Order and the
WRC Guidelines recognize that there are differences between Federal programs
and that some tailoring of Executive Order provisions will be required. As a

result, fixed, uniform standards were not mandated. However, this flexibility
was not intended to imply that uniform standards in similar actions were not
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desirable. ine of the central thrusts of Federal flood policy has been the
development )f a uniform approach to these problems. The issue of differences
in application of the Executive Order to Federal housing and disaster

assistance programs, which is part of a larger question of overall consistency
among all aspects of these programs, should be addressed within the broader

context of Federal policy.

Oversight of Actions Taken by Federal Agencies

Several comments addressed the issue of oversight of Federal agency
implementation of the Executive Order. Some of the comments appeared to
assume that FEMA had this oversight authority because it was requested to
conduct the present review. The concerns expressed are that (1) agencies are
not complying with the Executive Order and (2) the Executive Order will be
used by some agencies to block private development for the purpose of
achieving objectives other than those contained in the Executive Order. The

proposed remedy is monitoring of agency actions by FEMA or by some other
entity. At this time no Federal agency has this oversight authority over
implementation of the Executive Order by other Federal agencies. The
Executive Order directs agencies to prepare their procedures 'in consultation
with the Water Resources Council, the Federal Insurance Administration [now
FEMAJ, and the Council on Environmental Quality.' Agencies were also directed

to indicate to OMB in their requests for authorizations or appropriations
whether floodplain actions were proposed and whether or not they were

compliant with the Executive Order. In addition, WRC was assigned the task of
Y- periodically evaluating agency procedures and effectiveness. Each agency

* -. head, however, was and is responsible for ensuring that his or her agency
complies with Executive Order provisions. As the remaining consulting agency
actively involved in Executive Order implementation and as the agency

* . responsible for the NFIP, FEMA also should be given a certain degree of
deference by other agencies in interpreting Executive Order provisions.

S-' However, it wouli not be appropriate to place FEMA or any other line agency in

the position of overseeing the actions of other Federal agencies. Instances
of abuse of toe Executive Order by Federal agencies can be expected to be

reduced as agency f Leld staff become more clearly conversant with Executive
Order provisions. More emphasis on the training of field staff in
implementing the Executive Order would assist in this effort.

Tinminj at Appi Itton of the Ezecutive Order

Three ::.ments emphasized tile need to apply the Executive Order to

projecti ear ly in to" p Lanning process (S-1, F-4, G-3). One stiugestion, far

in it ilL:, was ti it it Might be move appropriate for HUD to conduct the review
of h)U;Lj pPr)t) ) at the time Of prolrum reserva tLon rather th n ,s part of
t.'. t -, ,LI inrlnmnt w. 1ine Executive Order anl t e WRC Gui el . nes clL fr

-. O~j itapp[itin )f too Ex,utr'uve rder to projects early enough in the ploco0ss t,

o:n ;ior t it trie i l a,1 ,Ic iions made are in keeping with the provisions )f
the )r 1!r. AppI in ito Of tue Executive :)rder after conitment.; hi v been

nu ) r I" '1 i> ' inlited generally resulti in iess ,avii i1ai;- if too!

fI , Ipr iL1>. 1-0 tr tin Exc.htve Orler nor the WR(
] j.1deli:os ,o3t-i:li 5;i

ipa"f L: " '|'- iut b 1 4 1, eo r - .i, ; ; ( , ir riel ont be }1,,1)f t f .l)'i ay
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occur early enough in their planning processes to be part of the initial
decision-making on agency actions.

Community Development Block Grants

Several comments addressed potential conflicts that could arise as a
result of delegation to communities of the responsibility of applying the

Executive Order to some Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) (0-6, S-14,
F-15). The Executive Order provides for this delegation in those instances in
which the community also has assumed responsibility for NEPA compliance. The
problem would arise if a community, after application of the Executive Order,
used CDBG funds to acquire floodplain property. If the community later were
to apply for other Federal assistance needed to develop the aciuired
floodplain property, it is believed that the agency might feel pressured into
providing the assistance since the floodprone property already would have been
acquired and no real practicable alternatives would, in fact, exist. One
comment suggested that review of CDBG funding be conducted by HUD.

Although this type of conflict could occur, at this time the greater
concern and need appears to be that of retaining the parallels with those
portions of the NEPA process that also have been delegated to the community.
HUD should ensure, however, that communities that are delegated these
responsibilities are fully conversant with the provisions of the Executive
Order in order to minimize the number of instances in which suci corflicts

could arise.

Parallels with the Coastal Barrier Resources Act

One response indicated that the Coastal Barrier Resources Act of 1-82

would be a good model and suggested similar provisions be applied in all areas
subject to flooding (0-19). Other comments indicated parallels between the
Coastal Barrier Resources Act and Executive Order ll88 (0-9, 0-20, 0-23).

The Coastal Barrier Resources Act places strict limits on the expenditures
of Federal funds that could encourage development of designated undeveloped
coastal barriers on the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. Federal funds cannot be
used for the construction of infrastructure or to assist in the purchase or
construction of buildings. Also, Federal flood insurance coverage is denied
for new and substantially improved structures.

Although in many instances strict application of Executive Ordei- 1988
might result in a similar decision not to fund, some major differences exist
between the Executive order and the Coastal Barrier Resource Act. First, the
Executive Order applies to all floodplains, whether partially r fIlly
developed. A strict prohibition on Federal assistance woul-I net be
practicable in developed areas since established communities nav' ,.jitimnte
needs that must be met. Second, the Executive Order ippl -s t all ct ions,
including issuance of Federal permits or licenses, whiile the C:7,btal Barrier
Resourzes Act does not. Third, inland fioodplainis are more stabl inA most

,-*.. are not subject to the same extreme hazards as are most of the :o, t~ l
barriers, particilarly those that still remain lar,1y V 1011.2 ped. Thus,
although the Coastal Barriers Resources Act concept v: I h- appi 1 I t

*, selected f loodplains if Congress chose to do so, 40 Ii be wo1i orp:te tI
*.. try to apply it to most inland floodplains. The f, x ibi ity or lii, le y toe

Executive Order planning process provides a hette' a-i1ni11 f :1- ie nj
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floodplain objectives and responding to the needs of both developed or
partially developed floodplain communities.

MAJOR FINDINGS

Federal Agency Compliance

It is the consensus of the comments and the finding of this section that
although considerable progress has been made by Federal agencies in complying
with Executive Order 11988, considerable opportunities for improvement remain
and specific corrective actions Lre needed. Many of the comments cite
specific examples in which a Federal agency is alleged not to have applied the
Executive Order to an action or actions or has not fully complied with all of
its provisions. Some Federal agencies appear to have applied the Executive
Order effectively to some programs or in some field offices but not others.

Many of the comments note that Federal agency compliance has improved as
agency field personnel have become more familiar with the Executive Order and
its provisions.

Impact on Floodplain Actions

Application of the Executive Order has resulted in a reduction in the
level of Federal support of unwise actions in designated floodplains. The

consensus of the comments and the finding of this review is that application
of the Executive Order by Federal agencies has resulted in a reduction in the
amount of floodplain development as well as a noticeable improvement in the
development that has occurred. None of the comments indicate that there has

been an increase in the support of unwise actions; however, Federal agencies
are still taking actions in floodplains that they should not, and the impacts
of some actions are not being minimized as provided for in the Executive Order.

Level of Outside Support

There is strong support for the retention of Executive Order 11988 and for

strengthening its implementation by Federal agencies. Although the Federal
Register Notice of October 22, 1982, did not explicitly request indications of
support or opposition, many comments offered opinions. In general, these

comments strongly support retention of the Executive Order and improved
implementation of it by Federal agencies. Regardless of opinions on specific
provisions of the Executive Order or parts of the WPC Guidelines, the need for
a uniform Federal policy toward actions in floodplains is recognized.

Governors and State agencies were particularly supportive of retention of the
Executive Order and strong Federal implementation. The most commonly cited
reasons for this support of the Executive Order were that it prevented Federal
agencies from taking actions that conflicted with State water anl land use
policies and that it reinforces State efforts to discourage unwise development
in floodplains. Private sector comments generally supported the Executive
Order and, even if not supportive of all provisions, at least recogqized the
need for a aniform Federal policy regarding floodplain actions.

Comp~iince by Individual Agencies

- Comments on the implementation of Executive Orier ll'988 b _ij1vcl tu
agencies identify instances in which agencies have not Le the Ex<lcit v -  S

"''- Order correctly to actions. Comments on implementation of tnie Ex.it ve .r h-
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by individual Federal agencies focus primarily on a few higinly visinbL.

agencies that take large numbers of actions in the floodplain. Agency
implementation appears most effective in those instances in which the agency
has complete control over the action or those in which the objectives of the
Executive Order are compatible with those of that agency or program.
Implementation of the Executive Order appears to be less effective when
applied to essentially private actions that are guaranteed or regilated by, or

receive limited assistance from, a Federal agency. Federal agencies that were
mentioned in the greatest number of comments include tne Corps of Engineers,
EPA, FEMA, HUD, and DOT. Each of these agencies as well as a number of other
agencies was the subject of criticism regarding its implementation of the
Executive Order. There is a continued need to improve agency implementation
of the Executive Order, to train field staff regarding its provisions, and to
obtain greater agency-wide consistency in its application.

Coverage of the Executive Order

The application of the eight-step planning process contained in the Water
Resources Council (WRC) Guidelines may not be cost-effective when applied t)

small, routine actions. The WRC Guidelines, agreed to by the member agencies,
outlines an eight-step process for application of the Executive Order to
Federal actions. There appears to be general agreement that application of

the Executive Order through the eight-step planning process to most Federal
actions is highly beneficial and cost-effective. A number of agencies,
however, undertake numerous small and routine actions that provide limited
opportunities for avoiding the floodplain or reducing damages or impacts and
that tend to generate little or no public comment. In these cases, the public
notice requirements especially may be burdensome and unproductive. Limited
resources would be better utilized if applied to larger actions in which .

application of the Executive Order could result in avoidance of the fioodplain
or significant reductions in floodplain impacts. Recommendations for red-icing
this burden on small, routine actions include more widespread use of
thresholds or categorical exclusions to exempt actions from one or more
Executive Order provisions; elimination of public notice requirements,
depending instead on NEPA; and use of a system of areawide compliance to

cumulatively review small actions.

The use of categorical exclusions and thresholds csn be an effective neacic
of reducing the burdens of applying the Executi'e Order to smiall actiona,
provided it is done in a manner which does not comrmise the Orde '

objectives. Executive Order 11988 should continue to be apliei t) ,l

Federal actions that take place in or impact on floodplains. rne WRC
Guidelines, however, allow for an abbreviated evaluation pr)ce:s ,t il )f t ie
objectives of the decision-making process can be achieve i:i fewer tii jgil
steps. Thresholds and categorical exclus ions can be usef 1 Li )bl

which acti,)ns or levels of actions are appropriate for the )fa in) hf

procedures. Thresholds and categorical exclus ions shelo- nit ]_,-. t-u
exempt actions from all Executive Order provisions. AI i i-no:iz, i.

shou i ( L ) letermine whetiher an act ion will te t? i i" :n,

tne fl,)orplaiin, (2) identify the impacts, and ) n i( 3L ) v
1ccacei by the .acti)n. 'Phresholds anl catejorici , h"

establ i~ed Dol, after -i thoro , jo analysis of
* sta hi shed hoc 111 be st l,)W eno)lgh to re, lu ie f 1 .p
Executive )rder planning process to aLl act 1oas f0 r w4 i t ,,r, m, c ,:

--pr- ,ti,:able alternative locatins Lnd hi ,,' i,
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which there are no meaningful opportunities fir fLoodplai management. High
thresholds such as the SBA's $300,000 exemption for loin assistance or
categorical exclusions such as the Farmers Home Administrdtion excluiion of
repairs to existing facilities are clearly inappropriaLvo tni inconsi..tent with
the objectives of the Executive Order.

Based on its review, FEMA does not agree with the view that the public
notice requirements of the Executive Order should be elininated and reliance
placed solely on use of the NEPA process to provide pubLc notification and
review. There are many floodplain actions that warrant public involvement but

would be below NEPA thresholds.

There are advantages to use of an areawide review as a means of applying

the Executive Order to many small actions in large floodplains in
fullyleveloped communities. While an areawide review will never be an
adequate substitute for a site-specific analysis of each structure, areawide
reviews can be used to establish criteria by which to make decisions regarding
individual structures within the planning area. The procedure should be
tested in a limited number of areas prior to widespread implementation.

Practicable Alternatives

The intent of the Executive Order is not to prohibit floodplain
development, but rather to establish and consistently appl__a Federal policy
of avoiding floodplain development whenever practicable. The comments

indicate that there is sufficient misunderstanding regarding this point in the
private sector and even some Federal agencies to cause concern. This

misperception can be corrected by improving the training of the field
* .i personnel who must implement the Executive Order with each Federal agency and

increasing efforts to heighten awareness of the Executive Order in those
portions of the pr-vate sector upon which it has an impact.

Sufficient latitude exists under the Executive Order and the WRC
Guidelines to allow Federal agencies to balance the degree of Federal

involvement with the severity of adverse impacts associated with a proposed
project. It is FEMA's opinion that the Executive Order and the WRC
Guidelines, agreed to by member agencies, require Federal agencies examine the

practicable alternatives for all actions, regardless of whether the Federal
Government plays a major or minor role in the proposed activity. However, the

prac-icable alternatives must be examined in the context of what is
practicable to both the Federal agency and the applicant. In those instances
in w.,.ch the Federal action in regard to a proposed activity is of a limited
nature, the agency must balance the amount of its involvement with the
severity of any impacts its action might have. This balanci n appears to be
commonly practiced by most Federal agencies as they apply the Executive Order
in primarily privately funded actions. The characteristics of toe floodplain
which the Execut ive Order char acter izes as natural and benef ii al f lnolplain

values can have a direct corre I iin to the aimount of flood damage and the
overall economic welt-be ing of a corrunity. The presec vati,)n and reutorat ion
of these valies needs to coot inlie tf) be evaluated prior to 'ndertaking a :t ions

in the flooIpiai-i.
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The difficulties of applying the concept of choosing practicable
alternatives to action in the floodplain appears to increase as the degree of

%Federal involvement diminishes. In some cases, Federal agency actions may be--".'

limited to the issuance of a permit, provision of insurance or a loan
guarantee, or financial assistance for a small portion of a larger project.
Despite the limited nature of the Federal action, the decision made by the
Federal agency can be a deciding factor in terms of the feasibility of the
project. Many of the comments received in regard to this review raised issues
concerning the application of the Executive Order concept of practicable
alternative to this type of action. One concern expressed in several comments
was that the Executive Order might be used to block actions solely to preserve
floodplains in their natural state. Another issue raised concerned whether an
alternative had to be practicable for the Federal agency, the individual
applicant, or both. In several comments from the land development industry it
was recommended that potential property damage and threats to human safety,
rather than natural and beneficial floodplain values, be used as the criteria

for evaluating projects funded primarily by the private sector.

The Executive Order 11988 requirement that Federal agencies determine that
there is no practicable alternative to a floodplain location has been
misunderstood and has been difficult to apply to some actions that directly
involve the private sector. The Executive Order requires that, prior to
conducting, supporting, or allowing an action in the floodplain, a Federal
agency determine that the floodplain location is the only practicable
alternative. Federal agencies are required to evaluate alternative sites for
the proposed action, other means to accomplish the same purpose, and the
possibility of taking no action at all. Segments of the port industry
indicated that within the industry many perceived the Executive Order as
pi 'Abiting floodplain development or at least hindering such development to -
the degree that needed port facilities were not being built. As a solution to
this prob.em it was recommended that port facilities be designated as
"functionally dependent uses" and exempted from some or all provisions of the
Executive Order. Other comments critized Federal agencies for being too I
restrictive or not restrictive enough in applying the Executive Order to
actions invulving private sector requests for permits, licenses, loan

guarantees, or insurance.

Port facilities are generally functionally dependent on waterfront
locations. If properly applied, the concept of practicable alternative can
adequately accommodate the industry's needs. Clearly, port facilities are
functionally dependent on waterfront locations and, as a result, generally Ii
will have to be located in floodplains. However, there appears to be no
compelling need to modify the Executive Order to provide for special treatment
of functionally dependent uses. Proper application of the Exeutive Order
concept of not taking actions in floodplains if there are praticable
alternatives should not prohibit the development of port facilities. In such
cases, the search for practicable alternatives shoull lead to the solection of
a Lesa-hazardous floodplain location, a location wit1 fewo. adv r 3,o Lmpaicts,
or mincorportion of mitigation measures in tho +osl.qn of a f-1iLI ty. The
problem of functionally dependent uses appear-; to b,- pr~mar i-ra mne )f
perception or application rather than the a.:t lo :o'tit of tj o Ex,:itiv,
dri|er.

S .
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Executive Order 11988 and the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)

. "The difference in criteria between Executive Order 11988 and the NFIP

regarding avoidance and the protection of natural and beneficial floodplains

values does not make the NFIP inconsistent with the Executive Order. We
concur with several comments that indicated that NFIP does not explicitly
require avoidance if practicable alternatives are available and that its
regulations are not designed to protect natural beneficial floodplain values.
However, the overall thrust of the NFIP is consistent with the objectives of
Executive Order 11988.

The NFIP is a unique Federal program that depends on voluntary
participation by communities to achieve its objectives of preventing flood
damages and reducing Federal expenditures for disaster assistance and flood

control. Because the quid pro quo for adoption of these floodplain management
regulations has been flood insurance coverage on structures, the NFIP criteria
appropriately have been primarily oriented towards reducing property damage.
The NFIP can continue to progress toward achieving its objectives only so long
as communities and individuals in flood-prone areas perceive the benefits of
participation as exceeding its costs. Since the vehicles for implementing

NFIP criteria are local ordinances which apply to all floodplain development;
there are also legal constraints that limit the restrictions that can be
placed on floodplain development.

One of the primary reasons for the issuance of Executive Order 11988 was

to ensure that all Federal agencies, at a minimum, comply with NFIP floodplain
management standards. However, in addition, the order requires Federal

agencies to provide leadership in managing the nation's floodplains. It is
not inconsistent for the Federal Government to hold itself to higher standards
than it demands of the private sector when exercising its discretion when
taking, assisting, or allowing an action to take place in the floodplain.

Executive Order 11988 references National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
criteria as the minimum standard for protection of structures. Issues
regarding those criteria are more appropriately addressed as part of the
ongoing review of those NFIP criteria. In participating communities, private
sector actions must comply with local ordinances which are required to meet or

exceed minimum NFIP floodplain management criteria. The Executive Order
itself also establishes those criteria 1s the minimum standard for protection

of structures. As a result, issues such as wet-floodproofing, the adoption of
a 50-year standard for basements, and changes to the substantial improvement
definition could not be addressed without cnanges to NFIP regulations. This
review does not find arguments supporting the relaxation of the substantial
improvement definition or use of the 50-year standard for basements
persuasive, but regards the wet-floodproofing of functionally dependent use,;
as potentially a viable alternative under some circumstances. Thi: issLie wi L
be examined as parL of an on-going regulatory review of NFIP floolplain

management criteria, announced in an advance notice <of rulemaking pii isheo in
the Federal Register on December 13, 1982.

3 ince let i Led en. 1 ;ne ering tudies cannot be condoctel for 1 c-mmunl t k

or all sources anl types of flo, .ing, Federal aqenc ies vL11 ;i';, t,) coinue
- to use best aviilable data to identify floodplains an _ jen-!- :1,2iirI Y

engineer inj information on i case-by-case basis. A n.mlbr )f c)min-,its
indicate that . Laik )f letileie floud dita has ni;.lere t.Kcut ve odor
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comp~ia:-e in many areas. Despite FEMA' s ongoing mapping program, there willcontpoLea~ to he an'
tet<) U ny mit tes or roaches of streams that 4ilL not have the

developme:lt potentital to economLCaiiy justify detsi led engineer ing studies.
FEMA will ontinc to seek ways to inexpensively map less-critical areas and
explore metoodologies for addressing special hazards such as alluvial fan
f "ooding. Federal agencies whici propose actions in areas where floodplairns
nave not een identified or flood elevations not determined will have to
coot tom to use best available data or seek assistance from knowledgeable
Fed,!ri Agencies, the States or private engineering consultants.

Otne
- 

Issues

Critical actions--those for which even the slightest chance of flooding is
too great--warrant a greater degree of yrotection thani that )rovided by the
100-year base flood standard. Under the WRC Guidelines, the basic standard
ascii in critical actions should be the 500-year, or 0.2 percent chance,
ft )oi. This concept of providing added protection for critical actions is
consistent with Executive Order objectives to minimize the impacts of floods
,n niaan health, safety, and welfare. The Environmental Protection Agency has
o sue i re guLations for implementing the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

snico apply the 100-year standard to locating sites for storage of nazar<dous
waste. This revtew regards the EPA RCRA regulations as inconsistent with the
ohbjo ives. The poss L)ility of the contamination of floodwaters by hazardous
wa -t vs -in unn-e:ssary risk that is not tolerable. In addition, the Department
of ious ij and Urban Development should generally regard elderly housing as a

* crttirat action.

There needs to be -i reasonable degree of consistency among agencies in
ap)p'L-at~tn of toe Executive Order to similar programs and to similar

actions. The Executive Order and the WRC Guidelines recognize that there are

diffe:<ea .s Among Fedecal programs and that some tailoring of the Executive
r h lr )vt atann t) specific needs will be required. However, one of the

:e.tr ] it -uzts of Federal flood policy has been the development of a uniform

a)p .-. n1 to rtae, oroblems. Marked inconsistencies among Federal agencies in
.applisaon ) the Exea-.utive Order will undiermine the efforts by the Federal

TaverIeor t ) pr<ovrde leadership in reducing the nation's flood losses.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This review has been conducted to address concerns raised regarding the
* 100-year base flood standard and Executive Order 11988, Floodplain

Management. Chief among these concerns has been the question of whethier both
have been sufficiently effective in reducing the Nation's flood losses to
warrant the expenditures of effort and funds that have been necessary to
implement them. In conducting this review, the history, current use, and

attitudes of affected ,arties were analyzed. Useful insights were obtained
from the comments received from States, local units of governments, the

public, and Federal agencies. In addition, a number of the comments raised
issues related to the National Flood Insurance Program rather than directly to
Executive Order 11988. The recommendation that wet-floodproofing be permitted
as an alternative method of flood pr-tection for port facilities had

particular merit and has been referred to the NFIP for consideration in the
review of NFIP Floodplain Management Regulations.

100-YEAR BASE FLOOD STANDARD

Findings and Conclusions

1. The 100-year base flood standard is strongly supported and being

applied successfully by all levels of government.

2. No alternatives have beun identified that are superior to it, and

there is no evidence to justify the expenditure of funds that would
be necessary to convert to another standard.

S3. The review reveiled areas in which improvements or refinements in
appl:catim n of tie 100-year base flood standard to unique flooding
situations coiili f irther effect flood loss reduction.

Recommendations

1. The 100-year bas, f Lood standard should be retained.

2. The Federal agencies should be advised that the 100-year base flood
standard is appropriate and should continue to be utilized as the
minimum standard in flood hazard reduction actions.

3. FEMA should take the lead in evaluating mitigating measulres that can
be applied to reduce flood losses in unique situations such as
allivial fans and headwater flooding and to develop the technical
methods of applying the 100-year base flood standard to these problem
areas.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11988, FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT

1. Retention of the Executive Order was supportei by nearly 3lli

responses. Especially strong support was re2e 'e. fr )l"l t .; vcr, 3

and State agencies.

TV-i
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2. Executivt- Order 11983 is reducing exposure to potential f lood losses
by deterring unneessary siting ofactivities in high-hazIrl
floodplain locations. How~ever, significant improvements in Federal
actions remain to be made to achieve the Orderi objectives of
reducing both the number of structures and facilitics unnecessarily
exposed to flood risk and tl, consequent flood Losses.

3. Tne Order itself contains several minor provisions and references
wnich are obE )lete or outdated, but are recognized by implementing
agencies :is such without any adverse effects on implementation of the
Order--e.g., reliance upon the A-95 review process, references to
Department of Housing and Urban Development instead of FEM-A maps and
theo location of th,_e consultation responsilbiliiry witliin the FEMA
natural hiazard unit rather than FIA.

4. Implementat Loon procedures have not been adopted by all agenicies aiJ
some agencies have adopted procedures which are inconisset:t Adlt ,1

E-ocutveOrder IL988.

5. While Federal agency implementation of the Order has become more
effective over time, significant opportunities exist to streamline
anid improve upon the implementation process, especially for sma~ll
'actions.

6. Some segments of the private sector, appear to have mi sper1cept ions
a bouat thie scope and intent of the order. Some responst.s indicate -a
mistaken bel Leti that the Order prohibits all dlevelopmenit in the

I Recommendations

1. Ex-ctitive Order 11988 should be retained in 0--s present form witibout
modification.

2. Federal atjerncies shou-ldi be advised tnat the p0 ;iecontaied ti the
O'rder are so~und andl the Order is being retained.

3. PTie fbilonwingj apenc Las andI subagenc le. snoulA ildpt final
Lmpelentngpro~elure3s for Executive Order I 138H:

Depurtee ntal. )f Agrt i tlre , Farmers p

~3~ni i-n -nonI ;i~'r~ nService
Fel~a yRUiJgo U iory Conm-UTI;. onI

1- V i t n 3 If

iI At7 )I ip ;it IUj S'
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o Small Business Administration, which exempts all actions for

[ .- loan assistance under $300,000 as well as all repairs that are

less than 50 percent of fair market value;

o Farmers Home Administration, which categorically excludes all

repairs to existing facilities;

o Environmental Protection Agency, which only applies the minimum

100-year standard to hazardous waste storage facilities.

(Because of the threat to health and safety, however, these

facilities would be more appropriately categorized as critical

actions and should be afforded 500-year protection.)

5. The Federal agencies should review their implementing procedures and

determine whether adoption of thresholds or limited categorical

exclusions could significantly reduce the time and cost of

implementation without loss of overall effectiveness in flood loss

reduction. These thresholds and categorical exclusions should be

used to identify small actions in which the objectives of the

Executive Order can be achieved more efficiently through application

of a simplified planning process, but they should not be used to

exempt actions from compliance. Any changes should be forwarded to

FEMA for comment prior to publication as a proposed rule.

6. The Federal agencies should ensure that their field offices are fully

conversant with Executive Order 11988 and its provisions. in those

instances in which deficiencies are identified, Federal agencies

S""should develop clarifying instructions or develop and conduct

.* training programs for their field staff.

7. The interagency Floodplain Management Task Force should prepare a

training document to assist agencies with implementation of the
Executive Order.

8. The Federal agencies should advise groups in the private sector and

State and local governments of the intent and provisions of the

Executive Orde- in order to reduce uncertainties and

misunderstandings about its application to actions in which they

might be involved. It should be made clear that the intent of the

Order is not to prohibit floodplain development in all cases but

rather to create consistent government policy against such

development under most circumstances.

S
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NOTICES

the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, as amended 42 U.S.C.
4321 et seq., the National Fl7ood Ln-
surarice Act of 1968, as amended 42.
U.S.C. 4001 et seq.), and the Fl~ood
Disaster Protection Act of 19"13

PY~ublic Law 93-234. 87 Stat. 975). in
order to avoid to the extent possible
the long and short term advere uin-
pacts assoctated with zhe occupancy
and modification of floodplains and
to avoid direct or ndirecr support of
floodiplain development wherever
there is a practicable alter-native, it
is hereby ordered as follows:

SECTION L. Each agency shall pro-
vide leadership and shall take action
to reduce the risk of flood loss to S
mninimnize the impact of floods on
human safety, health and welfare.
and to restore anid preserve the nat-
ural and beneficial values served by
ffloodplains in carrying out :ts re-
sponsibilities for (1) acquirig, man-
aging, and disposing of Federal lands
anid facilities; (2) providing Federally
undertaken, ffinanced, or assisted
constriction and improvements; and
(3) conducting Federal activities and
programs affecting land use, ticlud-
ing but not Limted to water anid re-
lated land resouices planning, regu-
lating, a.nd Licensing activities.

SEC. 2. In carrving out the activ.i-
ties described in Section 1 of Jis
Order, each agency has a responisi-
bility to evaluate the potential ef-
fects of any actions :t may t ake in a
floodpiairi: to ensure that i:t. pan-
ninig programs 3ad budget requests
reflect consideration of flod az-
ards a-nd floodplain management:
a-nd to prescrabe procedures to =mpie-
ment the policies and requirements
of this Order, as follows:

)'' Before taking an action.
&0 -1-_Fodli ingmn each agenIcy shall leterinine wteth-

EO. 1Ys~Flod~lan Mnageent er the proposed action wiL occur :-n a
By virtue of the a.uthority v.ested [loooain=-1cr major Federai ac-

in me by the Corist~tut.oni inid szat- t.ons 3igrificantl'y afifectirig the quai-
utes of the United States of Amer- ;ty of the lauan environment, th7e.-
ica, and as President )f .te United tevlaiuatlon -)'~r~ elow wi-Ll ble in-

States of Ameica. -i further-ance of ocludea :n Lny -,atennent 2-epar,?r
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NOTICES

under Section 102(2)(C) of the Na- (4) Each agency shall also provide
tional Environmental Policy Act. opportunity for eariy pubic reniew
This determination shall be made ac- of any plans or propos ' .; :or to;LS
cording to a Department of Housing in floodplains., in cordane h
and Urban Development (HUD) Section 2(b) ol Excctitlv e) rurt No.
floodplain map or a more detailed 11514, as amended. .nciudn the de-
map of an area, if available. If such velopment of proceUUr(aw to ac'(c'kin-
maps are not available, the agency plish this objective for Federal ac-
shall make a determination of the tions whose impact iis no" g-nificant
location of the floodplain based on enough to require 'he pr,-paration of
the best available information. The an environmental impact Statemert
Water Resources Council shall issue under Section 102K. C of tbc Na-
guidance on this information not tional Environmental Poll-y Act of
later than October 1, 1977. 1969, as amended.

(2) If an agency has deternined to. (b) Any requests for new authori-
or proposes to, conduct, support, or zations or appropriations -ransmit-
allow an action to be located in a ted to the Office of Management
floodplain, the agency shall consider and Budget shall indicate, if an
alternatives to avoid adverse effects action to be proposed will be located

" and incompatible development in in a floodplain, w htther the pro-
the floodplain. If the head of the posed action is in accord with tis
agency finds that the only practica- Order.
ble alternative consistent with the (c) Each agency shall take flood-
law and with the policy set forth in plain management into account
this Order requires siting in a flood- when formulating or evaluating any
plain, the agency shall, prior to water and land use plans and shall
taking action, (i) design or modify its require land and water resources use
action in order to minimize potential appropriate to the degree of hazard
harm to or within the floodplain, involved. Agencies shall include ade-
consistent with regulations issued in quate provision for the evaluation
accord with Section 2(d) of this and consideration of flood hazards
Order, and (ii) prepare and circulate in the regulations and operating pro-
a notice containing an explanation cedures for the licenses, permits.
of why the action is proposed to be loans or grants-in-aid programs that
located in the floodplain, they administer. Agencies shall also

- -~(3) For programs subject to the encourage and provide appropriate
Office of Management and Budget guidance to applicants to evaluate
Circular A-95. the agency shall send the effects of their proposals in
the notice, not to exceed three pages floodplairs prior to ubmitting appli-
in length including a location map, cations for Federal !icersies. permits,
to the state and areawide A-95 loans or grants.
clearinghouses for the geographic (d) As allowed by aw, each agency
areas affected. The notice shall in- shall issue or amend existing regula-
lude: (i) the reasons why the action tions and procedures within one '.ear

is proposed to be located in a flood- to comply with th~ts Order. These
plain; (ii) a statement indicating procedures idhall incorporate, the
whether the action conforms to ap- Unified National Progranv for Il!ood-

plicable state or local floodplain pro- plain Management of t ait ' lt
tection standards and (iii) a list of sources Council. and o* i- .

the alternatives considered. Agencies the means that hle vi ,ev ',will
shall endeavor to allow a brief cor- employ to puirsu the'or' h.. a'-dous
ment period prior lo taking any use of river:ne coa- a i': I Kor
action. floodplains :n conr, .0 cii he
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NOTICES

activities under its authority. To the hance public awareness of and
extent possible, existing processes, knowledge about flood hazards.
such as those of the Council on En- (d) When property in floodplains
vironmental Quality and the Water is proposed for lease, easement,
Resources Council. shall be utilized right-of-way, or disposal to non-Fed-
to fulfill the requirements of this eral public or private parties, the
Order. Agencies shall prepare their Federal agency shall (1) reference in
procedures in consultation with the the conveyance those uses that are
Water Resources Council. the Feder- restricted under identified Federal,
al Insurance Administration, and the State, or local floodplain regulations;
Council on Environmental Quality, and (2) attach other appropriate re-
and shall update such procedures as strictions to the uses of properties
necessary. by the grantee or purchaser and any

SEC. 3. In addition to the require- successors, except where prohibited
ments of Section 2, agencies with re- by law; or (3) withhold such proper-

sponsibilities for Federal real prop- ties from conveyance.
erty and facilities shall take the fol- SEC. 4. In addition to any responsi-
lowing measures: bilities under this Order and Sec-

(a, The regulations and procedures tions 202 and 205 of the Flood Disas-
established under Section 2(d) of ter Protection Act of 1973, as amend-
this Order shall, at a minimum, re- ed (42 U.S.C. 4106 and 4128), agen-

quire the construction of Federal cies which guarantee, approve, regu-

structures and facilities to be in ac- late, or insure any financial transac-

cordance with the standards and cri- tion which is related to an area 1o-
teria and to oe consiscent with the cated in a floodplain shall, prior to

intent of those promulgated under completing action on such transac-
the National Food Insurance Pr-o- tion, infonn any private parties par-

ticipating in the transaction of the
Kiam. Thp,y shall deviate only to the hazards of locating structures in the

S ." extent that the standards of the floodplain.

! Flood Insurance Program are de- SEC. 5. The head of each agency
monstrably inappropriate for a given shall submit a report to the Council
type of stncture or facility, on Environmental Quality and to

b) If. aftor compliance with the the Water Resources Council on
tr "rremnts of this Order, new con- June 30, 1978. regarding the status

striiction of structures or facilities of their procedures and the impact
ari- to h- >.ated in a ,loodplain. ac- of this Order on the agency's oper-
",'otcd floodproofing and other flood ations. Thereafter, the Water Re-
prot1)c- iuo rnta sures shall be applied sources Council shall periodically
to nocw copstruction or rehabilita- evaluate agency procedures and
'In T-) nrlt',e flood protection, their effectiveness.

, t n : dh 1 vwherever practicable, SEC. 6. As used in this Order:
olevte:t ructures above the base (a) The term "agency" shall have
flrod u'.l rather than filling in the same meaning as the term "Ex-
.,nd ecutive agency" in Section 105 of

If prop-rty used by the general Title 5 of the United States Code
public has ituffered flood damage or and shall include the military de-
. '.ocateu in an identified flood partments; the directives contained
hazard area. nhe responsible agency in this Order, however, are meant to
hall prr',vicde on structures. and apply only to those agencies which

other plac.s where appropriate, con- perform the activities described in
spicuo s delineatlon of past and Section 1 which are located in or af-
probable tlood height in order to en- fecting floodplains.
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NOTICES

-b) The term "base flood" shall APPENDIX D-E.O. 11990
mean tPROTECTION OF WETLANDSmean that flood which has a one Statement by the President
percent or greater chance of occur- Accompanying E.O. 11990
rence in any given year.

c) The term "floodplain shall The Nation's coastal and inland

mean the lowland and relatively flat wetlands are vital natural resources
a-.meas adtohnie l land and tatel of critical importance to the people
areas adjoining inland and coastal of this country. Wetlands are areas
waters including floodprone areas of of great natural productivity, hydro-
offshore islands, including at a min- logical utility, and environmental di-
mum, that area subject to a one per- versity, providing natural flood con-

"* .. cent or greater chance of flooding in trol, improved water quality, re-

. any given year. charge of aquifers, flow stabilization
... SEC. 7. Executive Order No. 11296 of streams and rivers, and habitat

of August 10. 1966, is hereby re- for fish and wildlife resources. Wet-yoked. All actions, procedures, and lands contribute to the productionia tked.11actins, prcede r eatOd of agricultural products and timber.
issuances taken under that Order and provide recreational, scientific.

... and still in effect shall remain in and aesthetic resources of national
--- effect until modified by appropriate interest.

authority under the terms of this The unwise use and development
Order. of wetlands will destroy many of

SEC. 8. Nothing in this Order shall their special qualities and important
apply to assistance provided for natural functions. Recent estimates
emergency work essential to save indicate that the United States has

already lost over 40 percent of ourlives and protect property and public 120 million acres of wetlands inven-
health and safety, performed pursu- toried in the 1950's. This piecemeal
ant to Sections 305 and 306 of the alteration and destruction of wet-
Disaster Relief Act of 1974 (88 Stat. lands through draining, dredging,
148, 42 U.S.C. 5145 and 5146). filling, and other means has had an

SEC. 9. To the extent the provi- adverse cumulative impact on our
sions of Section 2(a) of this Order natural resource, and on the quality
are applicable to projects covered by of human life.

" Section 104(h) of the Housing and The problem of loss of wetlands
Community Development Act of arises mainly from unwise land use
1974, as amended (88 Stat. 640. 42 practices. The Federal Government

can be responsible for or can influ-U.S.C. 5304(h)), the responsibilities ence these practices in the construc-
under those provisions may be as- tion of projects, in the management
sumed by the appropriate applicant, of its own properties, and in the pro-
if the applicant has also assumed, visions of financial or technical as-
with respect to such projects, all of sistance.
the responsibilities for envronmen- In order to avoid to the extent pos-
tal review. decisionakng, and sible the long and short term ad-

action pursuant to the National En- verse impacts associated with the de-
vironmental Policy Act of t969 struction or modification of wetlands"

-aended. a and to avoid direct or indirect sup-
port of new construction in wetlands

JIMMY CARTER. wherever there is a practicable alter-
-" The White Hcuse, native. I have issued an Executive
. May 24, 1977. order on the protection of ,-tlands.
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B. List of Federal Agency Implementing Procedures
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February 22, 1983

AGENCY IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

FOR E.O. 11988

Department of Agriculture ....... FINAL - Secretary's Memorandum No. 1827,

Revised, October 30, 1978

Soil Conservation Service ..... FINAL - Federal Register, July 30, 1979
Rural Electrification
Administration ................ FINAL - REA Bulletin, January 21, 1980

Economic Research Service ..... FINAL - Secretary's Memorandum No. 1827,
Revised, October 30, 1978

Farmers Home Administration ... PROPOSED - Federal Register, September 14,
1978

Forest Service .................. FINAL - Forest Service Manual, Pt. 2527,
July 1981

Agricultural Research Service FINAL - Secretary's Memorandum No. 1827,
Revised, October 30, 1978

Agricultural Stabilization

and Conservation Service .... PROPOSED - Federal Register, March 14, 1980
Cooperative Extension Service . FINAL - Secretary's Memorandum No. 1827,

Revised, October 30, 1978

Department of Commerce ............ FINAL - Federal Register, May 23, 1979

Economic Development
Administration .............. FINAL - Federal Register, August 31, 1979

National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration ....... FINAL - Internal Directive,

November 10, 1979
Department of Defense

(Mil. Const.) .................... FINAL - Federal Register, March 6, 1978

Department of Air Force
(Mil. Const.) ................... FINAL - Design Manual, December 22, 1978

Department of Navy
(Mil. Const.) ............... FINAL - Design Manual, August 1979

Department of Army ............ NAFAC Inst. 11010.14M
(Mil. Const.) .................. FINAL - Internal Directive, May 22, 197e
(Civil Works)

Corps of Engineers ...... FINAL - Federal Register, May 1, 1979
(Regulatory Programs)

* Corps of Engineers ..... FINAL - Federal Pegis;ter, July 22, 1983-

Department of Education ......... FINAL - Disaster Assistancr Manual,

February 1982

.. ..



Department of Energy.............. FINAL - Federal Register, March 7, 1979

* Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission..................... PROPOSED - Federal Register, March 7, 1979
Bonneville Power Adminis-

tration........................ FINAL - Internal Procedures,
March 10, 1980

Environmental Protection
Agency.......................... FINAL -Federal Register, January 5, 1979

Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards.........NONE

Office of Drinking Water.........NONE (October 1979)*
Office of Enforcement .......... FINAL - Federal Register, June 7, 1979
office of Environmental..........FINAL/ -Federal Register, January 7,

Review......................... INTERIM 1983
Office of Solid Waste

Management.................
State Plans................. FINAL - Federal Register, April 1, 1983
Disposal Facilities......FINAL - Federal Register, May 19, 198C
Hazardous Waste Permits .. FINAL - Federal Register, January 12,

1981

ko Office of Water Planning and
Standards...................... FINAL - Federal Register, may 23, 1979

Office of Water Program -~Handbook, January 1797
Operations.............. ...... FINAL

** The Office of Solid Waste Management will be reflecting the order's
requirements in the three sets of referenced procedures.

Federal Emergency Management 1
Agency.................... ....... FINAL -.Federal Register, September 9,

*.General Services Administration FINAL -Federal Register, August 1, 1979

* Department of Health and Human

Services....................... FINAL - Federal Register, November 19,

1980

Department of Housing and

Urban Development......... ...... PROPOSED - Federal Register, August 9, 1979

Department of the Interior ........ FINAL -Federal Register, June 20, 1979

*Fish and Wildlife.............. FINAL - Federal Register, November 249,
Heritage Conservation and 1979
Recreation Service ...... (Functions transferred to the

National Park Service, 19P
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National Park Service ........... FINAL - Federal Register, August 23,
1982

Bureau of Land Management ..... FINAL - Federal Reqister, March 15, 1979
Bireau of Reclamation ......... FINAL - Federal Register, July 17, 1979

Bureau of Indian Affairs ...... PROPOSED - Federal Register, October 1,
1979

OLfice of Surface Mining ...... FINAL - Federal Register, July 25, 1980
Bureau of Mines ................. FINAL - Federal Register, August 8, 1980
Geological Survey ............... INTERIM - Federal Register, May 30, 1980
Mineral Management Service .... FINAL/

INTERIM*

* The Minerals Management Service, formed in 1981, includes activities

formerly performed by the Bureau of Land Management and the Geological
Survey. Sections of the Bureau of Land Management's final floodplain

rule and the Geolocical Survey's interim floodplain rules now cover the
Minerals Management Services activities.

International Boundary and
Water Commission, United
States and Mexico ............... FINAL - Federal Register, December 29,

1978

Department of Justice ............. FINAL - Federal Register, July 30, 19b0

Department of Labor ............... FINAL - Secretary's Order 4-80,

June 27, 1980

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ................... FINAL - Federal Reqister, January 4,

1979

National Capital Planning ....... FINAL - Federal Register, October 19,
Commi ssion 1981

Nuclear Pegulatory Commission ... internal Agency Procedures Adopted per
Federal Pegister, October 6,

1978

U.S. Postal Servic2 ............... F....- Federal Register, April 17, >tl

Small Business Administration ... INTERIM - Federal Register, October 38,
1978

Department of State (provided by)

BFl;reau of uceans and Inter-

national Environmental INFORMAL
and Scienfific Affairs ...... DRAFT September !7b%

Tennissee '.all,', Author ...... .IUA: - Fiera 1 U4]i l r -• I

*!
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Department of Transportation ...* FINAL -Federal Register, April 26, 1979

Federal Highway Administration FINAL -Federal Register, November 26,
1979

* DOT indicates that the following subagency units have adopted the

* DOT-wide directive as their own: Federal Aviation Administration,
Urban Mass Transit Administration, Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation, U.S. Coast Guard, Federal Railroad Administration, and

Maritime Administration.

*Veterans Administration........... FINAL - Federal Register, August 22,
1978

* Water Resources Council*
* 7 itlP I............................FINAL -Federal Register, February 10,

1978

Title I............................ FINAL - Federal Register, September 29,
1978

Title II......................... FINAL - Federal Register, November 30,
1980

* Line ~III........................ FINAL FeraRgitOcor30
1980

* The Water Resources Council is reflecting the Order's requirements in

the referenced procedures.
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air quality standards. EPA generally evaluates each part of I
a state's plan by comparing it with EPA's detailed guidance,
and may disapprove the plan if it falls short of any EPA
requirements, even if another part of the plan more than P
makes up the difference. This process has discouraged states
from proposing alternative approaches which might be equally
effective in improving air quality,. For example, several
states have unsuccessfully proposed *New Source Review.
programs which, though- different from EPA's requirements, may
have an equivalent effect on air qu-ality. EPA will develop
new policies to make it easier to approve "equivalent* State
rmplementation Plans, beginning with a review of New Source
Review requirements.

8. ~FEMA/Executive Order 11988-Floodplain Management.

Executive Order 11988 was issued in 1977 to minimize the use
of federal funds to support direct or indirect land
development in floodplains. The Order provides that a
federal agency may conduct or support development in a
floodplain only after performing an analysis which determines
that no practicable alternatives are available. Once the
agency determines that floodplain development is the only
option, the Order requires that the agency comply with
relevant regulations and. procedures dealing with construction
in floodplains. FEMA will investigate whether federal '-
agencies are complyinq with the requirements of the Order,
and what impact (it any) there has been on the level of
federal support in designated floodplain areas. Another
issue to be reviewed is the use of the "base flood" standard
embodied in the Order. Fo a number of years, FEMA has used
the "base flood"'-which means a flood which has a one percent
or greater chance of occurrence in any given year--as a
standard in its flood insurance programs. There has been a
great deal of debate as to the appropriateness of this
standard. Since this Eecutive Order is the only legal
authority for its use, the standard will be reviewed as part
of the reexamination of the floodplain management program.
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OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENTL. 1

WAS)-4IN TON .

AUS 2 61982

Mr. George Jett cI

General Counsel f;F
Federal Emergency Management Agency f
500 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20472 SF

Dear Mr. Jett:

A major goal of the Administration is to identify and
eliminate unnecessary federal regulatory requirements.
Undoz the auspices of the Presidential Task Force on
Regulatory Relief, we have made significant progress in
reducing federal regulation and paperwork. On
August 4, 1982, the Task Force released the enclosed
report, describing our achievements to date in reducing

- the regulatory burden on State and local governments
and identifying eight additional regulatory areas for
review. As you know, one of the new reviews concerns
Executive Order 11988 on floodplain management, for
which the Federal Emergency Management Agency (7EMA) is
responsible.

The primary responsibility for conducting this review
rests with FEMA. The description on page 23 of the
enclosed report describes the general scope of the
review. As a first step in getting this review
underway, I would appreciate it if you could provide
me, by September 10, 1982, with a plan and schedule for
conducting the review. I would also like to know the
name of the individual within Fr4a who will be
responsible for this review.

We would like to complete this review by March 1983.
.... Accordingly, it is critical that action begin -

immediately. Should you have any questions or
comments, please contact Mr. Kenneth Allen of -my
office, who will be the point of contact for the Task
Force on this review.

-. *"-' ""
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.. .z would like to stress the importance of your thorough
and expeditious evaluation of this program. Over the
past year we have been very successful in stemming the
tide of major new regulatory pressures on our economy.
Yet this is not sufficient. it is essential that we
recognize that the existing regulatory programs
frequently function as a major impediment to the
efficient use of resources in our society. If the
Administration' - economic recovery program is to be
successful, it is crucial. that we review existing
programs rigorously, keeping in mind the need to
achieve our programmatic goals as efficiently and
effectively as possible while minimizing unnecessary
paperwork and compliance expenditures.

T. look forward to your assistance in achieving this

important Akdministration goal.

S incer ely,

v Christopher DeMuth
Executive Director
Presidential Task Force-
on Regulatory Relief

Enclosure

.. w
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FEDERAL EMERGENCY preclude the uneconouru, hazardous or The esaaailie policies and procedures

MANAGEMENT AGENCY unnecessary use of floodplains, were inconsistent for comparabie prorsma.
Two events in particular lead from The established policies and procedures

Regulatory Review: Executive Order Executive Order 11296 to its successor had not been adequately implem.ented. (pp.

11984 and 100 Year Flood Standard Executive Order 11988. First. Congress 21-2).

L e t spassed the legislation which now Executive Order 11988 was
L Statement of Issue comprises the National Flood Insurance promulgated, at least in part in response

By letter of August 28 1982 the Office Program (NFIP). The National Flood to the National Flood Insurance Program

of Management and Budget directed the Insurance Act of 1968. as amended and (NFIP) and the Comptrolier General's

Federal Emergency Management the Flood Disaster Protection Act of report. It was not considered wise public

Agency (FEMA) to conduct a review of 1973. as amended. authorize the Federal policy for the Federal Goverrnment -o be

Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Government to provide flood insurance action in violation of FederaLly

Management. and the standard of the and condition eligibility for Federal prescribed. but locally adopted

100 you frequency flood. 'The basic assistance to build or acquire buildings floodplain management criteria. Nor

Isses Involved In this reinewmre In floodplan a adoption ano.. was it sound public policy for the
. Are Federel a-encie complying enforcement of adequate floodplain Federal Government to foster unwise

with Executive Order 12988? manaement ordinances. Thw the floodplain deveropmeant i the
2. What Impact. if any, has there boes- Federal Government providesflood flbod hazard n local commimitial'r to

on the level of Federal support oL. . - Insurance and other Federal benefits but stimulate unwise private floodplain
unwise actions in designated floodplain in return expects the recipients of such development
areas? benefits to protec the Federal

- 3. Is the 100 year flood standard investment against the flood hazard by A PuqpOs
• appropriate? building properly in the floodplain. To ensure that the Federuf

m. Request for Views of Public The local floodplain management Goverxment upheld its commitment tea
ordinances adopted pursuant to tbe- national program of floodplain

In its review of Executive Ordet 1198 NFIP are constrained in a number of management and did not simply Impos

(42 FR 28951). FEMA will rely heavily on ways. Most lmportanly.:as a general requirementson State and local
public input and documertation to matter they do not have jurisdiction governments, and to address. the
determine whether, and to what extent. ova the actions of the Federal problems rised in the Comptrolle.

-. the Federal agences are complyn wt Government. Thus, a Federal agency Gn's report Execuiverderums
Executive Order 11988. We invite could build in a manner inconsistent was issued. In a startement
responses to the six questions posed In with the local floodplain 6.dme ce. o accompanying the Ovair it was
section V.P. below. so as to enravste the commz ity's recognized that unwise .foodplain

xL briatlmo Due Date flood hazard. Further. the local development can.lead to the loss of lIf
ordinances do not. for the most part, and property, and "it is simply a bad

December 15.1 981 apply to facilities other than insurable Federal investment and should be

IV. Agency Contat structures (walled and roofed buildings). avoided." In practice. Executive Order

All information and any questions Brkdges, roads, sewage treatment plants, 11988 rarely applies to an action. unles
should be dited t Richard dams and levees are a few examples of Federal tax dollars are involved.

Sanderson. iie Naturd aza projects generally not subject to local
Division. O .e of State and Local floodplain requirements (except that C Provisions.
Prvgrams ffieera erndy Lthey may not be built so as to increase There are two basic requirments of.'.f Prgra• Fderl E~ cyflood levels in the comnmrtityl. Finally.

% Management Agency. 500 C Street. SW. lolxecutve Order 11988. Prior
Washington, D.C. .472. (202) 297-4. i the locweal ordinances generally do not conducting, supporting or allowing and

indicate where structures may be built, action In a floodplain, the agency must
V. Executive Order 1I988, Floodplain only how they may be built. (1) determine that the floodplain is the
Management The second event which contributed only practicable location for such action

A. Background. to the need for Executive Order 8 and (2) if the floodplain is the only.
was a report by the Comptroller practicable location. design or modify

In May. 1977, President Carter issued General. "National Attempts To Reduce the action so as to minimize barm to or
Executive Order 11988. Floodplain Losses From Floods By Planning For and within the floodplain- Essentially, the
Management- Section 7 of Executive Controlling The Uses of Flood-Prone' agency must try to avoid the floodplain
Order 1198 revoked Executive Order Lands" (March 7. 1975). The report if practicable and if the action must be
1296 of August 1966. Executive Order concluded that in programs for financing in the floodplain, the agency must take
1"96 direc:- d Federal agencies to and insuring new and existing stauctures the necessary steps to protec It against
provide leacership in preventing and in disposing of property- flooding. Executive Order 11988 does
uneconomic use and development ofand reducing flood losses. Federal agencies had not aussed a not orohibit Federal assistance in
The', an repon fo (1ste leadership role-as directed by Executive floodplains. It does require a case by
The sencis responsible for (1) the Order-l2..-an d had not adequaley case determi'ation of whether safer
construction of Federal structures and evaluated flood hazds in dmiistenng catons are prac be sites for anO ,,, faciliti,s, (2) the administration of their programs for one or more of the loations am apticabsteo fo a n

-- .-... ,--. Federal grarrt loanr or mortgage following reasons.

Insurance programs involving the Policies and proced res had not been building practices to facilities built in
.- '-construction of structu:'es and faci]lies. established for eva;uaung hazards for many ten opar

""and (31 the disposal if Fedal programs. The Order a-p!,ea to Federal actions
dre to) ealua te The policies and procedures estabtished involving (1) acquiring. managing and"e:.- rop.'-~es ee dreced o ealute frequently faile~d to ide,-ufy flood frequency d~sposing of Federal lands and facilities:

"e. flood hazards in connection with their ctera
actions and. as far as practicable.
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(2) providing Federally undetaken. which implement Executive Order 11968. It found that the 100 year standardfinanced or assisted consuction and The regulations, handbooks. and other had been adopted by virtually every
i nprovements. and (3) conducting material will be reviewed for their Federal agency and most State agencies.d. Federal activities and programs adequacy in implementing the Order. The Committee concluded.
affecting land use, including but not
limited to water and related land F. Substartive Compliance After careul conideradron r the Comnfdnoo
resources planning. regulating and FEMA will analyze whether agency that hats ote percent chance of occurrence

",l. icensing activities. procedures are being acted upon. and is reasonable and consistent with nationwideExecutive Order 12US applie to the adequately implemented. It must be standards for flood protecnon. (P. 5).Federal actions identified above which" determined if the policies and
are proposed to be taken in the 100 year requirements of Executive Order 11988 By virtue of 1974 amendments to the
floodplain. That is the area subject to a are finding their way into agency National Flood Insurance Act of 198
one percent or greater chance of decision-making. To collect the facts (I 1307(e)), Congress applied the 100
flooding in any given year. necessary to conduct this aspect of the year flood standard as the minimum

There are also a few procedural review. FEMA is seeking input from any level of protection which must be
-. requirements stemming from the Order. interested individual or public or afforded by i flood protection projectFirst, the agency must provide early private entity with information under the flood insurance program.

notice to the public on proposals for responsive to any or all the following C Application
action and alternative courses of action. questions regarding Federal actions:
If the head of an agency finds there is no 1. Are actions going into the The 100 year standard has
practicable alternative to locating in a floodplain which should not be? widespread application. As indicated.
floodplain. then the public must be 2. Are actions not going into the most states and virtually every Federal
informed of this fact. Each agency was floodplain which should be? agency had adopted it even prior to

S,-,, also required to issue or amend existing 3. Are flood risks being assessed Executive Order 11988 and the 1973
by May 24. 1978. to comply adequately? Senate Committee Report. More

with the Order. 4. Are structures and facilities being importantly, it is presently in effect inD. Issues adequately protected against the flood over 17.000 comunities nationwide that
hazard? are participating in the National FloodIn the course of its review. FEMA will 5. Are actions being delayed as a Insurance Program. These communities

- examine the provisions of Executive result of compliance with Executive have a FEMA map which at the least
Order 11988 to determine if the Order 11988? If so, do benefits result delineates the boundary of the 100 yearrequirements contained therein are from the extra time taken to review the floodplain and will often (where
reasonable and promote wise public floodplain aspects of a project? detailed engineering studies have been ..policy. FMA will ,eview the wisdom of B. Has there been a change in the level completed] identify the level of the 100
requiring avoidance of the floodplain of Federal for unwise floodplain year flood. On the basis of these maps.
unless it is the only practicable location actions as a result of Executive Order the local governmer.t requires buildingand of providing for minimization of 11988? Why or why not. permits for all floodplain developmentber to and witin the floodplain. 18 wor why not? and elevation of the lowest floor of all

We. would appreciate factually based new structures to the level of the 100
FFMA will look into the reasonableness answers which provide ample rationale. y
of these requirements and whether. if Specific examples documenting the ylear flood. This system has been in
oplied wi they will achieve the conclusions would be quite helpful.for the fourteen years that theobjective of reducing Federal support for flood insurance program has been in

unwise floodplain actions. FEMA will existence. The flood insurance rates
also examine the use.fulness of the . 100 Year Flood Standard applied to new construction arepublic notice requirements of Executive A. Description dependent on the level of the 100 yeir'-"" Order 12988. FE'M., will review the fodprop r-aen "e" the rese cie The 100 year flood is that flood that food.

pprovisions of the Order including those has a one percent or greater chance of Even though. as the Senate Reportinvolving delineation of flood heights on occurring in a given year. In a slightly indicates, most Federal agencies hadpublic structues, disposal of public different light. it is the flood that has a already adopted the 100 year standardproper, notice of f'1ood hazards i 28 percent chance of occurring during by.1973. Executive Order 11988 formally
connection with financial transactions, the life of a 30 year mortgage. required application of the standard in.and authorizaion and appropriaton- B. Background 1977. As a result, the 200 year standardnd requests to the Office of Management has been the basis of the regulations
rqand Budet. The 100 year flood standard was and procedures of almost all of the
an. udgtadopted by the Federal Insurance agencies.
F Proceduul Compliance Administration based on a

Agencies are required to have recommendation of a conference of D. Issues
' promulgated regulations implementing experts which took place in 1988. The Because the 100 year standard is usedExecutive Order 11988. Most agencies conference determined that the 100 year nationwide, and because it often results

established such regulations and did so standard was the most realistic and in somewhat higher construction costs.in consultation with the Water equitable basis for floodplain planning • it is meaningful to take another look atResources Council (WRC). the Council and construction. the standard to determine if it is
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and Though the 100 year Glood is not appropriate or if there is a more

* F-MA. We intend to survey the Federal specifica.lly in either the 1968 or 1973. effective alternative.agencies to determine the date and flood acts. 1t did receive the imprimatur FE! will review the question of
contents of the most recent version of of the Senate Committee on Banking, whether the 100 year standard istheir reglaetions. We will also seek any Housing and Urban Affairs (S. Rep. No. sufficiently sensitive to local conditions.handbooks, policy papers or other an -,q83. 1.7). The Commnttee held Does the 100 year standard account forgidbce to central and field offices extensive hearings, and brought before local conditions and. if not. are there

it experts and representatives of diverse practical alternatives to achieve this
interests. result?

" " . . . . " " ' " " " ' " . . . " "" " " . , 1
• -- . . - , , , . _ .-. -. . . . , . -. -"-
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FEMA will also address the question
, . of whether the 100 year flood standard

\- - takes into account a sufficient range of
risk factors. Does the standard
adequately account for water height.
velocity of flow, frequency of flooding.
quality of flood water, historical flood
loss experience, socioeconomic costs

- and -maximum average annual damage?
If the 100 year standard does not
account for these risk factors, should it
account'for them? What steps could and
should be taken to address the
appropriate risk factors?

SVIL Due Date
.- FEM wil report to the Office of -

Management and Budget in May. 1983.
Dated: October 19.1962.

Lao NI. Thomas,
Aso at. Director. Office of State and local
P•rrms and SupportL
I., DM.c . ol raw., Fed b5 so)

. . .. . .... . . .
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

* 1 WASHINGTON. D.C. 2fl549

* B-16 7 7 9 0

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This is our report on national attempts to reduce losses
from floods by planning for and controlling the uses of flood-
prone lands.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account-
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Audit-
ing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretaries of Defense;
the Army; the Air Force; the Navy; Agriculture; Health, Edu-

% cation, and Welfare; and Housing ana Urban Development; the
Administrators of General Services and Veterans Affairs; and
the Chairmen of the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Water
Resources Council.

Comptroller General

of the United States
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GLOSSARY

Flood An overflow of water on lands not normally
covered by water, which are used or usable

by man. Floods have two essential charac-
teristics: the inundation of land is tem-
porary and the land is adjacent to and
inundated by overflow from a river, stream,
ocean, lake, or other body of standing
water.

- od Frequency A statistical expression of the prob-
ability of recurrence for a flood of a

given magnitude. For example, a 100-year
flood has a magnitude that may be equaled
or exceeded once every hundred years, on
the average; such a flood has a 1-percent
chance of being equaled or exceeded in any
given year.

Fl ced Hazard The risk to life or damage to property
from flooding.

-cod Hazard A report prepared by the Soil Conservation
: .-Aayses Report Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

on the flood hazard in a given area.

- Iecd. Insurance A report prepared for the Federal Insurance
SS:-dy Report Administration (FIA), Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development, on the flood
hazard in a given area. These reports,
prepared by any one of several Federal,
State, or regional agencies--primarily the
Corps of Engineers--or by engineering con-

* sultants, under contract with FIA, are
used to estimate damages over a period of
years and to determine actuarial rates
for the Federal flood insurance program
administered by FIA.

SdPlain The areas adjoining a river, stream, water-

course, ocean, lake, or other body of
standing water that have been or may be
covered by floodwater.
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Flood Plain A report prepared by the Corns of Engineers

. Information on the flood hazard in a given area.

Report

Flood Plain A program intended to lessen the damaging
m anagement effects of floods and to make effective use

of related water and land resources with-
in the flood plain. It attempts to balance
the use of flood plains with potential
losses. Some available techniques are con-
trolling land use in flood plains, flood
proofing buildings in the flood plain,
establishing flood-warning and evacuation
systems, and using structural measures.

Flood Proofing A combination of structural changes and
adjustments to new or existing structures
primarily to reduce or eliminate flood
damages. Some flood-proofing techniques
are using landfill to raise the site for
a new building, placing a new building on
stilts and using the ground level for
parking, adding flood shields for windows
and doors, and installing sump pumps.

Floodway That section of a flood plain which is
required to convey a selected flood flow
without substantially increasing flood

heights.

Intermediate A term used by the Corps of Engineers to
Regional Flood designate a flood having an average fre-
or 100-Year quency occurrence on the order of. once
Flood every 100 years, although it may occur

O- in any year.

Nonstructural Any measure, other than structural, de-

Measures signed to reduce flood danage and damage
potential.

Standard Project A term used by the Corps of Engineers to
Flood designate a flood resulting from the most

severe combination of meteorological and
hydrological conditions that are considered

e
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reasonably characteristic of the area, ex-
cluding extremely rare combinations. Peak

discharges for these floods are generally
about 40 to 60 percent of the probable
maximum floods for the same areas.

Structural Flood control projects designed to lower
m:easures flood heights or provide barriers against

flood waters.
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COMP-TROLLER GENERAL 'S NATIONAL ATTE TTS TO
- REPORT TO THE CONGRESS REDUCE LOSSES FROM FLOOnS BY

PLANNING FOR AND CONTROLLING
THE USES OF FLOOD-PRONE LANDS
Mul tiagency

SD I G E S T

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION'S

• . The Federal Government has in- There has been little progress
- vested about $9 billion in toward curtailing disastrous

flood protection works; however, flood losses by planning for
since the adoption of a na- and controlling the uses of
tional flood control policy in flood-prone lands. Development
1936, annual losses from floods of such lands has continued,
have increased steadily and ex- making the program's objective
ceed an estimated $1 billion more difficult to achieve. (See
annually. p. 42.)

In 1966 the Task Force on
Federal Flood Control Policy Federal agencies did not
concluded that through plan- evaluate flood hazzras
ning and by controlling and adequateLy
regulating the uses of flood-
prone lands, disastrous flood In 1966 the President directed
losses could be largely cur- Federal agencies to evaluate
tailed. flood hazards in their (1)

construction and disposal pro-
The task-force--established grams and (2) grant, loan, and
by the President--proposed a mortgage insurance programs in-
unified national proqram for volving public and private
reducing losses. The President facilities.
then directed that Federal
agencies provide leadership for He directed the agencies to
States, local governments, and take such actions as preclud-
others in reducing flood loss ing hazardous use of flood
potential. plains, applying flood-proofing

measures to existing facilities,
GAO made this review to inform attaching use restrictions
the Congress about the effec- when selling flood-prone Fed-
tiveness of the unified program. eral properties, and withhold-

O. ing Federal flood-prone prop-
GAO's work covered 11 Federal erties from disposal. (See
agencies, 6 States--Missouri, p. 8.)
Nebraska, North Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, Virginia--and In the Department of Housing
44 local governments in those and Urban Development, Veterans

• States. (See app. I.) Administration, and Farmers

TearShet. Upon removal, the report RD7-2
cover date should be noted hereon. RED-75-327
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Home Administration programs When Federal agencies do not
for financing and insuring new evaluate a flood hazard ade-

a- and existing houses, the Fed- quately, they not only endanger
eral agencies had not adequately the Federal investment but
evaluated the possible effects
of flood hazards for one or --subject owners of property
more of the following reasons. to potential personal hard-
Policies and procedures (1) had ships,
not been established for eval-
uating hazards for many pro- --encourage unwise use and de-grams, (2) frequently failed to velopment of flood-prone

identify flood frequency cri- areas which may be used to
teria, (3) were inconsistent justify the construction of
for comparable programs, and flood control projects that
(4) had not been adequately would not be necessary if
implemented. such use and development had

not occurred, and
The General Services Administra-
tion, Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, and Veterans Administra- --increase the potential for ex-
tion programs for disposing of penditure of Federal funds
property likewise had not pro- for disaster relief. (See
vided adequate evaluations of p. 11.)
flood hazards. (See p. 21.)

Housing and Urban Development Need for Federa: agencies to
did not take adequate action to 'ace 2rea~er erhasis on
deal with the flood hazard on rroviaino : ecnnicai assistance
32 of 40 grant, loan, and
mortgage insurance projects in- The Corps of Engineers, the
volving new construction Soil Conservation Service of
located in or near 100-year the Department of Agriculture,
flood plains, and the Tennessee Valley Au-

thority are responsible for pro-
In one case, Housing and Urban viding localities with infor-
Development gave preliminary mation on the scope and nature
approval in June 1972 for mort- of flood hazards (flood plain
gage insurance of $690,000 on information reports) and tech-a 60-unit multifamily project nical expertise on how to usein Texas. After GAO discussed this information needed for

the project with Housing and planning and regulating the
Urban Development officials, use of flood-prone lands.
they obtained information from

e.' the Corps of Engineers which The Corps of Engineers and the
showed that a 100-year flood Soil Conservation Service have
would cover the first floor of made limited progress in pro-
the units with up to 4 feet viding this assistance because I

- .,of water. Housing and Urban De- of insufficient funding.
veiooment subseauently with-

. drew its approval. (See pp. 13 The Federal insurance Admin-
ar, d 14.) istration of Housing and Urban --

n"O" " " ' , ' .. ..". .. " ... o, .. ... .1 ,
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Development has stated that limited to spot checks of bud-
there are about 21,600 flood- get requests to determine
prone communities. As of De- whether agencies were building
cember 31, 1974, Federal in flood plains. The Office of
agencies had provided the es- Management and Budget should
sential information on the actively monitor the actions of
scope and nature of flood the agencies. (See p. 38.)
hazards to about 3,300 com-
munities. (See pp. 25, 26, 32, The Office of Management and
and 33.) Budget assigned several major

task force recommendations to
The Corps' flood plain infor- the Water Resources Council.
mation reports are voluminous, The Council assumed a leader-
containing considerable his- ship role because some of the
torical background data. Some- recommendations called for de-
times, the Corps prepared veloping uniform guidelines and
shorter and less costly ver- standards to aid Federal agen-
sions which appeared to provide cies in evaluating flood
the essential data on the flood hazards. It took the Council
hazard but did not include his- many years to accomplis., some
torical background. Some of of the recommendations while
the Soil Conservation Service others remain still unaccom-
reports were similar to the tra- plished. The Council must be
ditional Corps reports. more effective in implementing

its part of the unified national
Preparation of the shorter ver- program. (See pp. 39 and 40.)

N.19 sion of the reports would per-
mit the preparation of more Actions by State and Zocal
reports within available re- governments to minimize fZood
sources. (See pp. 28 and 32.) losses

The Tennessee Valley Authority Reduction of flood losses de-
has aggressively provided as- pends upon cooperative Federal,
sistance to localities and has State, and local government
provided flood information to efforts.
most of the localities with
identified serious flood haz-
ards in the Tennessee River Of the six States GAO visited,
Basin. (See p. 29.) two had enacted statewide flood

plain legislation, one had pro-
vided more stringent building

Need for better monitoring and codes for flood-prone areas,
leadership for Federal flood and the other three had not en-
control efforts acted legislation. (See p. 43.)

In 1966 the President directed
the Office of Management and Many localities had not re-

4. Budget to monitor implementa- quested Federal assistance to
tion of task force recommenda- identify flood hazards and the
tions. However, since 1970 this techniques to reduce flood
agency's efforts have been losses. In some cases where

I&ILlZ-X .2-2
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Federal assistance was ob- ance for acquisition or con-
. tained, there had been a lack struction of property in the

of action to enact State or locality after July 1, 1975.
local land use ordinances that (See pp. 3 and 7.)

. would minimize the effects of
flooding. (See p. 44.) Flood insurance reports, which

differ somewhat from flood
Localities cited these reasons, plain information reports, are
among others, for not taking used to estimate actual and
action: potential flood damages and to

determine actuarial rates for
-- Restricting the use of pri- the flood insurance program.

vately owned land was unpopu- These reports are prepared by
lar. various agencies, including the

Corps, the Tennessee Valley
--Regulating development would Authority, and the Soil Con-
hinder the economic growth servation Service. (See p. 33.)
of the area.

--Lack of awareness of avail- GAO believes that the act should
able Federal assistance or of provide localities with greater
the requirements placed upon incentives to regulate the de-
them if assistance was re- velopment of flood-prone lands.

4-.:: quested. (See p. 45.) (See p. 47.)

FZood Disaster Protection Act .,
of 1973 RECOMMENDATIONS OR SYGCESTI-NS

The National Flood Insurance The Secretaries of Agriculture
Program administered by the and Housing and Urban Develop-
Federal Insurance Administration ment and the Administrators of
allows property owners to buy General Services Administration
insurance for protection and Veterans Administration
against flood losses at feder- should establish requirements
ally subsidized rates. For that their field offices eval-
property owners to be eligible uate flood hazards for their
for such insurance, the locali- construction, financing, and
ties must adopt and enforce disposal programs, including
land use and control measures. both new and existing proper-

ties. These requirements
should include the 100-year

The Flood Disaster Protection flood frequency criteria es-
Act of 1973 requires that local- tablished by the Water Resources

O ities with special flood Council. GAO also recommends
hazards participate in the Na- that the agencies establish
tional Flood Insurance Program monitoring systems to insure

, in order for Federal agencies compliance with the require-. to approve financial assist- ments. (See p. 22.)

4. iv
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The Secretaries of Agriculture AGENCY ACTIONS AND UN'RESOLV'ED
- and the Army should ISSUES

The agencies concerned gen-

--allocate additional resources erally agreed with GAO's con-
to technical assistance ef- clusions and recommendations
forts to help State and local and indicated that corrective
governments achieve the objec- action would be taken. (See pp.
tives of the national pro- 22, 35, and 41.) While the De-
gram for reducing flood losses partments of Agriculture and the
and give priority to assist- Army indicated that additional
ing the Federal Insurance funding would be sought for pro-
Administration in providing viding assistance to communities,
the information required the increase in the number of
under the National Flood In- studies will be minimal. (See
surance Program and pp. 35 and 36.)

--require preparation of shorter GAO asked the Office of Manage-
versions of the flood plain ment and Budget for comments on
information reports. (See this report but received no
p. 35.) response. However, an official

told GAO that the information
The Secretary of the Army in the report would be used in
should also reviewing the agencies' budget

and program requests. (See
--establish procedures for p. 41.)

* systematically informing
localities of assistance
available and MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY

THE CONGRESS

--establish more effective pro-
cedures for insuring that the In view of the limited progress
results of flood information being made in providing needed
studies are used effectively, technical assistance to locali-
(See p. 35.) ties, GAO recommends that the

Congress require that the
The Director of the Office of Corps of Engineers and the Soil
Management and Budget should Conservation Service budget
more effectively monitor actions submissions include information
of Federal agencies in consider- on plans, funding projections,
ing flood hazards in their pro- and time estimates for com-
grams and in providing technical pleting needed technical assist-
assistance to State and local ance projects. Such information
governments. The Director of would provide a foundation for
the Water Resources Council the Congress to set meaningful
should take action to more ef- goals and funding levels for
fectively fulfill its respon- completing such projects.
sibilities. (See p. 41.) (See p. 36.)
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